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Abstract
This work presents Move Value Estimation for Robot Teams (MVERT), an architecture specifically
designed for selecting low-level actions for multi-agent teams. The design goal for MVERT is to produce
reasonable performance that takes advantage of a heterogeneous team while maintaining computational
efficiency. MVERT is fully distributed – each agent selects actions based on its knowledge and knowledge
provided it by teammates. Each robot approximates the expected next-step teammate contributions and,
given these predictions, each robot can select its action to maximize the team’s progress. MVERT
represents progress with mathematical value functions that map state and robot task performance models to
a numerical value representing mission utility.
Many action selection approaches (optimal trajectory planning, for example) in large state-spaces may be
computationally prohibitive, particularly for online mission replanning. However, taking advantage of a
team’s multi-agent nature to provide efficiency requires consideration of teammate contributions. Thus, in
selecting an action with MVERT, each robot approximates the next-step contributions of teammates by
applying their sensing models, task capabilities, and current poses in the value functions. The robot then
evaluates its candidate actions by applying the value functions and its own sensor models. The action
resulting in the overall highest-valued pose is selected and executed.
Performance in each task is described by an individual value function. State includes current locations of
teammates and objects in the environment. Performance models include task capabilities and sensor
models. Value functions may be any mathematical representation of task performance. To determine an
actions’ overall value, independent task values are combined by weighted average. Weighting each task’s
value allows prioritizing tasks in accordance with desired performance. As progress reduces potential for
improving value on some tasks, the weights automatically shift focus to the other tasks. Weights can be
dynamically adapted as mission needs change.
MVERT has been applied in simulation and on physical robots for mapping, dynamic target tracking, and
complex multi-task missions (planetary exploration). MVERT improves team mission performance time
and completeness compared to individual action selection and greatly improves computation time
compared to a one-step optimal. MVERT produces contextually appropriate actions for successfully
performing complex multi-task, multi-robot missions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Problem Statement

In this work, it is asserted that in order to maximize the utility of heterogeneous teams, each agent on a
team should consider the future contributions of teammates based on their different capabilities to select
actions that will most help overall team progress toward mission completion. How to accomplish this is
currently an active area of research. Planning full trajectories of actions for large teams in a complex,
changing environment may be prohibitively costly in computation, particularly if the teams are
heterogeneous. Up-front optimal planning may cause unacceptable delays before starting a mission, and
replanning due to changes in the team or environment may further delay mission completion or fail to allow
robots to adequately react to dynamic circumstances. Thus, efficiently maximizing the team contribution
remains an open area of research. This work addresses the following research question:
How can a heterogeneous team of robots maximize team progress in a multi-task mission in a scalable,
efficient manner at execution?
This can be broken into several subsidiary questions, concerning the execution level of teams:
•
•
•
•

How can robot teams effectively integrate multiple mission tasks?
How should robot teams be distributed dynamically to best improve the uncertainty of maps and
target locations?
How should dynamic elements of the environment be treated?
How can performance of multi-robot systems be evaluated in this context?

This work specifically seeks to investigate the following thesis statement:
Applying value functions in action selection can provide efficient team execution of multiple parallel tasks.
Algorithms that address these questions could be used to control multi-robot teams for such complex tasks
as large-scale planetary exploration (Figure 1) [30], [34], [79], [96], surveillance networks [56], [98], and
construction [53]. Substantial research has been completed on individual components for such systems.
Separately, tasks of mapping, deploying communications or sensor networks, and foraging/consumption
(the tasks of locating objects in the environment and interacting with them or collecting them) have been
investigated with productive results. Additionally, task allocation for multiple robot teams has been
demonstrated using market-based approaches, model-based approaches, behavior-based approaches, and
traditional optimal planning approaches. Execution of tasks using multiple robot teams have also been
proven, including action selection for information gain in an exploration or mapping scenario. Lacking in
the above related research is an efficient approach for action selection integrating many different types of
tasks for a heterogeneous multi-robot team. Most of these approaches also have limitations in scalability
for large teams and many tasks.

Figure 1. NASA/CMU Conception of a Martian Multi-Robot Colony.
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This work presents Move Value Estimation for Robot Teams (MVERT), an architecture for selecting lowlevel actions at the execution layer of a robot control system. MVERT is specifically designed for multiagent (robot) teams. The design goal for MVERT is to produce reasonable performance that takes
advantage of the heterogeneous multi-robot team while maintaining computational efficiency. Here,
actions are defined as selecting a pose to move to in the next time step. The MVERT action selection
architecture represents progress toward mission goals with mathematical value functions that map current
state and performance models to a numerical value representing progress. Current state includes the
current locations of teammates as well as objects in the environment. Performance models include models
of which tasks can be performed and sensor models. Using the current state and models of the teammates’
capabilities, approximations of their next-step progress can be made by applying the value functions.
Given these predictions, each robot can select the action for which the team’s overall progress will be
maximized. Computation is made scalable by adjusting the number of candidate moves considered by each
robot and the complexity of the models/value functions to be evaluated at each step. Three assumptions are
fundamentally inherent in the MVERT approach. First, team agents must be operating in a common
coordinate frame. This can be established a prior or may be established during execution using traditional
map registration techniques. Second, agents must be able to obtain information about relevant aspects of
teammate state, either through communication or observation and inference. Third, changes in teammate
state from one step to the next are small and can be reasonably approximated by a single average.
The MVERT architecture is considered behavior-based in the sense that separate behaviors (designed for
each task) independently contribute to the selection of an action. The selection of an action is based only
on current state of the team and the environment, not on any historical information, and selects actions for
only one step. However, unlike a purely behavior-based system, some reasoning is applied to assist in the
decision. Each robot makes a prediction, based on models, of teammate contributions and then reasons
about the expected results of its own different candidate actions. This greedy search is essentially a onestep plan in the low-level action space.
The potential applications of MVERT include any tasks that can be represented by some computable
mathematical function. These functions need not be smooth, continuous or differentiable, as they are
evaluated at the current state and not optimized. Values may depend on any aspects of the current state of
the world, and will typically depend on robot poses, object locations, and robot capabilities and sensing
models. These functions may also be time dependent, changing mission priorities as time elapses. The
total value of a state is a weighted average of the individual values for each task. The weights assigned to
each task determine the resulting behavior of the team by prioritizing some tasks relative to others. As
progress reduces potential for improving value on some tasks, the weights automatically shift focus to the
other tasks. Weights may differ among robots to reflect differing capabilities or to diversify the team by
providing subteams different priorities.
The MVERT architecture is implemented in simulation and on physical robot teams. Value functions are
developed for several tasks: target position estimation for multiple static or dynamic targets, target
sampling tasks, maintaining line of sight connectivity, and exploration. As the goal of mapping (or other
target location tasks) is to minimize the uncertainty on the locations of targets, the target location value
function represents target uncertainty with an uncertainty area; larger areas are lower value than smaller
areas. The target sampling task requires moving to a specified location, and remaining at that location to
perform a task such as analysis or manipulation. The value function for target sampling encourages
moving toward the target sampling location by giving positive value to reductions in distance, and then
encourages maintaining the sampling location by shifting to a forced local optimum for the duration of task
completion. The value function for exploration is identical to the target sampling value, though it does not
require remaining at the location. Lastly, the network connectivity value function assumes a line-of-sight
model for communication. It varies from 0 to 1 with the fraction of robots that can be seen directly or
indirectly (by relay via one or more teammates).
These value functions are applied to action selection for robot teams in four mission types. The first two
mission types specifically address the second subsidiary research question by focusing on mapping tasks.
The first of these missions is an idealized mapping task, called target location. The basic performance of
MVERT and the isolated effects of varying parameters, team size, and robot capabilities are examined
using this simplified mission. The second is a traditional mapping task, mapping, in an unknown
environment with noisy observation and motion. The third mission type, addressing the third subsidiary
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research question, is dynamic target tracking, in which robots locate dynamic objects (with unknown
motions) within an environment with known localization landmarks. These first three missions utilize the
fundamental value function for minimizing target location uncertainty to select actions. The last mission
type, addressing the first subsidiary question, is designed to investigate the utility of MVERT in more than
one task simultaneously: planetary exploration. All value functions are applied to this complex, multi-task
mission that requires mapping and exploring an unknown environment, target sampling (performing some
task) at specified locations, and maintaining line of sight communications for sharing information.
To address the fourth and final subsidiary research question, several metrics have been developed and
suggested as relevant for evaluating the performance of teams in an exploration-like mission. These
metrics are related to mission goals: map uncertainty, map accuracy, total mission completion time,
percentage of mission completeness, and robot localization accuracy. These metrics have been applied to
evaluate and compare the performance of MVERT in the various missions. MVERT performance is
compared to several other approaches qualitatively and quantitatively using these metrics. The first
approach is individual action selection, in which robots attempt to maximize their own progress toward
mission completion without regard to teammate contributions. The second approach is the one-step
optimal, in which the set of moves for the team that maximizes mission progress (through maximizing
value) is selected, rather than the approximation used by MVERT. The third approach for comparison is a
commonly-used approach to mapping, the division of the exploration area into smaller areas, each of which
is assigned a robot to map it using a coverage pattern.
The results of this work indicate that the MVERT architecture can successfully select actions that
approximately maximize mission progress for a team. For mapping tasks, robots automatically select
actions that will make the most contribution, given their heterogeneous sensing capabilities. Thus, with
asymmetrical sensors that require multiple points of view to fully localize objects, robots as a team move to
produce observations from complementary visual axes.
To reduce uncertainty on all objects
simultaneously, robots automatically distribute themselves among the targets. These results are also
reflected in the dynamic target tracking task. In the complex planetary exploration mission, MVERT
demonstrates the ability to integrate multiple mission tasks, selecting actions that prioritize the mission
tasks as desired by tuning the relative weights of each task’s value. MVERT provides advantages over
individual action selection by better covering the space and by providing higher value (lower uncertainty)
target position estimates. MVERT also provides advantages over the one-step optimal by producing
similar results with far less computation, as it scales linearly with team size rather than exponentially.
Computing the optimal for large teams or complex missions (such as the planetary exploration mission
investigated here) would be impossible in real time. Lastly, MVERT provides advantages over coverage
patterns in some cases, such as when applying small teams in environments with non-uniformly distributed
targets, and in the ability to prioritize and perform multiple tasks.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
•

An architecture for selecting actions for a heterogeneous team at execution level during a complex
mission, including:
•
•

A method for iterative, near-optimal distribution of a robot team for mapping multiple distributed
static and dynamic objects;
A method for selecting actions to maximize mission progress in a multi-task mission.

•

Validation of the approach in simulation for target location, mapping, target tracking, and a multi-task
complex mission with heterogeneous team.

•

An implementation of this framework on a real multi-robot system for mapping and target tracking.

•

Metrics proposed for evaluating the performance of such multi-robot systems.

•

Suggested simple value functions for some common tasks.

While a powerful tool for the low-level execution systems described in this work, MVERT performance
may potentially benefit from several future research directions. MVERT is envisioned as part of the
execution layer of a more complex multi-robot control system that includes higher-level reasoning. By
taking some aspects of low-level planning into account at the MVERT level, the computation required at
the reasoning level may be reduced. Additionally, the use of traditional learning approaches during design
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and execution may allow improving the value functions’ ability to evaluate progress, providing better team
performance. Lastly, some of the assumptions about simple environment models must be relaxed for
MVERT to be applied in practical systems.
This document is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, research in areas related to this work is summarized
and the limitations relevant to this thesis are discussed. The theory of the MVERT architecture, including
some of the fundamental design choices, is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the mathematical
treatment of uncertainty in this work, including representation and methods for combining information.
Performance evaluation metrics are suggested in Chapter 5 to address the last subsidiary research question.
Experimental platforms, environments, and mission scenarios are also detailed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
presents a method of localization, developed as part of this work, that is applied to some of the experiments
presented here. Chapter 7 though Chapter 10 present the detailed experimental descriptions, results, and
discussion, divided by mission task. Chapter 7 presents results of the Target Localization Mission, a
simulated mapping-related task used to explore the basic performance of MVERT and the effects of
varying different parameters in simulation. A more realistic mapping mission is presented in Chapter 8,
with results for several environments in simulation and on a physical multi-robot team. Chapter 7 and
Chapter 8 directly address the second subsidiary research question. Experiments, in simulation and on a
physical robot team, in dynamic target tracking missions using MVERT are presented in Chapter 9. This
chapter specifically addresses the third subsidiary question. Lastly, a complex multi-task mission
representing planetary exploration (in simulation) is presented in Chapter 10. The experiments in Chapter
10 are designed to address the first subsidiary research question. Chapter 11 concludes with a summary of
the approach and discussion of results, including a reiteration of the contributions of this work and
suggested future research directions.
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Several areas of robotics research are relevant to this thesis. These are robot localization, mapping of
environments, dynamic target tracking, distributed sensing, task allocation, and action selection. In
particular, approaches geared toward teams of multiple robots are most relevant to this work.

2.1 Robot Localization
Robot Localization is the process of determining a robot’s pose (position and orientation) within its
environment as defined by an external frame. Relative localization allows teammates to localize relative to
each other without respect to an external reference frame. Global localization is the process of determining
a robot’s pose within an environment, as defined by an external frame, without any prior estimate of pose.

2.1.1 Single-Robot Approaches to Robot Localization
The most basic approach to localization is triangulation using reference measurements of range and bearing
to landmarks with known positions. This is the approach most frequently used by humans [44]. Localizing
with the Global Positioning System (GPS) is a form of triangulation, using satellites as reference
landmarks. Many robotic systems use types of triangulation, including GPS, in order to localize within a
known environment [34], [41], [54], [55], [69], [90], [91], [101], [108], [122], [127]. Triangulation is also
frequently performed using only bearing measurements to reference landmarks [22], [23], [38], [116]. It
can be performed in both continuous and discrete coordinate frames. Typically, localization by
triangulation does not directly provide quality measures on position estimates.
Kalman-Bucy Filters (KBFs) are the most commonly used method of localization for robots [32], [33],
[41], [46], [48], [49], [51], [52], [64], [70], [88], [110], [111], [112]. KBFs use statistical methods to
incorporate measurement uncertainty in position estimates [14], [65], [80]. A KBF update consists of a
process update, in which an estimate of robot motion and motion error models are incorporated into the
robot’s pose, and a sensor update, in which corrections are made to the pose estimate based on sensed
landmarks. Pose estimates are typically represented by a single multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution
and updates are a weighted multiplication of these distributions. The future sensor measurements are
predicted based on the motion of the robot and the location of the landmarks. The weights applied to new
sensor readings are determined by how well the sensor readings agree with the prediction. KBFs can keep
robots localized when the Gaussian models hold, but can only recover from errors within bounds because
highly unlikely sensor readings are given little weight, even though possibly correct [46].
Maximum Likelihood localization chooses the most likely pose as the current estimate. Updates use
Bayes’ Rule, which relates a new pose belief distribution to the prior pose belief distribution and a sensor
or motion model; this can also be easily implemented to track multiple hypotheses of robot position and
does not require Gaussian distribution [120]. In my previous work, Probabilistic Constraint-Based
Localization, a Bayes’ Rule update is combined with a KBF approach to use Gaussian multiplication and
geometric constraints to simplify computation of pose estimates [127]. CBL identifies lost robots when
sensors do not match pose estimates and increases uncertainty to allow recovery and global localization.
Markov Localization (or Monte Carlo Localization) can also perform global robot localization, and various
implementations have been applied to many systems [10], [15], [25], [26], [36], [37], [66], [75], [81],
[117], [135]. ML and MCL represent robot positions as a set of sample particles, each sample representing
a possible pose, allowing arbitrary distributions over pose belief. The density of particles within an area of
pose space represents the likelihood that the true pose lies in that area of pose space. Pose estimates are the
center of mass of the particles. Updates are performed using Bayes’ Rule. This approach trades off
computational complexity (in terms of number of particles to update) with accuracy of pose estimates. By
maintaining a small number of particles distributed throughout the space, robots can recover from being
lost. Initialization with a uniform distribution of particles within the environment allows for localization
within the environment without any knowledge of initial pose. In one implementation, Sensor Resetting
Localization, lost robots, identified when sensor readings do not match expectations, are reset to a state of
unknown pose to allow faster recovery [73].
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A final commonly used approach to robot localization is the use of template matching. A priori, poses
within the environment are sampled and represented by the sensor readings made from those poses.
Typically, templates are geometric, such as a set of edges from an image. Localization compares current
sensor readings to the stored templates and the closest match or interpolation between templates provides a
location for the robot [20], [45], [49], [76], [141]. Another commonly used type of template is Cell
Occupancy Grids [18], [43], [55], [62], [87]. Cell Occupancy grids discretize the space, marking cells as
occupied or free. Sensor input is a scan of local occupied/free space that can be matched to the discrete
map. Monte Carlo Localization [81] and Kalman-Bucy filters [49], [51], [52] can also be applied to
templates rather than range-bearing information to landmarks. Locations represented by templates can
either be in a continuous representation (as in the case of a single map) or may be distinct locations linked
in a topological map. In one case, time-dependent models of the environment are matched against
symbolic interpretations of sensor input to handle environmental changes [104].

2.1.2 Multi-Robot Approaches to Robot Localization
In a perfectly known environment, multiple robots may localize independently using the map. However,
the performance may be improved by allowing robots to help each other localize. In this case, as robots
observe each other and the environment, sharing these observations increases the information available to
each robot for localization. By using teammates as landmarks, in some cases dependence on environmental
landmarks for localization can be reduced or eliminated.
Without the need for an external reference frame, such as in formation following, robots may perform
relative localization with their teammates. There are a few examples of using only relative positioning to
localize robots [57], [59], [90].
One of the simplest approaches to team localization is the “leap-frog” approach in which some robots
remain stationary to serve as landmarks while other robots move through the environment. Robots take
turns serving as landmarks and explorers [43], [66], [69], [90], [91], [108], [122]. Updates are performed
using the geometrical relationships between the moving robot and the stationary robots. Without external
references, accumulated error from imperfect motion can still grow as robots explore. The upper limit on
pose uncertainty is bounded [69]. This approach requires robots to travel in groups, limiting the ability to
take advantage of the multiple platforms.
To eliminate the need to remain in groups, many approaches allow robots to localize relative to each other
when they meet. Simple geometric localization using range and bearing measurements [24], [62] and using
only bearing measurements from multiple robots to multiple landmarks [28] allow robots to update their
poses. MCL has been implemented on a small team of robots operating in an indoor environment using a
grid cell occupancy map [36]. Single-robot KBFs can also incorporate opportunistic information from
teammates' localization by relating themselves through commonly observed landmarks [51], [52]. A single
KBF can simultaneously track the positions of all robots in the team, including the cross-correlations
between robots [110], [111]. Computation is distributed across the robots to reduce the considerable
computational load. When teammates meet and observe each other, robots use their observations to
cooperatively update their poses. Maximum Likelihood can also incorporate observations by and of
teammates in the Bayes’ update [58]. CBL can also accommodate observations of and by teammates to
refine pose estimates [128].

2.1.3

Limitations of Robot Localization Algorithms

While these approaches have typically been implemented on real systems with good results, localization
alone cannot deal with unknown environments; if the locations of landmarks are not known, robots have
nothing with which to localize. Addressing this problem is the technique of Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (2.3). Additionally, these approaches do not address the problem of choosing where a robot
should move to remain well localized. Lastly, the only approach to localization which inherently provides
a sliding scale of computational complexity versus accuracy is MCL, which typically is very
computationally expensive for high accuracy. MVERT directly addresses the issues of where robots should
move, for example, to remain localized. MVERT allows for adjusting complexity at several levels, and can
integrate with localization alone or with simultaneous localization and mapping approaches (2.3).
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2.2 Environment Mapping
Mapping is the task of autonomously locating objects and/or occupied space within an environment that is
previously unknown or partially unknown.

2.2.1 Single-Robot Approaches to Environment Mapping
Approaches to mapping are similar to those applied to localization; instead of using relative measurements
to known objects to locate the robot, relative measurements to unknown objects are used to locate the
objects.
Basic geometric approaches can be applied to robot systems, where the relative positions of objects in the
environment are combined with the robot’s pose to locate them on the map. This can be employed for
discrete targets in a continuous map space [22], [23], [28]. It can also be implemented using grid cell
occupancy maps to locate occupied cells in the map [15], [17], [18], [43], [55], [62], [85], [86], [115],
[134]. Occupied cells may be binary (0 is clear, 1 is occupied), or probabilistic (0-1 probability that the cell
is occupied). Probabilistic grid cell maps are updated each time a cell is observed using simple
probabilistic methods to combine the previous belief with the new sensor reading. Grid cell maps are
typically applied to indoor environments, where objects (such as walls) tend to be large and continuous,
rather than discrete. In some instances, grid cell maps represent navigability instead of occupancy. In
these cases, each cell contains a number that represents whether that cell is navigable by the robot which
can be binary (0 is perfectly navigable, 1 is completely impassible) or continuous (0-1 for level of
navigability). This is similar to the typical grid cell map, with a slightly richer representation of space that
is free for the robot to enter [39], [119].
Provided a robot can track its pose through an environment, the KBF approach can be used to locate objects
within the robot’s environment and generate a map [7], [32], [75], [89], [121]; this can also be implemented
using only bearing measurements [22]. For large environments, this can become computationally
expensive. To reduce computational requirements, maps may be broken into smaller, local maps that are
later registered together to create a single large map [20], [46]. Similarly, MCL can be applied to localize
objects relative to a known robot position, representing each object’s position by a set of samples [15],
[22], [134]. Maps are thus multiple sets of particles, with each object’s position estimate computed as the
average of its samples. E-M can also be used to generate maps in a similar manner, with positions
represented in continuous space [15]. Structure from motion uses the relative change in object positions
from one robot location to another to reproduce the structure of the environment and build a map [27].
Maximum Likelihood can also be applied to object positions and can track multiple hypotheses for each
object [120].
Templates that can be used for localization of robots can also be used for map building, adding the
templates online while the mapping continues [60], [104].

2.2.2 Multi-Robot Approaches to Environment Mapping
It may be desirable to apply multiple robots to the mapping problem in many cases because multiple robots
can theoretically cover the space in a more efficient manner than an individual robot.
The typical approach to mapping with multiple robots is to divide the problem into several smaller, singlerobot problems, referred to as “divide and conquer.” The individual maps are later combined by joining
common edges, or by registration techniques. The “divide and conquer” approach has been used to
generate grid cell maps from multiple maps generated by individual robots [12], [16], [30], [60], [134].
This has also been applied using navigability grid cells [100]. The “divide and conquer” approach has also
been applied to mapping using KBFs [32], [33], [46]. Each robot generates a map using KBF updates and
the maps are later combined.
Multiple robots can update a common map (each robot maintaining its own copy) by adding data received
by their own sensors and that communicated from teammates. Shared grid cell maps update probabilities
of occupancy using the same process as in the single-robot approach [16], [17], [18], [85], [140]. This
exchange may occur via general broadcast of all information, or a sharing of information when robots meet.
The Information Filter form of the KBF, which allows multiple robots to update a common map by
communicating less information, can also generate shared maps [130]. Finally, template approaches allow
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multiple robots update to a common map by regularly registering individual robot local maps and
broadcasting the updates [68], [135].
Another common approach to multi-robot mapping is the “leap-frog” approach [43], [55], [108]. To apply
“leap-frog” to mapping, robots trade roles of explorer and landmark as in the single-robot case. An
exploring robot updates the free space of the map, positioning it using its relative position to the free space
and to the robots serving as landmarks. This has been in indoor environments with a grid cell map.
Templates (or models) for maps can be also updated using inputs from multiple robots [60], [104]. Bearing
only measurements on many landmarks from multiple robots can also be used to map landmarks by doing a
simultaneous optimization on error [28].

2.2.3

Limitations of Environmental Mapping Algorithms

Mapping approaches alone do not deal with robot pose uncertainty, though this problem has been dealt with
using Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (Section 2.3). Additionally, like localization, the only
approach that inherently allows for adjusting the computational complexity at the cost of accuracy is MCL.
Mapping approaches do not address the issue of where robots should go in order to improve map quality.
MVERT is designed to determine the best move to improve map quality, provided a measure of map
quality.

2.3 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), also called Concurrent Mapping and Localization
(CML), is the process of simultaneously determining robot pose and landmark location within an initially
unknown environment. The SLAM approach may be required for robots to operate in unknown
environments efficiently, for long periods of time, or over large distances. This requires iteratively refining
estimates over time and more relative measurements are made between objects in the environment. Most
mapping approaches can be adjusted to perform localization concurrently.

2.3.1 Single-Robot Approaches to SLAM
The inherent ability of KBFs to track cross-correlations between observations and incrementally add new
information makes them a common choice for SLAM. Each measurement can update the position of all
landmarks and the robot due to the cross-correlations. This has been implemented for robots using typical
sensors that provide range and bearing [7] [33] [75], as well as for sensors that provide bearings only [22].
Templates can be applied in a SLAM-type KBF update [60], [104]. A more efficient (and thus scalable)
approach to SLAM uses factorability and a hybrid particle filter/EKBF approach to reduce computation
[82].

2.3.2 Multi-Robot Approaches to SLAM
Multi-Robot SLAM allows teammates to not only take advantage of shared information about landmark
locations, but to also use teammate positions. “Leap-Frog” can be applied to SLAM by assigning a single
robot’s initial position as the origin of the global frame [43], [55], [108]. Simultaneous optimization of
error on multiple views from multiple robots on multiple landmarks can localize a team [28]. Multi-robot
KBFs have also been applied to SLAM [35], [98], as has another filter that estimates rather than computing
cross-correlations when they are unknown [113]. Common grid cell maps, generated by registering local
grid cell maps, can similarly simultaneously localize individual robots [68], [135].

2.3.3

Limitations of SLAM Algorithms

Much work in mapping has relied on using coverage patterns to map the space, which may make sense for
indoor environments or cases where a complete representation of the navigable space is needed. For
outdoor environments and landmark-based maps, however, coverage patterns may not produce the most
efficient path for exploration. Additionally, implementations of SLAM do not provide for adjusting the
balance of computational complexity with accuracy except in the case of MCL, which does not scale well
with large team sizes or large areas. Lastly, SLAM (and other mapping approaches) does not consider the
actions of teammates beyond dividing the space or using teammates as temporary landmarks. MVERT,
while not directly addressing the process of updating maps from measurements, uses the model for
updating maps to choose which next step would provide the most improvement in the map, given a
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measure of map quality. This choice includes choosing the move that will best improve the map in
conjunction with the expected contributions of teammates. MVERT also allows for easily adjusting the
level of complexity and performance to suit the task and platform capabilities.

2.4 Dynamic Target Observation and Tracking
Dynamic target observation is the process of keeping a moving target under observation. Dynamic target
tracking is the process of continuously locating a moving object as it moves through the environment.
Tracking may also include estimating the object’s motion parameters.

2.4.1 Single-Robot Approaches to Observation and Tracking
The ability of the KBF to include time dependence by making predictions of future positions allow KBFs to
be easily applied to the target tracking problem. The KBF has been applied to predict and observe the
behavior of moving objects from robot platforms [31], [50], [54], [109], [132]. Multiple objects can be
tracked [120], [132], and multiple hypotheses can be tracked for a single object [19], [131]. They have also
been applied to real-time object tracking and camera pointing for object observation [139] and to tracking
for grasp using proximity sensors [103]. Particle filters (MCL) have also been applied in an efficient
manner to tracking single objects (and theoretically multiple) [83].

2.4.2 Multi-Robot Approaches to Observation and Tracking
In some cases, objects have been tracked using multiple robots, combining the information from the
different robots. The KBF is applied to multi-robot target tracking by simply performing an update for
each robot observing the target. This was applied to tracking a soccer ball for a RoboCup team [31].
Simple multiplication of Gaussian observations from multiple robots, without doing prediction, creates an
instantaneous observation in my work in observation merging [124], [126].

2.4.3

Limitations to Observation and Tracking Algorithms

Approaches to dynamic target tracking do not take into account where robots should move to obtain the
best measurements on the targets, nor do they consider the expected future contributions of teammate
measurements. As in the case of mapping, MVERT addresses the choice of where a robot should move to,
along with its teammates, produce the best set of observations on the set of targets.

2.5 Distributed Sensing
Distributed sensing is the task of combining the sensory inputs from multiple sensors. In this context, the
multiple sensors are mounted on multiple robotic platforms, and the sensory information integrated is the
location of objects within the environment.
The simplest approach to distributed sensing is to fill in parts of the environment that have not been
observed by a robot with information from teammates. For example, robots can locate a ball that is not
directly seen in robot soccer [13], [138]. Combining multiple views to improve the estimated positions of
static targets can be computed efficiently by using multiple robot platforms to collect the multiple views
[13], [21], [47].
A different type of multi-robot target tracking is the coverage task. The coverage task entails using a team
of robots to keep a set of targets under observation. The problem is the choice of where robots should
move to maintain coverage. Robots can maintain observation of several static targets in simulation [8] or
moving targets in a real system [98], [97]. In both cases, locations of targets are obtained by the single
observing robot rather than by combining observations from multiple platforms. Coverage may also be
applied to completely covering a space for observation, such as a sensor net [56].

2.5.1

Limitations to Distributed Sensing Approaches

As with the case of dynamic target tracking, distributed sensing approaches do not consider where to move
or the expected future contributions of teammate measurements except in the case of covering a space,
whereas this is the specific goal of MVERT.
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2.6 Multi-Robot Task Allocation
Task allocation is the process of assigning of a set of tasks among a set of agents. Multi-robot task
allocation is the specific case in which the agents are a group of robots, which may be homogeneous or
heterogeneous. For some types of tasks, such as mapping or foraging, tasks can be allocated by
geometrically dividing up the space KBFs [12], [16], [30], [32], [33], [46], [100], [134], [114].
Another commonly used approach is to assign a value or cost to each robot’s ability to perform a task and
assign task based on optimizing this value or cost. Differences arise in the methods for developing these
value functions and the amount of information that is shared. Values may be determined using pre-defined
functions [29], [30], [40], [79], [93], [143], or may be learned through experience [94], [95]. These values
may also include models of teammate performance in the case of distributed task allocation [94], [95]. For
optimal solutions, a central processor will take the robot’s individual estimates of cost and value and assign
tasks to globally optimize performance. This can be performed dynamically by using an auction-based
market approach where the central processor is the auctioneer [29], [30], [40], [143]. Local negotiation
between agents allows for coordination or execution of tasks that require multiple robots [63]. The simple
mathematical nature of value functions allows for quick computation. In a more behavioral framework
[94], [95], robots can make decisions quickly by looking only at their own state and relevant teammate
states to choose a single task. In systems that look for a simultaneous global optimization of all robots and
all tasks [29], [30], [143], the complexity for determining a solution increases quickly with the number of
robots and tasks.
A third approach is to use more traditional planning methods applied to the high-dimensional multi-robot
space. This requires pre-defined models of each robot’s performance, and may be computed in a
distributed or centralized manner [12], [118], [133]. As the number of tasks and robots increase, the search
space for planners increases quickly, making it impractical to implement for on-line planning in large teams
or systems with large numbers of tasks.

2.6.1

Limitations to Multi-Robot Task Allocation Algorithms

These approaches to multi-robot task allocation presently look only at very simplified problems: either
allocating a group of identical types of tasks (such as mapping a target area) of limiting the team size and
number of possible tasks and planning at a high-level. This is due to the increased complexity for
considering all possible allocation schemes in order to find the best. While MVERT does not address the
issues of optimizing task allocation among robots, it is designed to integrate with a task allocation
algorithm by altering the value functions used for decision making to reflect assigned tasks. MVERT can,
however, perform simple greedy task allocation by allocating tasks to the robot with the highest
instantaneous ability to contribute to that task (based on simple mathematical value).

2.7 Action Selection
Action selection is the process by which a robot chooses which action it should next choose. Actions may
be considered at two levels, high and low. High-level actions may be defined as choosing between abstract
activities (go to a location, analyze target, etc), while low-level action selection deals with the next physical
action (drive forward, turn, sense). In this context, low-level action selection is primarily considered. It is
focused on selecting the choice of movement actions and in selecting actions for multiple agents on a team.

2.7.1 Multi-Robot Action Selection
For the multi-robot domain, due to its high complexity, many systems use only a behavior-based
framework, like motor schemas [2] or Subsumption [9], which maps the current belief to an action in a predefined way. Behavior-based approaches have been used to apply multi-robot teams to simple domains
such as foraging [5], [77], [114] and exploration [143], and to complex dynamic domains such as robotic
soccer [13], [31], [137], [138], box pushing [78], [94], [95]. In some cases, traditional planning approaches
have been applied to high-level action selection [12], [118], [133], while the low-level is handled by a
behavior-based execution level. Planning approaches may be applied also to minimize interference
between agents while executing tasks [142]. Learning sequences of actions to maximize overall team
reward has also been applied to robot action selection [136]. Behavior-based systems are extremely
efficient and fast, making them ideal for dynamic environments.
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2.7.2 Action Selection for Information Gain
Action selection for information gain implies that the robot will choose its action in order to maximize the
information gained as a result of that action. Two types of information gain are explored: area covered by
the system and quality of map generated by the system.
For coverage, the task is to choose a point from which to take an observation to add the most area to the
map. Typically, this means choosing a point on the frontier, or on the edge of the known map, that
maximally extends to the map [92], [115] or extends to the map in a random way [143]. For the particular
application of (planetary) exploration, types of information may be prioritized to give weight to areas that
might be “interesting” as defined by pre-existing criteria [84]. A slightly different approach to coverage is
the sensor-net, in which a team of robots must choose where to go to ensure that the entire task space is
observed by the sensors [56] using dispersion methods, such as potential fields. Similarly, coverage may
deploy multiple robots to keep a set of moving targets under observation by using sensor footprints to
estimate optimal robot locations [97], [98]. Since each of these approaches is looking ahead only one step,
they can be extremely computationally efficient.
For map quality, the task is to choose the next measurement that will best improve the uncertainty in the
current map, rather than that which most expands the map. For a single robot, Next Best View chooses the
next camera angle to most improve a three-dimensional model of an observed object [105]. Two
approaches to multi-robot map building have applied information gain techniques. The first represents
targets by a particle filter (similar to that of MCL) and searches the space over all possible sets of actions
for the team to most reduce the uncertainty in the next step, provided sensor models [123]. The second
allows each robot to choose the action that will most improve the Gaussian uncertainty in the map using the
Information form of the KBF. Robots iteratively exchange best moves until a consensus is agreed upon for
the team [130]. A related approach in earlier work related to this thesis chooses the globally optimum set
of observation points in a discrete space for a team of robots to observe a set of targets [124], [125]. All of
these approaches are extremely expensive in computation (the fully optimal approaches in particular),
making them impractical to apply to large teams or large numbers of targets. This is especially true for
dynamic environments or robots moving at faster speeds, which need to be more reactive and able to select
actions more quickly.

2.7.3

Limitations to Action Selection Approaches

These approaches to action selection do attempt to account for teammate contributions. However, these
approaches are complex, requiring a large amount of computation for large teams or large numbers of
actions. This is true both for planning over a large space or for optimizing high-dimensional value
functions. MVERT attempts to directly address action selection problems, looking specifically at actions
as the low-level next motion step. MVERT chooses a move action from a discrete set of candidate move
actions to best complement the current state and the expected contributions to the state of teammates in the
next step.

2.8 Summary and Discussion
The large body of work in each of the areas of localization, mapping, simultaneous localization and
mapping, target tracking, multi-robot task allocation, and multi-robot action selection has provided a solid
foundation for implementing practical physical systems. However, at present each of these has only been
implemented as stand alone tasks. For systems to handle missions such as planetary exploration, search
and rescue, and other complex tasks, it may be impossible to perform each of these alone. Instead, it may
be necessary and desirable to concurrently localize, map, track moving targets, maintain communications,
and perform other mission-related tasks. Thus, it is necessary to develop a framework for integrating these
individual tasks that can allow robots to select actions that are good for the team without planning beyond
the time available.
While choosing an action that benefits the team has been investigated and applied, these approaches are
typically very computationally expensive because they try to find optimal solutions. It is desirable to find
methods of approximating an optimal solution with a sliding scale of complexity that can be adapted to the
accuracy demanded in the task and to the computational resources allowed while still taking advantage of
the robot as part of a team. Some preliminary work related to this dissertation has looked at choosing an
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action to best improve map quality for the team [124], [129], [130]. This work (Value-Based Observation
for Robot Teams, or VBORT) approximates the one-step team optimal and discretizes the search space in
order to make the action selection tractable enough for large environments.
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3.1 Theory
Real multi-robot missions include multiple tasks, each of which may call for the robot to move in different
directions. Examples of such tasks potentially important in many multi-robot missions include mapping,
exploration, target sampling or manipulation (target analysis, target manipulation, etcetera), and
maintaining communication. Conflicts arise in attempting to satisfy each of these tasks: target sampling
tasks require remaining stationary while mapping encourages fast movement; communication may require
remaining nearby or in line-of-sight, while exploration can occur faster if robots spread out. Additionally,
there may be the added complexity of heterogeneity of robots in sensing, mobility, or task capabilities.
Action selection (action defined as a movement) becomes difficult.
The goal of MVERT is to enable robots on a team to efficiently choose actions that contribute most to
overall mission achievement and to better take advantage of teammates and transitory opportunities without
requiring detailed planning or replanning. Many execution approaches are behavior-based and select
actions by choosing a dominant goal to take control (perhaps defined by a planner), by combining the best
moves for each goal into a single average move, or by allowing actions to assign votes to each action (most
votes wins). By assigning (dynamic) values to different tasks one can optimize overall performance at each
step by choosing the action that produces the best total result. In MVERT, each action is assigned a value
(utility) by each task, and the total value of an action is a combination of the individual values. This value
is relative to the expected teammate contributions in the next step. By evaluating total expected value for a
discrete set of possible actions, overall performance can be optimized in the discrete space at each step.
This type of compromise result can include any task or goal that may be represented or approximated by a
mathematical function, making computation simple and fast as in behavior-based approaches.
MVERT is explicitly a distributed multi-robot approach to choosing a next-step move action for each robot
team member. The value of potential actions can be dramatically affected by the actions of teammates;
MVERT approximates the expected contributions of teammates at the next step to optimize relative to
teammates. Working at the execution level allows MVERT to take greater advantage of the team without
requiring explicit low-level planning for team interaction. MVERT may be integrated with a planner or
pre-defined plan for additional capability (particularly for optimizing initial parameters and task allocation),
but planning is not an explicit part of the MVERT execution architecture. Integration of MVERT with a
typical robot control system is shown in Figure 2. This example control system consists of a World Model,
a Plan, a Sequencer, and Executive/Execution modules. World Model updates may include robot pose
localization, target and/or landmark location updates, and incorporating information from teammates. The
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EXECUTION

BEHAVIOR-BASED
EXECUTIVE

ACTION SELECT

ENVIRONMENT

Figure 2. Robot Control System Block Diagram
MVERT may integrate into a robot control system. Blue (dark gray) represents data, green (medium
gray) computation, and yellow (white) interaction with the environment. MVERT takes information
from the world model and current priorities (from a plan) and recommends an action based on expected
teammate contributions. Details of the robot control system implemented with MVERT for this work are
shown in Figure 3. Low-level details of MVERT Action Select implementation are shown in Figure 4.
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Plan is provided externally by a human or AI planner. The Sequencer (or scheduler) selects a high-level
action to execute while the Executive selects how to execute it. MVERT recommends a low-level action to
the execution level based on current state and expected teammate contributions. By making this evaluation
at each step, given the current state, MVERT is adaptive and potentially self-correcting.
MVERT assumes a sequencer/scheduler (human or AI) has selected which tasks should be active at a
particular time (which values should be considered). The MVERT approach assigns explicit mathematical
value functions to each task. These value functions may depend on the state of the robot and its teammates
(including pose uncertainty), the current map and its quality, specific mission goals (and their priorities),
and time. These value functions, which take estimated future teammate contributions into account, may
improve teamwork if robots have overlapping tasks or skills. Overall value for an action is a combination
of the expected contributions by teammates and the expected contribution from executing the action.
Teammate contributions are approximated using the known current state of the teammate and pre-defined
models of its capabilities. In the absence of communication, if teammates can be observed and their poses
estimated, teammate contributions may still be estimated, though with less certainty. If data is later
combined, the full advantage of the team’s contribution can be obtained.
In order to make optimization over actions relative to teammates tractable for practical implementation, a
design goal of MVERT is to make an approximation to the one-step optimal. This approximation occurs
by making the action space discrete and by approximating expected teammate contributions. Additionally,
MVERT can provide a sliding level of complexity to adjust the computational complexity versus accuracy
tradeoff along several dimensions to fit with the task, domain, and available computation. Examples of this
sliding complexity include: the level of discretization of the action space, the prediction model for
teammate contributions and candidate actions, the update model for incorporating observations, and the
type of localization. Prediction and update models may be performed using any method that uses the
desired representation: Gaussian distribution multiplication, Kalman-Bucy Filter (KBF), Monte Carlo
(MC), SLAM, or Constraint-Based Localization (CBL, Chapter 6), for examples.
The current implementation incorporates MVERT into a simple robot control system. The implementation,
including particular modules used, the types of data, and data flow, are shown in Figure 3.
SENSING
Robot Differential Motion
Target Range and Bearing

COMMUNICATION

(TRANSMIT)
Robot Pose
Target Range and Bearing

COMMUNICATION

(RECEIVE)
Robot Pose
Target Range and Bearing

MVERT
WORLD MODEL
Robot Pose
Target Locations

ROBOT AND
TARGET MODELS
VALUE LIBRARY

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIOR-BASED
EXECUTION

ACTION SELECT

Robot Turn and Move

Figure 3. Implemented Robot Control System Block Diagram
The current robot control system implementation. Blue (dark gray) is data, green (medium
gray) computations, and yellow (white) interaction with the environment. The plan is human
provided and designed into the value library. MVERT alone selects actions. Details of data
types are shown in each module. Details of MVERT Action Selection are shown in Figure 4.
MVERT may be considered behavior-based in the sense that individual task behaviors independently
contribute to action selection. Action selection is based only on current state of the team and the
environment, not on any historical information, and selects actions for only one step. However, unlike a
purely behavior-based system, some reasoning is applied to assist in the decision. Each robot predicts
teammate contributions using models and then reasons about the expected results of selecting different
candidate actions. This greedy search is essentially a one-step plan in the low-level action space.
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Three important assumptions must be satisfied for the MVERT approach:
•

Robots have a common coordinate frame. This can be established a priori or by registering maps as
robots come into contact with one another.

•

Robots can obtain information about the state (at least pose) of teammates, either through
communication or through observation and inference.

•

Teammate state changes slowly with respect to cycle time and environment scale.
approximation of future teammate state by current state reasonable.

This makes

3.2 Action Selection
The purpose of MVERT is to select the action (move) that will produce the greatest contribution to the
team for all active tasks, including an expectation of the contributions of the teammates in the next step.
Rather than attempting to perform individual tasks sequentially (for example, first mapping, then target
tracking), it is desired to find the move that allows the team to make the most progress towards all tasks
simultaneously. Typical implementations that attempt to combine multiple objectives will choose the
action based on “winner-take-all” (as in Subsumption [9]) or will average the actions selected by each task
(as with motor schemas [2]). However, the first of these approaches may select actions that are very good
for one task without making any contributions to the other tasks while the second, by averaging actions,
may choose an action that is not highly productive for any of the tasks.
Ideally, the goal is to choose a sequence of team actions that optimizes the performance of the team over all
tasks simultaneously. This requires looking at the total contribution of each potential set of actions toward
all tasks and then choosing the action sets that produce the best total result through time. To examine an
action’s total contribution, the results of performing each task after taking that action must be considered.
To optimize in this multi-dimensional space over all possible paths in order to find a global optimal is too
computationally complex to implement on a real-time system in a dynamic environment. Planning even a
one-step optimal over complex spaces may be impractical for large teams or large numbers of tasks.
The MVERT action selection approach takes information from a plan (generated either by a human or by
an AI planner) that provides high-level task allocation to reduce mission cost. MVERT is applied during
execution to create paths that attempt to optimize a robot’s performance on all of its current tasks
simultaneously, including anticipating teammate participation in overlapping tasks. In order to perform this
optimization in an efficient manner so that it may be applied at each time-step during execution, the true
optimal must be approximated. A summary of the present MVERT implementation is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. MVERT Action Selection Block Diagram
MVERT estimates teammate contributions, then iterates through candidate moves to choose the
best, the one that provides the highest value over all tasks. Diamond blocks are decision points.
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To detail the procedure in Figure 4, an example is provided here. The MVERT action selection process is
called by the robot control architecture after the World Model module has been updated. This world model
consists of target locations (with uncertainty) and robot poses (with uncertainty). The world model feeds
into the current target model library (the current locations of all types of targets with uncertainty). The
world model also feeds into the robot model library, which includes robot poses (with uncertainty) as well
as pre-defined models of each robot’s capabilities (the task they can perform) and their sensor models
(noise, maximum range, angular field of view, etc.). Using the target and robot model library, the expected
approximate contributions of teammates are computed in the estimate teammate contributions step. This
computation applies data in the target model library and robot model library to the value functions in the
value function library and obtains an expected belief and expected value. This expected belief and value
therefore reflects the expected contributions from all teammates in the next step.
Once teammate contributions have been predicted, Figure 4 continues with the action selection process.
Candidate moves are (in this implementation) defined as moving along a desired heading for one step. The
robot individually takes each candidate move in the increment candidate move step, and first tests to see
whether this move is valid in the valid candidate move test. This test uses the robot model library to test
for violations of the robot’s motion capabilities and uses the current target model library and robot model
library to test for potential collisions with targets, obstacles, or teammates. Candidate moves that violate
motion or collision constraints are discarded. For valid actions, the robot applies the current robot’s pose
information from the robot model library to functions in the value function library to obtain a value for that
candidate action in the calculate candidate move value step. If this new candidate action provides a higher
value (relative to the expected teammate contributions), this action and its value are saved. This iterative
process continues until all of the candidate moves have been investigated. MVERT then returns the move
that is currently saved as that with the highest value. This move is provided as input to the Execution
module, which then translates the desired move into robot motion commands and monitors progress toward
action completion.
MVERT approximates the one-step optimal by using several simplifications and assumptions. The central
assumption is that the time between decisions at the execution level is small. During these small steps,
teammates will move only small distances from their current locations. Thus, a teammate’s expected
contribution in the next time step can be approximated by an average expected contribution. This average
contribution is computed as the contribution that the teammate would make from their current location,
which is the average of its possible locations in the next step. The computation of this average contribution
will only include the teammates’ contributions in tasks that are relevant to the deciding robot’s tasks.
Teammates’ contributions to the current robot’s active tasks are estimated, while their contributions in
other tasks are not estimated. Teammate actions are not predicted, only approximated by the current state.
Thus, the irrelevant tasks have no effect on the prediction and can be ignored. This approximation is
reasonable as long as teammates move a small distance relative to the scale of the environment, at each
time step.
A second approximation to the one-step optimal is made by making the action space of each robot discrete.
The amount of discretization can be geared to the task and to the computational resources available. If
resources are limited, potential actions may be of a fixed step size with only a few candidate moves
examined on the one-step circle. If resources are plentiful, many candidate moves may be considered, and
may, if desired, consider multiple step sizes.
MVERT assumes that a measure of task performance exists that can be applied as a value function for
evaluating moves. Individual value functions are designed for each task. They are designed to provide
robots some guidance in performing tasks and are relevant to the tasks. These value functions may depend
on the current state, time, and task/target priority. Dependence on state may include, among other things,
the current uncertainty in the map, current uncertainty in robot pose, and relative positions of teammates.
Dependence on time may allow for finite mission time. Task or target priority can affect value functions by
increasing value of some tasks over others; for example important tasks may be heavily weighted for early
execution. The detail of a value function must match the precision required for a task. The value functions
proposed and used for this work are described in the following section.
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3.3 Value Functions
In MVERT, for each candidate move, values for different tasks are combined using a weighted sum to
compute the final value, V, of the candidate move as shown in Eq. 1:

V = ∑ κ i Vi

Eq. 1

i

where Vi are individual value function values and κi are the weights given each value. Designing an
individual value function for each task simplifies this aspect of the design process. This also allows
flexibility in how the different tasks are combined and the number of tasks that are included in any single
decision step.
Weights for different task value functions, κi, must be assigned. The weights of the individual values have
been determined through hand-tuning and experimentation. Here, it is assumed that these weights are
provided at run time by a human operator and remain static throughout the experiment. However, weights
can be dynamically changed online to reflect changing mission goals or environmental conditions.
Changes might be introduced by humans or by a planner, even making the instantaneous weighted sums
follow non-linear functions if desired. Learning algorithms might also be introduced in order to reduce the
burden of value function design, improve performance, and provide online adaptability. A detailed
investigation of the effects of varying these parameters is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In the MVERT implementation used in this work, the primary task is mapping targets. The evaluation for
performance is the uncertainty in the resulting position estimate of the targets, and the value function must
minimize uncertainty. Additional tasks considered in this work include target sampling, exploration, and
maintaining communication; each requires a value function to promote performing the task which reflects
how well or poorly each action can contribute to the task.

3.3.1

Target Location Value Function

The purpose of the target location task is to produce the highest quality estimate of the position of all
targets in the map. This means attempting to minimize the overall uncertainty in the map. In order to
minimize uncertainty, any representation of uncertainty might be used. Some obvious possibilities include
minimizing the area of the one-sigma ellipses (or 3-sigma ellipses) of the Gaussian distributions of targets
or the worst-case uncertainty (the largest axis of the one- or three-sigma ellipses) of targets. It may be
desirable to simultaneously reduce the uncertainty in the whole map (looking at the total area or total
largest uncertainty) or to reduce the largest uncertainty in the map (the least well known target).
In this work, preliminary consideration of different value functions was made. For the implementation of
MVERT in experimentation for this these, it is assumed that the mission goal is to minimize the area of
uncertainty on all targets. Thus, the value function selected is the total area of the one-sigma ellipses for all
targets, and is shown in Eq. 2.

VTL = − ∑ πσ i majσ i min

Eq. 2

i

where σi maj and σi min are the standard deviations of the Gaussian distribution along its major and minor
axes (the largest and smallest axes of the one-σ ellipse) for the ith target, and π=3.14 to complete the area
formula. This equation represents the area of an ellipse, though relative values would be equally valid
without the constant π. The negative sign penalizes large areas greater than small areas, giving more
certain distributions higher value. Thus, as uncertainty is reduced and the area of the ellipse decreases, the
value increases. The total value is zero if there are no targets observed. The prediction of what will be
observed from a location uses the sensor model and, if desired, models of occlusion by obstacles. The
prediction of the resulting measurements also uses the sensor model and the predicted result is combined
with the prior result to predict the effect of the measurement.
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As an example application of this value function, consider two targets that have been observed and have
positions and uncertainty represented by the two-dimensional Gaussian distributions shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Target Location Example PDF
The summed PDF for two example targets is shown. One target (left)
is less well localized than the other target (right), indicated by the
wider spread and lower peak of the Gaussian distribution compared to
the other target.
Applying VTL, Eq. 2, the value surface shown in Figure 6 is obtained. The maximum observation value
(discrete space with resolution of 0.05 meters) occurs at (1, 1.05). This point maximizes the angle of each
observation relative to the major axis of each distribution, and minimizes distance to each target with a
slight bias toward the less well-localized target.

Figure 6. Target Location Example Value Surface
The value of VTL at each point in a discrete space (resolution 0.05 meters),
showing a maximum value of -0.0106 for observing from the point (1, 1.05).
This point is aligned to see across the long axes of both distributions and is
slightly closer to the less well known target.
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Maximizing value serves to reduce the product of the major and minor axis standard deviations as far as
possible. Sensitivity of VTL to changes in the standard deviations is illustrated in Figure 7. The direction of
steepest increase in gradient of VTL (Θ) is given by the partial derivatives as shown in Eq. 3:
Eq. 3
Θ = atan2 (− πσ 1 ,− πσ 2 )
where σ1 and σ2 are either σmaj or σmin. Thus, maximizing VTL will decrease σ1 more strongly as σ2
increases. Observe that for σ2 larger than σ1, the steepest ascending slope moves σ1 more toward zero than
σ2 (πσ2 > πσ1), minimizing the smaller σ1 more. If σ1 and σ2 are equal, both are minimized equally (πσ2
= πσ1). As σ2 decreases toward zero, changes in σ1 do not significantly affect value, while small changes
in σ2 produce large effects (πσ2 « πσ1). Thus maximizing value minimizes the smaller σ2 more. Note the
nearly flat slope along the line where each standard deviation is almost zero, and steep slope in value
moving away from both of these lines.

σ1

σ2

Figure 7. Value as a Function of Standard Deviations
The value of VTL as a function of major and minor axis standard deviations. Due to the product in
Eq. 2, maximizing value will minimize the smaller standard deviation more. The smallest
standard deviation is minimized most when it is close to zero (observe the steep slope away from
σ1=0 and σ2=0 lines).

3.3.2

Target Sampling Task Value Function

Target sampling is a model for several types of tasks, and is analogous to consumption described by Balch
and Arkin [5]. Any task that requires a robot to remain at a fixed location for a time to perform work at a
target can be modeled as a target sampling task. Here, target sampling is used to model target analysis,
where robots must perform some kind of non-destructive analysis of the specified target position. Target
sampling tasks have two phases: 1) approaching the target, and 2) sampling the target. Approach ends
when the robot is within a threshold, λ, of the target. Sampling the target requires that the robot must
remain in place until the task is completed. Once the target is sampled, the target sampling task for that
target should contribute no further value in the decision process, as no further mission value can be
obtained in that task. Until completion, sampling value VS is computed as in Eq. 4, where d is the distance
from the robot to the target and λ is a threshold distance below which sampling can be performed.
VSA , for d > λ
VS = 
VSE , for d <= λ
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For approaching a target, the maximizing the value must draw the robot closer to the target. Thus, positive
value is assigned for moving closer to the task location and negative value is assigned if moving away from
the task location. The larger the change is in distance, the larger the change is in value. This value is thus
based on change in distance from the robot to the target, and shown as VSA in Eq. 5:

VSA =

(X O − X T )2 + (YO − YT )2

−

(X C − X T )2 + (YC − YT )2

Eq. 5
where (XO, YO) is the robot’s current location, (XC, YC) is the candidate location, and (XT, YT) is the
location of the currently assigned sampling task location. In this way, if the candidate location represents a
reduction in distance, a positive value is obtained while locations further away produce a negative value.
Thus, locations moving further from the sampling point are penalized, but not eliminated from
consideration.
Once the target has been reached, within a given threshold, target sampling must begin execution. For
target sampling, value must hold the robot in place until the task is completed. Thus, for the target
sampling value during execution, VSE, there is a large positive constant value (KS) for the robot’s current
location and a large negative value for all other points, Eq. 6. This large constant can be designed to be
large enough to override the values of any other tasks, except where desired.
+ K S
VSE = 
− K S

for (X C , YC ) = (X O , YO )
for (X C , YC ) ≠ (X O , YO )

Eq. 6

The selection of the current target can be assigned by a plan (generated by human or AI) or determined
using MVERT as the target providing the highest greedy team value in the next step. This is the approach
implemented here, and is described in 3.4.5.

3.3.3

Network Connectivity (Communications)

In order to take advantage of the team at execution time, robots must maintain communication whenever
possible. This typically requires remaining within line of sight (not occluded by obstacles) of teammates.
Effects due to limited range and directional variation are ignored here. The network connectivity value
function (VN) is defined in Eq. 7.

RC
Eq. 7
RT
where RC is the total number of teammates that are reachable by the robot (including the robot) and RT is
the total number of robots on the team. A teammate is considered reachable if it is within line of sight of
the robot or within line of sight of one other reachable teammate (one step relay only). Obstacles can
occlude line of sight. A teammate is not visible if the obstacle subtends an angle the covers the angle to the
teammate. Given a candidate robot position R, a teammate position T, and an obstacle position O with
radius Or, visibility, S, is determined as in Eq. 8 - Eq. 11.
VN =

 Ty - R y 

A TR = tan -1 
 T -R 
x
x


O
R

y
y 

A OR = tan -1 
O -R 
x 
 x


dA = sin





 (O x − R x ) 2 + (O y − R y ) 2 



−1 

Or

0, if A TR - A OR ≤ dA
S=
1, otherwise

Eq. 8
Eq. 9

Eq. 10

Eq. 11

where S=1 indicates the teammate can be seen by the robot and S=0 indicates that the teammate cannot be
seen by the robot.
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An example of the network value computation is shown in Figure 8. A fully connected network (left) has a
value of 1.0 and a partially connected network (right) has a value below 1.0.

Figure 8. Computing the Network Value Function
Computing network connectivity from the point of view of the upper left robot
(blue). Left: Three teammates are directly visible by the top left (blue) robot, and
one (lower right) is visible through one-step relay. This full connectivity leads to a
value of 1.0. Right: Two teammates are directly visible by the top left (blue) robot
and one is visible through one-step relay (bottom right). A last teammate (top right)
is no longer visible, directly or indirectly through one step relay, making the value
only 0.8.

3.3.4

Exploration

Exploration encourages robots to enter unknown territory within the scope of the mission. Exploration is
encouraged by assigning exploration points, locations to which robots should move in order to guarantee
that the space is covered. These exploration points are defined similarly to target sampling task locations,
but do not require the robot to remain for any duration. Also, the tolerance for reaching these exploration
points is much greater, as the objective is to move robots into a specified region, not exactly to a specific
point. The value for exploration is also based on distance from the target points, as in Eq. 12.

VE =

(X O − X T )2 + (YO − YT )2

−

(X C − X T )2 + (YC − YT )2

Eq. 12

where (XO, YO) is the robot’s current location, (XC, YC) is the candidate location, and (XT, YT) is the
location of the current exploration point. As in the case with sampling, this value function favors locations
that move the robot closer to the exploration point and penalizes locations that move the robot further
away.

3.3.5 Discussion of Value Function Selection
The value functions presented here are specifically designed to be very simple representations of the quality
of the team’s performance at each task. The precise nature of these value functions can be tuned to match
the needs of the mission, adding accuracy or detail at the potential cost of losing efficiency. For example,
predicting a SLAM update could more precisely predict mapping contributions when using SLAM, and a
more complex model of communication (including range, signal strength, errors, and losses) could provide
better overall network connectivity.
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3.4 Implementation Issues
3.4.1 Code
MVERT is specifically intended to be a distributed multi-robot architecture. In the present implementation
of MVERT, the distributed nature of computation is simulated in a single Matlab process that
independently performs computations for all robots; the computation for each robot only uses information
that would be explicitly communicated by teammates. The single process is used to increase portability
between platforms and ease of implementation. Robots move synchronously; this choice is made for
simplicity of implementation on robots using the single Matlab process. Each step is executed
simultaneously for each robot: collecting measurements and localization, sharing information, action
selection, and action execution. This use of synchronous motion is not an inherent restriction of MVERT.
To accommodate asynchronous motion, each robot would make decisions based on the information
currently available. As new measurements arrive from teammates, they can be accounted for in the map
(using either Gaussian distribution multiplication, or SLAM) to keep the map common to all robots. Data
that arrives during the decision making process would be ignored until the decision was completed to keep
the decision making process consistent. For dynamic targets, old measurements cannot be easily
accommodated by either the Gaussian multiplication or KBF tracking approaches and must be discarded
during on-line operation. A posteriori, all of the individual measurements can be incorporated into the
model in order to make a final, single track for each target.

3.4.2 Representation
In order to reduce the computational requirements of MVERT, the present implementation uses Gaussian
distribution multiplication of predicted measurements to predict teammate contributions and resulting
position estimates of targets from candidate positions (Section 4.2). In target location and dynamic target
tracking tasks, which assume known landmarks, Probabilistic Constraint-Based Localization (Chapter 6) is
used for robot pose updates and Gaussian multiplication (Section 4.2) is used for target position updates.
For mapping tasks, SLAM (Section 4.6) is used for target position and robot pose estimates, but Gaussian
multiplication is used for the teammate contribution and candidate move contribution prediction stage
because of its lesser complexity than SLAM updates.

3.4.3 Local Optima
In order to prevent oscillations around local optima, robots are prevented from considering moving back to
a point it occupied in the previous step. This is implemented by not allowing consideration of differential
headings of π, moving exactly backward to its previous location, even if the robot is considered holonomic.
Additionally, except when remaining stationary to complete a target sampling task, robots are not allowed
to consider their present location as a potential move. Robots only remain in place if no valid moves are
available; all moves lead to a collision or violate robot motion constraints. Robots are only allowed to take
one set of measurements from a location to prevent artificially reducing uncertainty through repetitive
dependent measurements.
When evaluating potential moves for value, multiple moves may provide the same overall value. This may
be due to symmetry of target and robot positions, and may often occur when some known targets are out of
visual range of robots with limited sensing. In such cases, ties are broken by choosing the candidate move
that minimizes the total distance to all known targets (whether or not they are observable). In this way,
robots may improve contributions at a later time, by bringing the unobserved targets into view. In the case
when no targets are visible and no targets are known, making a knowledgeable decision on movement
impossible, each robot chooses a move at random from a list of potential moves. This list of moves
includes: move straight, turn left, and turn right. The distribution is biased so as to produce movement
straight ahead 80% of the time, turn left 10% of the time, and turn right 10% of the time. The bias toward
moving ahead encourages robots to explore farther in hopes of finding targets sooner.

3.4.4 Collision Avoidance
Buffer zones around known targets, landmarks, teammates and obstacles, prevent collisions by not
permitting a robot to enter the buffer zones. In simulation, targets and landmarks are treated as points, and
thus require a buffer equal to the robot’s size. Simulated obstacles and robots have size; their buffers are
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their radius/size plus the robot’s size. In the physical system, robots cannot observe targets at close
distances, as the targets are larger than the field of view at close range. In this case, the buffer is set to
prevent the robot from moving closer than where objects are observable.

3.4.5 Target Sampling Target Selection
Using the MVERT approach, robots estimate team contributions in the next step and select a target for
sampling that will best serve the team. The allocation begins by determining the closest sampling target to
the robot. If no teammates able to perform the target sampling task are closer to this target than the robot,
this target is assigned to the robot. If closer teammates exist, more detailed computation is performed
iteratively until the robot can claim an unassigned target. In this case, all robot-target distances are
computed for sample-capable robots and sampling targets. The smallest robot-target distance assigned that
target to that robot; similarly, the next-smallest robot-target distance determines the next target allocation.
For each robot, the process ends when it reaches and claims an unassigned target. By greedily assigning
tasks in this manner, each robot is uniquely assigned a target that will benefit the team performance. This
approach to target selection is chosen to fit within the MVERT framework. Each robot can predict which
targets teammates will most contribute to based on proximity and the value of selecting those targets
expected to be sampled by teammates becomes zero. This process is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Sampling Task Allocation Approach
Task allocation example for three robots and three targets. The lower left target is
closest to all robots. If the middle (green) robot is selecting a task, it will disregard the
closer lower left target because the lower robot (purple) and that target are each other’s
closest match. The middle robot can then assume the lower robot will contribute
sampling that target.

3.4.6 Terrain
This implementation assumes a smooth, locally flat terrain that can be represented two-dimensionally.
Large discontinuities in terrain are modeled as obstacles. This simplifies the representations and reduces
complexity of visibility (line of sight) computations. This assumption is reasonable for many planetary
environments (including Earth), such as the smooth terrain with rocks illustrated in Figure 1.

3.4.7 Measurement Independence
To ensure that measurements are independent (an assumption of both Kalman updates in Section 4.2 and
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping updates in Section 4.6), the robots must move before taking
additional measurements on target landmarks and obstacles. If a robot does not move (to avoid collision or
to make progress in a sampling task, for example), additional visual observations on targets are not
incorporated into the world model.
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3.5 Summary and Discussion
MVERT is a distributed multi-robot architecture for low-level action selection during execution. It is a
hybrid behavior-based and planning approach that predicts approximate teammate contributions and selects
an action that maximizes team progress using a greedy search. Mission progress is defined by a weighted
sum of value functions representing performance for each individual mission task. The work presented
here primarily addresses exploration-type missions, focusing on the tasks of mapping, exploration, target
tracking, target sampling, and maintaining network connectivity. Value functions for these tasks are simple
representations of task performance, such as reduction in uncertainty for mapping and tracking tasks,
proximity to target locations for sampling and exploration tasks, and fraction of team network connectivity.
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Treatment of Uncertainty

In robotic systems, there is inherent uncertainty in the world. The types of uncertainty addressed in this
work are:
• Uncertainty in robot sensing,
• Uncertainty in robot motion,
• Uncertainty in robot pose,
• Uncertainty in target position.
Uncertainty in robot sensing arises due to pixel resolution in camera images, imperfect color calibration,
lighting variations, and imperfect sensor modeling. Uncertainty in robot motion arises due to slippage
against the surface and imperfect modeling of robot joint motions. Uncertainty in robot pose arises from
initial uncertainty in placing the robot, subsequent uncertainty in the robot’s differential motion used for the
process update in localization, and uncertainty in sensing of landmarks used for the sensor update in
localization. Uncertainty in target position arises due to the uncertainty in robot sensing of targets and
uncertainty in the robot pose.

4.1 Assumptions
Some assumptions are made in the treatment of uncertainty in order to simplify the mathematical
complexity of the approach. The first assumption is that all uncertainty models can be approximated as
Gaussian distributions, over one or more variables. This includes individual measurements from the
sensors (range and bearing), measurements of differential motion (distance and heading), landmark and
target positions (X and Y), and robot pose (X, Y, and θ). This assumption allows use of simple KalmanBucy equations to combine estimates.
The second assumption is that each measurement is independent of all other measurements and variables.
Each measurement (range and bearing to a single target, position estimates of the same target from different
platforms or different locations) is independent of each other measurement.
The third assumption is the structure of the sensor and motion models. The sensor is assumed to provide
range and bearing, and that the uncertainty in range varies with range, while uncertainty in bearing is a
constant angle. This matches well with a single camera, as a single pixel represents a larger distance at
greater ranges, but subtends a constant angle. The robot is assumed to be commanded to move a
differential amount in its local coordinate frame (x, y, and θ). The robot reports its measured differential
motion, which is assumed to increase in uncertainty with increasing differential motion. Additionally,
when position does not change but heading does, position is assumed to increase in uncertainty relative to
the size of the turn; similarly, when heading does not change but position does, heading is assumed to
increase in uncertainty relative to the distance traveled. These assumptions only affect the precise
representation of the covariance matrices and Jacobians used; any other type of model might be
implemented using this same formulation.

4.2 Combining Estimates
To combine multiple estimates on the state of a single object, Kalman-Bucy equations as in Eq. 13 and Eq.
14 are employed [121].

C = C 1 − C 1 ( C 1 + C 2 ) −1 C 1
−1

X = X 1 + C 1 (C 1 + C 2 ) ( X 2 − X 1 )

Eq. 13
Eq. 14

where X1 and X2 are position estimate means, C1 and C2 are the corresponding covariance matrices, and X
and C are the mean and covariance matrix resulting from combining the estimates. By using the KB
formulation shown, greater weight is automatically given to more certain estimates. These equations are
symmetrical, and produce the same result regardless of the choice of order.
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Transforming uncertainty as measured in one frame to uncertainty in another frame requires the local
uncertainty in the frame in which the measurement is taken and the global uncertainty of the location of the
measuring frame in the global frame. This converts uncertainty in sensor measurements to uncertainty in
(x, y, θ) in the global frame. This uses the traditional transformation equation, Eq. 15:

C = JC j J T

Eq. 15

where Cj is the joint covariance matrix of all the components, J is the Jacobian of the transformation
between frames, and C is the resulting covariance in the new coordinate frame.

4.3 Motion Model
The uncertainty in the robot pose is represented as a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution, which has a
mean position (X) and covariance (C) as shown in Eq. 16 and Eq. 17.

X R 
X =  YR 
 θ R 
 vx

C = ρ xy σ x σ y
 ρ xθ σ x σ θ


ρ xy σ x σ y
vy
ρ yθ σ y σ θ

Eq. 16

ρ xθ σ x σ θ 

ρ yθ σ y σ θ 

vθ


Eq. 17

where vx, vy, and vθ are the variances of x, y, and θ, respectively, where variance is the square of the
standard deviation; σx, σy, and σθ are the standard deviations of x, y, and θ, respectively; ρij values
represent correlations between variables i and j.
Differential motion (∆X) and covariance (C∆X) are reported in the local frame of the robot as shown in Eq.
18-Eq. 19. The parameters of C∆X are experimentally determined.

C ∆X

 ∆x 
∆X =  ∆y 
∆θ 
0
0
v ∆x

0
=  0 v ∆y
 0
0 v ∆θ

Eq. 18






Eq. 19

The geometry of the robot, differential motion, and global coordinate frames are shown in Figure 10.

Y

∆θ
∆y

θR

YR
∆x
XR

X

Figure 10. Robot Motion Coordinate Frames
The robot coordinate frame and differential motion are shown. The global
frame is shown as (X, Y). The robot has a pose of (XR, YR, θR) in the global
frame (gray). It moves by (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ) to a new location (white).
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Differential motion, defined in the local robot frame at the start of the motion, must be transformed into the
global frame as XR. In this case, the differential motion, measured in the robot’s local frame, is a rotation
by ∆θΤ (to point toward the target point). The desired ∆x Τ and ∆y Τ are zero. This leads to the pose update
in Eq. 20-Eq. 22, where θ = θR. JM is the Jacobian of the rotation move.
 ∆x M cos(θ ) − ∆y M sin (θ )
X R = X R + ∆x M sin (θ ) + ∆y M cos(θ )


∆θ M
1 0 − ∆x M sin (θ ) − ∆y M cos(θ ) cos(θ ) − sin (θ ) − ∆x M sin (θ ) + ∆yM cos(θ )
∆x M cos(θ ) − ∆y M sin (θ ) sin (θ )
∆x M cos(θ ) − ∆yM sin (θ ) 
J M = 0 1
cos(θ )
0 0

1
0
0
1
{0}  T
C R
CR = J M 
J M
{0} C ∆X M 

Eq. 20

Eq. 21

Eq. 22

The turn is followed by one forward step ∆xM, where commanded ∆yM and ∆θM are zero. Eq. 23-Eq. 25 is
the update, where θ =θR+∆θT, and XR and CR are from Eq. 20 and Eq. 22. JM is the move Jacobian.
∆x M cos(θ ) − ∆y M sin (θ )
X R = X R + ∆x M sin (θ ) + ∆y M cos(θ )
Eq. 23


∆θ M
1 0 − ∆x M sin (θ ) − ∆y M cos(θ ) cos(θ ) − sin (θ ) − ∆x M sin (θ ) + ∆yM cos(θ )
∆x M cos(θ ) − ∆yM sin (θ ) sin (θ )
∆x M cos(θ ) − ∆yM sin (θ )  Eq. 24
J M = 0 1
cos(θ )
0 0

1
0
0
1
{0}  T
C R
Eq. 25
CR = J M 
J M
{0}
C
∆X M 


4.4 Sensor Model
A measurement is represented by a range and bearing, each of which is represented by a one-dimensional
Gaussian distribution. The coordinate frames are illustrated in Figure 11.
Y

r
α

YR

θR

X
XR
Figure 11. Robot Sensor Coordinate Frames
The sensor model parameters are shown. The global frame is shown as (X, Y).
The robot has a pose of (XR, YR, θR) in the global frame. It measures a range of r
and a bearing of α to a target (red circle).

The parameters of this distribution are standard deviations (σ) and variance (v), computed as in Eq. 26
where a and b are constants that are experimentally determined. The measurement covariance is Cm.

v r
Cm = 
0
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=
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Eq. 26
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To transform covariance into the global coordinate frame, the Jacobian of the transformation from sensor to
global coordinates in Eq. 27 is used. Position and covariance are transformed using Eq. 28 and Eq. 29.
 1 0 − r sin (θ R + α ) cos (θ R + α ) − r sin (θ R + α )
J=

0 1 r cos (θ R + α ) sin (θ R + α ) r cos (θ R + α )

Eq. 27

r cos(θ R + α ) 
X = X R +  r sin( θ R + α ) 


α
{0} T
C
C = J R
J
{0} C m 

Eq. 28

Eq. 29

4.5 Transforming Covariance Matrix Coordinate Frames
Two coordinate frames are used for covariance (Figure 12). First is the global frame, which defines
covariance relative to the global axes and has been presented in 4.3 and 4.4. Second is the major-minor
axis frame. This frame is aligned with the primary axes of the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution
(elliptical in shape). In this frame, the standard deviation along the major axis (σmaj) is the largest
uncertainty and standard deviation along the minor axis (σmin) is the smallest uncertainty.
Min

Y
Maj

Min

Y
Maj

σMaj

σY
σMin

X

θMaj
X

σX
Figure 12. Covariance Matrix Coordinate Frames
Left: Covariance in the global frame, with standard deviations relative to X and Y axes. Right:
Covariance in the major-minor frame, rotated by θmaj relative to major and minor axes.

JCJT reflects rotation by φ=+θMaj from global to major-minor and φ=– θMaj from major-minor to global
using J as defined in Eq. 30.
cos (ϕ ) − sin (ϕ )
J=

 sin (ϕ ) cos (ϕ )

4.6 SLAM
In several experiments, the MVERT approach is integrated with a traditional Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) approach so as to improve the resulting map SLAM produces. The formulation for
SLAM used here is that used by Leonard and Durrant-Whyte, as presented in [74]. SLAM is integrated
into the overall architecture shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 (3.1) as part of the Update World Model step.
The process update for the SLAM update is identical to that described in detail for the Constraint-Based
Localization in 6.3 (position mean) and 6.4 (covariance).
For the SLAM update, the typical transformation equations must be inverted, as in Eq. 31 and Eq. 32.
rE =

(∆x )2 + (∆y )2

 ∆y 
α E = tan −1 

 ∆x 
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where r is range, α is bearing, and subscript E indicates the expected values, and (∆x, ∆y) are distances
from the object at (XL, YL) to the robot at (XR, YR).
∆x = X L − X R

Eq. 33

∆y = Y L − Y R

Eq. 34

For each observed landmark or target, 1 to n, the Jacobian elements are determined, to create the joint
Jacobian matrix, H, which varies from observation to observation (Eq. 35). ∆x and ∆y are distances in x
and y, and is the range (two dimensional distance) to the specified object.
 ∆x 1
− r
1

 ∆y 1
 r2
 1
H= M
 ∆x n
 rn
 ∆y
n

 rn 2

∆y 1
r1
∆x 1
− 2
r1
M
∆y n
rn
∆x n
rn 2

∆x 1
r1
∆y 1
−1 − 2
r1
M
M
0

∆y 1
r1
∆x 1
r1 2
M

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 L

0

0

0 L

0

0

0 L

0

0
∆x n
0 L 0
rn
∆y n
0 L −1 − 2
rn


0 

0 


0 
∆y n 
rn 
∆x n 

rn 2 

Eq. 35

Innovation is computed for each observed landmark to weight the measurements (subscript m) by how well
they agree with expectations (better agreement leads to higher weight). The joint Innovation, I, is a column
vector with all landmark innovations (Eq. 36).
 rE1   rm1 
α  α 
 E1   m1 
I=  M − M 

 

 rEn   rmn 
α En  α mn 

 


Eq. 36

A joint covariance matrix, N, is computed to represent the covariance for each observed landmark as in Eq.
37. The range and bearing variance parameters vr1 and vα1 are determined using the relationships in Eq. 26.
 v r1
 0

N= 0

 M
 0


0

0

L

v α1

0

L

0

O

L

M

M

v rn

0

0

0

0 
0 
0 

0 
v αn 

Eq. 37

The Kalman-Bucy filter update uses H, I, and N to compute the final resulting position (X) and covariance
(C) as shown in Eq. 38-Eq. 41.
S = HCH T + N
T

K = CH S

−1

C = C − KSK
X = X + KI
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X is the joint state matrix, as in Eq. 42,
 XR 


 YR 
 θR 


X L1 

X=
 YL1 


 M 
X 
 Ln 
 YLn 

Eq. 42

and C is the joint covariance matrix, as in Eq. 43,
C R
 {0}

C =  {0}

 M
 {0}


{0} 
C L1 {0} L {0} 
{0} O L {0} 

M
M
O {0} 
{0} {0} {0} C Ln 
{0}

{0} L

Eq. 43

with

(σ XLi )2
C Li = 
ρ XLiYLi σ XLi σ YLi

ρ XLiYLi σ XLi σ YLi 

(σ YLi )2


Eq. 44

where σ is a standard deviation and ρ is a correlation factor.
For multiple robot updates, this process is repeated, replacing the robot entries with the current observing
robot. If collaborative localization is desired, a full joint X and C would be required, with the appropriate
place holders in the H, I, and N matrices.

4.7 Additional Computations
Two additional computations are used in this work. The first is the standard deviation (σ) or variance (σ2),
which is computed traditionally as shown:

∑ (x i − µ )

σ=

i =1: N

Eq. 45
N −1
where xi are individual measurements, µ is the mean of the xi measurements, and N is the total number of xi
measurements.

The second is the 95% confidence interval on a mean, CI, which indicates the range within which it is 95%
confident that the true mean lies. This is also computed traditionally as shown:
CI = 1.96

σ
N

Eq. 46

4.8 Summary and Discussion
In the treatment of uncertainty in this work, Gaussian distributions are used to represent the uncertainty
locations of robots, targets, and obstacles within the environment. Updates to position estimates either use
Gaussian multiplication of (independent) beliefs or a traditional SLAM approach to track correlations and
uncertainties.
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The MVERT approach is intended to improve the performance of a distributed multi-robot team at the
execution level without requiring complex planning. The particular applications to which MVERT is
applied in this thesis are mapping and exploration. Several types of experimental domains are desirable for
testing the hypothesis that team performance may be improved, and are described in 5.6. The tasks
executed in these domains, including mapping and exploration, are detailed in 5.3. MVERT can be
compared to current traditional approaches within these domains; these comparative approaches are
described in Section 5.2. Additionally several performance metrics must be applied in order to
quantitatively compare and evaluate the MVERT performance, which are described in 5.1. The specifics of
the platform used in these experiments are described in 5.4, with details of the objects in the environment
described in Section 5.5. Performance and evaluation in the various domains, using the specific
implementation parameters listed in Section 5.7, are presented in Chapter 7 through Chapter 10.

5.1 Performance Evaluation Metrics
One of the primary goals of MVERT in the applications presented here is to obtain a map with high
accuracy and high certainty. This map should be generated as quickly as possible. Additionally, the
generation of this map may be required while simultaneously attempting to fulfill other mission tasks as
quickly as possible. Thus, the metrics for comparison focus on map quality (both accuracy and certainty)
and on mission completion time. In some cases, the relative metric (ratio of the value of the metric in the
compared experiment to the value of the metric in MVERT) is used to show comparative performance.

5.1.1 Map Accuracy
Map accuracy is defined as how well the position estimates of the targets in the map agree with the ground
truth. Distance between the position estimate and the true position is one metric for evaluating accuracy.
The maximum distance is used here to quantify the map accuracy, demonstrating the worst-case
performance. If a target is not known, the uncertainty in its position is infinite. This can be determined by
evaluating the Gaussian distribution at the ground truth location value. In Eq. 47, (XE, YE) is the position
estimate and (XA, YA) is the actual position. Mean E1 is computed replacing max with mean.
E1 = max
i =1:T

(XEi − XAi )2 + (YEi − YAi )2

Eq. 47

5.1.2 Map Certainty
Map certainty is defined as the confidence of the map that is produced. Certainty is inverse uncertainty,
and can therefore be directly related to the target location value function (Eq. 2), which is one method of
quantifying the level of certainty in an estimate (Eq. 48).
E 2 = VTL
Eq. 48
An additional measure of map certainty is the maximum error in any target (Eq. 49). If a target is
unknown, this uncertainty is infinite. By definition, σmaj is the largest uncertainty in a two-dimensional
Gaussian distribution. If a target is now known, its σmaj is considered to be infinite.

E3 = max σ maj
i =1:T

Eq. 49

5.1.3 Time to Mission Completion
To measure the efficiency of mission completion, the metric applied is the time to a map quality of a predefined certainty. This metric measures the number of steps required until all targets are known to a
desired certainty, where certainty is defined by the largest target uncertainty along any dimension and as
computed by the target location value function. In Eq. 50, U is the specified measure of uncertainty
(metrics E2 or E3) and G is the goal uncertainty level. If each step is a fixed size, this metric can be used to
evaluate both time and path length, where path length is the time (in steps) times the step size.
E 4 = Time(U <= G)
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5.1.4 Robot Localization Accuracy
A fifth metric is the quality of localization for the robot team members. This is computed as the sum of
distance between robots’ actual positions (XA, YA) and robots’ estimated positions (XE, YE), as in Eq. 51.
E5 = max
i =1:R

(XEi − XAi )2 + (YEi − YAi )2

Eq. 51

5.1.5 Mission Completeness
The last metric is mission completeness. In mapping tasks, this is the percentage of the total number of
targets located by the end of the mission.
E6 = 100 *

Tfoud
Ttrue

Eq. 52

5.2 Compared Approaches
5.2.1 SLAM: Divide and Conquer versus MVERT
The most commonly used method for mapping an unknown area is to use SLAM. This comparison will
demonstrate the contribution MVERT can make to the overall mapping task. Typically, regions are divided
in order to break the problem into multiple single-robot tasks. Where measurements overlap, they are used
to improve estimates and to combine maps together. Here, SLAM is used with and without MVERT.
The performance will be compared by examining the resulting quality of the map and the time required to
generate a map of the specified quality. The specified quality for these experiments is that the maximum
uncertainty on any target must be less than 0.01 meter. The baseline SLAM approach assigns a sub-region
for each robot to map, and within that region the robot follows a rectangular coverage pattern (defined by
waypoints). Measurements taken in other sub-regions while traveling to the designated sub-region are also
added to the common global map. Robots are given the same starting locations.

5.2.2 One-Step Optimal
The one-step optimal computes all sets of moves for a team. The resulting value of each move set is
compared to that for all other move sets, and the set with the highest value is chosen and executed. The
number of computations required scales exponentially with number of robots. One-step optimal is applied
to several target location missions and the resulting trajectories and map qualities are observed. The onestep optimal is implemented using the same value function and candidate moves as the MVERT approach,
with evaluation of candidate move sets rather than of individual candidate moves for each robot.
Optimal performance with the same parameters is compared to MVERT. Qualitatively, the similarity or
dissimilarity of the trajectories is discussed in order to illustrate the difference between MVERT and onestep optimal. Additionally, the final map quality after a fixed number of steps is compared. Lastly, the
time required to produce a map of the desired quality is investigated. The specified map quality is such that
the maximum uncertainty on any target must be less than 0.01 meter.

5.2.3 Individual Action Selection in MVERT
MVERT attempts to improve the team performance by including expected teammate contributions in action
selection. The effects of including expected teammate contribution are investigated by comparing the
performance of MVERT with and without teammates. In this comparison, robots are always trying to
maximize information gain in terms of value, but without teammate consideration robots only maximize
their own contributions. This is implemented by applying MVERT to robot one at a time, each with the
same starting pose as a team member in the multi-robot experiment. Individual maps are later recombined
using the raw data as if they had been shared, enabling direct comparison of action selection methods.
Performance is compared by investigating the final map quality and time to desired map quality in each
case. Desired map quality is that no maximum target uncertainty should exceed 0.01 meter. Additionally,
a qualitative comparison is made of the robot trajectories to those produced using teammate contributions
in order to express the effects of considering teammates.
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5.3 Experimental Mission Definitions
5.3.1 Target Location Mission
Target location is a simplified version of a mapping mission. The robots are assumed to be operating in an
environment with landmarks whose locations are known exactly. The robot team is to locate targets, whose
locations are not known a priori, while avoiding collisions. This task is primarily used to evaluate
performance as different parameters are varied, such as sensing footprint, robot motion, team size, and
number of candidate actions considered. This task is also used to compare performance to that of one-step
optimal action selection. Value for this task is the target location value, defined in 3.3.1. As no noise is
present, only metrics for certainty (E2, E3) and mission time (E4) are used.

5.3.2 Mapping Mission
The mapping mission is to map an unknown environment. The map is the locations of all teammates and
all targets in the environment while avoiding collisions. Localization and mapping are performed using the
targets with traditional Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) as described in 4.6. Initially,
robots know only the poses of all teammates in the arbitrary global frame, not the locations targets. For the
robot implementation of the mapping task, robots pause and scan their heads to collect measurements.
Once all robots have communicated observation and localization results, robots, synchronously and
distributed, compute their next move and, then, synchronously execute the moves. Synchronization is
handled automatically by the code. The value for this task is the target location value, defined in Eq. 2,
Section 3.3.2 . Comparisons are made to SLAM with and without MVERT for action selection. Coverage
patterns are used to direct motion to contrast with MVERT. Comparisons are also made within MVERT,
with and without consideration of teammate contributions. All metrics are used to evaluate this task.

5.3.3 Dynamic Target Tracking Mission
The dynamic target tracking mission is to observe multiple moving targets within a known environment
and avoid collisions. The environment is known in the sense that landmarks are known exactly. The
characteristics of the moving targets are not known a priori. In simulation, the targets are moved according
to pre-defined paths. These paths are generated to be random motion or to follow smooth trajectories.
Targets and robots are moved at the same time; since robots are assumed to be synchronized, measurements
occur simultaneously. This allows the simplification of performing only one target update per cycle. In
physical experiments, the targets (remote controlled vehicles) are moved by hand to approximately follow
pre-determined paths. For simplicity in handling the dynamic targets, the targets are individually moved
while the robots are still. This motion occurs after the robots collect data and before they move to their
new locations. As in the static mapping case, the momentary stationary nature of the robots allows
simulation of an omnidirectional camera through rotating in place. Synchronization among robots is
handled within the code. Synchronization with the moving targets is enforced by forcing robots to wait for
human input before executing the next step. Probabilistic Constraint-Based Localization (6.4) is used to
localize the robots without collaboration, as robots cannot accurately observe the positions of teammates
with their sensors. Target location value, defined in Eq. 2, is used for action selection in the dynamic target
tracking mission. The metric applied to this mission is target certainty (E2).

5.3.4 Planetary Exploration Mission
The planetary exploration task simulates the types of goals that may be required of a planetary robot team.
These goals include exploring and mapping an area, examining specified targets of varying priority in an
area with known or unknown landmarks while maintaining communication and avoiding collisions.
Obstacles in the environment interfere with motion, observation, and communication. The robots are
heterogeneous in sensing and/or motion capabilities. Target mapping/localization is modeled by the target
location value function, described in Eq. 2, Section 3.3.1, and target examination is modeled by the target
sampling value function, described in Eq. 3, Section 3.3.2. Similarly the values of communication and
exploration are described in Eq. 5, Section 3.3.2, and Eq. 6, Section 3.3.4, respectively. For the planetary
exploration task, the allocation of target sampling tasks is made based only on proximity (the closest robot
to the target when it is first seen), as this is not a research focus. Target priority is assigned a priori at
random or evenly. Due to the complexity of this task, it is only implemented in simulation. All metrics are
applied to this task.
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5.4 Robot Platform
The bulk of this work has been implemented using the Sony Quadruped robot platform (Figure 13). This is
a four-legged platform that contains a single color camera. Additional sensors on the robot include sensors
to report joint angles, used in determining differential motion, and an IR proximity sensor, unused in these
experiments. The command code for interfacing with the robot (motions and sensing) is based on the code
from the CMU 2002 RoboCup team [138].

Figure 13. Sony Quadruped Robots

5.4.1

Motion Model

The Quadruped motions are specified as differential motions as described in Figure 10, 4.3: distance in x,
distance in y, and change in heading. The robot has positional and heading uncertainty when walking and
when turning in place. The basic motions use the walking gait developed by Carnegie Mellon for CMPack
in 2002. The parameters of the motion model for a step of 0.254 meters (as in Eq. 18, 4.3) are:
σ x = 0.034 m
σ y = 0.015 m
σ θ = 0.056 rad

For turns, the motion parameters differ for single turns (5º, 10º, 45º) and compound turns (other turns):
σ x = 0.0040 m (single); 0.0075 m (compound)
σ y = 0.0027 m (single); 0.0045 m (compound)
σ θ = 0.0235 rad (single); 0.0563 rad (compound)

σx, σy, and σθ are (respectively) the standard deviations in x, y and θ in the robot’s local coordinate frame.

5.4.2 Sensor Model
The sensor is a single camera reporting target range and bearing as shown in Figure 11, Section 4.4. The
single camera can provide range to targets is available through calibration on well-modeled targets of
known characteristics. These experimentally determined model parameters for Eq. 26 (Section 4.4) are
used for both simulation experiments and physical experiments, except as noted. The camera has a range
of 2.75-3.0 meters for the pre-defined targets and a field of view of 360°. While the field of view of the
camera is not a full 360 degrees (single frame of 58° horizontal, 48° vertical), the effective field of view of
the robot is 360 degrees by allowing the robot to scan its head (increasing the field of view to 220°) and by
turning the body 180° once to bring the full circle into view for measurements. Camera noise model
parameters are shown below. Robot cameras have a bias on high measured range (Rm), corrected in Eq. 53.
σ r = 0.102 r
σ α = 0.029

R = (1 − 0.1195 )R m , R m > 2.3m
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5.5 Targets and Landmarks
In physical experiments, static targets for mapping and landmarks for dynamic target tracking are the bicolored, 0.1 meter cylindrical RoboCup legged-league landmarks (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Stationary Targets
Six bi-colored RoboCup landmarks are used as stationary targets.

Remote-controlled tanks with similar bi-colored, cylindrical markers are used as dynamic targets (Figure
15). Dynamic targets are 0.08 meters in diameter. Landmarks and targets are treated as points. In
simulation, the targets are points, but a buffer is defined around each target into which the robot may not
pass. In physical experiments, sensing is calibrated to measure range and bearing to the center of the
landmark, and a buffer around the landmark is defined to ensure the robot can see the entire target.

Figure 15. Dynamic Targets
The dynamic targets are remote-controlled tanks with bi-colored, cylindrical markers.

5.6 Experimental Environments
5.6.1

Code Environment

The code for both simulation and physical experiments is written in Matlab. The MVERT implementation
is identical for both simulation and physical experiments, though physical experiments require an
additional interface. This interface consists of additional Matlab functions and basic behaviors written in
C++ using the Carnegie Mellon CMPack02 architecture [138].
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Simulation Environment

The simulation environment approximates the robots, targets, and landmarks as points for computational
purposes. The size of the environment and the step size used by the robots vary by task. The vision and
motion models of the simulated robots is identical to that used for the robots, as described in 5.4. Up to 25
robots, 50 static targets, and 10 dynamic targets are deployed in the simulation environment. An example
environment is shown in Figure 16, with four targets (two known and two unknown), two robots
(schematic Sony Quadrupeds), two known landmarks, and two sample targets.

Figure 16. Simulation Environment
Simulation environment with two robots, two fixed landmarks ( ), two
known targets (+), two unknown targets (x), and two sampling targets (◊).

5.6.3

Robot Environment

The Robot Environment is a carpeted arena 3.0 meters by 4.6 meters and is shown in Figure 17. This arena
is based on that used for the RoboCup soccer four-legged league, with walls and goals removed from the
environment. Up to four robots, six static targets, and four dynamic targets are deployed in the
environment. Targets and landmarks are treated as points for computation, and sensing is calibrated to treat
targets and landmarks as points. A pair of overhead cameras observes experiments for determining ground
truth for comparison. A white grid (0.254 meter resolution) is used for camera calibration and tracking.

Figure 17. Robot Environment
The robot environment with two robots, three static
targets/landmarks (the larger, taller cylinders) and two dynamic
targets (the smaller, shorter cylinders mounted on small robots).
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To obtain ground truth in the physical robot experiments, two overhead cameras (one overlooking each half
of the field) were used. An example of the overhead images is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Robot Environment Overhead View
Overhead view (used for ground truth) of one half of the physical environment. Three robots
and three landmark targets are shown.

5.7 MVERT Experimental Parameters
Several parameters in MVERT must be defined for these experiments, including parameters to select
candidate moves and parameters for value functions and combining value functions. Except where noted,
the default values described here are used.
The baseline parameters for this implementation of MVERT, used throughout with the exception of
Chapter 7, are based on the Aibo Robot (5.4). These parameters are detailed below and are summarized
here:
•
•
•
•

Robot step size: 0.25 meters,
Robot candidate move angular resolution: 5 degrees,
Obstacle avoidance buffer around teammates: 0.5 meters,
Obstacle avoidance buffer around targets and landmarks: 0.5 meters

Candidate moves are selected to be on a circle at one fixed step size away from the robot’s current location.
Robots are assumed to move along the line from the initial position to the desired position, making the
resulting heading align with this direction. The step size (radius of the circle for candidate moves) is 0.25
meters. This value is chosen to be approximately the length of the robot. Candidate moves on this circle
are spaced at an angular resolution of 5 degrees and can be at any relative heading (except as noted). This
value is chosen so as to be small enough to provide high resolution of potential moves (distance between
candidate points is approximately 0.02 meters) yet large enough to make different candidate moves
differentiable given the noise of robot motion. Motions are executed by first turning the robot to face the
selected point, and then moving the robot forward one step.
For collision avoidance, robot size is considered to be 0.25 meters. In the physical system, target/landmark
size 0.1 meters, with an additional buffer of 0.15 meters, preventing robots from moving closer than 0.5
meters to a landmark, to ensure entire targets/landmarks are visible.
In Chapter 7, the parameters are determined to have high resolution in moves and low noise, and are
somewhat varied to explore their effects. These are detailed in that chapter.
In addition to the parameters of MVERT, parameters of the value functions must also be determined. The
relative weights of values must be selected. For target location, mapping, and dynamic target tracking
missions, only one value is applicable (VTL, Eq. 2, Section 3.3.2) and no weighting is required. For the
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planetary exploration mission, two or more of the different tasks are combined. The total value is
determined using the weighted average with experimentally chosen weights with Eq. 1, Section 3.3, which
becomes:

V = κ TL VTL + κ E VE + κ N VN + κS VS

Eq. 54

For the target sampling value function, the constant KS = 100000 in Eq. 6, Section 3.3.2. This value is
chosen to ensure that it overrides all other values applied in the planetary exploration mission simulations.
The closest sampling target is selected current sampling target. If a sampling target is closest to two or
more robots, the closest robot gets the target, and the other robots select the next-closest, iteratively.

5.8 Summary and Discussion
To evaluate performance, metrics reflecting map accuracy and uncertainty, time to mission completion, and
robot localization accuracy are proposed and defined. MVERT will be compared to several approaches,
including individual action selection, one-step optimal team action selection, and mapping with coverage
patterns. Several experimental mission types are defined including mapping, target tracking, and planetary
exploration. The implementation of the MVERT architecture is in Matlab, both for simulation and for
control of the physical robot team of Sony Aibo robots.
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If robots are operating within an environment that has known landmarks, robots may perform localization
rather than simultaneous localization and mapping. An approach to landmark localization is used to
localize the robot within the known environment for the Dynamic Target Tracking Mission experiments
(Chapter 9); the approach used here is Constraint-Based Localization, an approach designed to be fast,
simple, functional with few landmarks, and approximate pose with Gaussian distributions.

6.1 Introduction to Constraint-Based Localization (CBL)
Several commonly used approaches to landmark-based localization for robots have been proven to perform
well: Kalman-Bucy filters and Monte Carlo Localization are the most common. Kalman-Bucy filter
localization has been noted to be sensitive to noise, though it is relatively low in computational complexity.
Monte Carlo Localization can be highly robust to noise at the cost of increasing computational complexity
by increasing the number of particles used to track robot pose. For some platforms and for some highly
dynamic environments, the need for very low computational overhead and robustness to noise and
dynamics may not make these approaches practical for implementation.
Constraint-Based Localization (CBL) is designed to address these specific applications, and was developed
in the domain of Robot Soccer for the Minnow middle-sized league platform (Figure 19). This platform
has very little processing time available due to internal overhead, requiring the control system to be as
simple as possible. Additionally, for the middle-sized league in 2000, very few landmarks were available
(only the goals), and these are difficult to measure distances and bearings with accuracy, due to the
complex geometry. CBL is inspired by Kalman-Bucy filter localization, though the computational
requirements for updates are reduced through several methods. There is also a sliding level of complexity
to allow CBL to perform as the platform and environment demands.

Figure 19. The Minnow Robot

CBL separates contributions of range and bearing to landmarks, each update being far simpler than a full
KBF update. The estimate resulting from a measurement is determined using simple geometric constraints.
Sliding complexity use of simple geometric representation and combination of estimates or, like the KBF,
Gaussian distributions may used to model both sensor measurements and robot pose when processing is
available. Lastly, only single updates are made per cycle: heading or position; this eliminates some
computation at each step, and eliminates the need to simultaneously optimize both heading and position.
In addition to allowing for simpler computation, CBL introduces some natural flexibility. Different types
of landmarks may provide different types of information (or different qualities of information). For
example, landmarks may be too far to measure range but can still provide bearing, or some sensors may
provide only range or bearing. The separation of different types of measurements easily allows for missing
measurements or data quality inequity without special treatment.
CBL allows for several different types of landmarks, also motivated in part by the robot soccer domain.
These are range-to-point landmarks, bearing-to-point landmarks, and range-to-surface landmarks. These
landmarks may be markers, walls, or teammates (for example) and landmarks may be of more than one
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type. CBL does, however, assume that the locations of the landmarks are known exactly or with little
uncertainty. CBL cannot accommodate simultaneous localization and mapping.

6.2 CBL Approach
CBL relies on using simple geometric constraints to compute estimates from sensor measurements.
Different types of measurements lead to different types of constraint. The robot’s current pose estimate is
represented as (XO, YO, θO). Landmarks are located at or pass through (XL, YL). Range measurements are
labeled r, and bearing measurements are labeled α. Sensor-based estimates are labeled (x’, y’, θ’).
A range-to-point landmark places the robot on a circle around the landmark with a radius equivalent to the
range measurement (Figure 20). Range-to-point provides no information on heading. The point on this
constraint that most closely agrees with the robot’s prior pose estimate is computed in Eq. 55 and Eq. 56.
This is on the line from the robot’s pose estimate to the landmark, at a distance r from the landmark.

r

r

Figure 20. CBL Position Estimate from Range to a Point
Left: A noisy range is measured to a point. Right: The range places the robot on a circle.
The closest point on the circle to the robot’s pose estimate is the sensor-based estimate.

x ' = X O + (X L − X O )

r−

y' = YO + (YL − YO )

r−

(X L − X O )2 + (YL − YO )2
r

(X L − X O )2 + (YL − YO )2
r

A bearing-to-point landmark (assuming heading is correct) places the robot on a line, the slope of which is
defined by the bearing α and the robot’s heading θO (Figure 21). The point on this constraint that most
closely agrees with the robot’s prior heading estimate is computed in Eq. 57and Eq. 58.

α

φ
θO

φ
X
X

Figure 21. CBL Position Estimate from Bearing to a Point
Left: A noisy bearing is measured to a point. Right: The bearing and heading place the robot
on a line. The closest point on the line to the robot’s pose estimate is the sensor-based estimate.
m2r
X O + mYO + m 2 X L +
sin(φ)
x' =
Eq. 57
2
1+ m
mr
Eq. 58
y' = mx'+ mX L + YL −
sin(φ)
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where m = tan-1(φ). In the case where φ = ±

π
2

, these equations simplify to:
x' = X L

Eq. 59

y ' = YO

Eq. 60

A bearing-to-point landmark also defines a single heading, assuming position is correct (Figure 22). This
value is computed in Eq. 61 using the pose (XO, YO, θO) and the bearing α.

α

φ

α
φ

θ’

X

X

Figure 22. CBL Heading Estimate from Bearing to a Point
Left: A noisy bearing is measured to a point. Right: Relative position to the landmark provides
φ. The bearing α and φ place the robot’s heading at a single value.

 Y − YO 
−α
θ' = tan −1  L

 XL − XO 

Eq. 61

A range-to-surface landmark, given the range r is perpendicular to the surface at the detection point, defines
a curve parallel to the surface at the measured distance (such as a wall, Figure 23). For a linear surface (a
flat wall), the point on this constraint that most closely agrees with the robot’s current position estimate is
computed using Eq. 57-Eq. 58, where (XL, YL) is a point on the wall. Range-to-surface could also supply a
heading, but the complexity of this limits its usefulness and it is ignored here.

r

Figure 23. CBL Position Estimate from Range to a Wall
Left: A noisy range is measured perpendicular to a wall. Right: Range provides
a line parallel to the wall, and the sensor-based estimate is the closest point on it.

The basic implementation of CBL uses two stages in the update: process update (based on odometry) and
sensor update (based on observed landmarks). The basic process is illustrated in Figure 24; pose estimates
are shown as light gray (subscript 0) and actual poses are shown as dark gray. An update using one bearing
landmark and one range landmark is shown.
The algorithm for the updates can be summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Use differential motion and motion model to update pose.
Take measurements on visible landmarks (range and bearing).
Use geometry to generate constraints on pose.
Compute sensor-based estimates as closest points on constraints (with or without uncertainty).
Combine estimates with prior belief using appropriate probabilistic or non-probabilistic method.
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α

θ

α

r
X

r

θO+α
X

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 24. Constraint-Based Localization Sensor Update
a) Noisy range is measured to one landmark, and noisy bearing is measured to another (Step 2).
b) The constraints (circle and line, respectively) are determined for each measurement (Step 3).
c) The closest point on each constraint to the pose estimate (in light gray) is determined (Step 4).
d) The combined sensor estimate is combined with the pose estimate to generate the new pose
estimate (in white) using weighted average or probabilistic techniques (Step 5).

6.3 Non-Probabilistic CBL (NPCBL)
NPCBL is the simplest implementation. In this non-probabilistic implementation, position is represented as
a point. The process update moves the robot to (X, Y, θ) according to the motion model (Eq. 62-Eq. 66,
Figure 10) given previous pose (XO, YO, θO) and differential motion (∆p, ∆θ); ∆p is differential position
and ∆θ is differential heading.

∆x = ∆p cos(∆θ + θ O )

Eq. 62

X = X O + ∆x

Eq. 63
Eq. 64

∆y = ∆p sin (∆θ + θ O )
Y = YO + ∆y
θ = θ O + ∆θ

Eq. 65
Eq. 66

The sensor model is that shown in Figure 11 in 4.4. For the sensor update, individual sensor measurement
estimates are determined using the equations in 6.2. Multiple estimates from individual sensor
measurements are combined into a single sensor-based estimate, Xs, by a simple weighted average.
Uncertainty in measurements (σ) is applied only through the weight of the measurements’ corresponding
estimates. This weighted average of all sensor-based estimates is computed in Eq. 67. The final sensorbased estimate is combined with the prior estimate using the same type of weighted average in Eq. 68.

XS = ∑

X Si

Eq. 67

X = X O + wX S

Eq. 68

i
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NPCBL was implemented on the Minnow robots and in simulation. The choice of weight values and
thresholds are based on experimental performance to provide a high weight to good quality sensor readings,
and low weight to low quality sensor readings. From experimentation, it was determined that the quality of
range information dropped off quickly after 3.75 meters and that heading results were of much better
quality when provided by averaging across more than one landmark. For position, w = 0.5 if the closest
landmark is less than 3.75 meters away and 0.2 if the closest landmark is more than 3.75 meters away. For
heading, w = 0.5 if two or more landmarks are seen, and 0.2 if only one landmark is seen. The standard
deviation of uncertainty on sensor measurements, used for weighting in the overall sensor-based estimate,
was experimentally determined: σr = 0.1r. As the uncertainty in bearing scaled with range, the same
weight is used for bearing and for range estimates when determining the final sensor-based estimate.

6.4 Probabilistic CBL (PCBL)
In many cases, an estimate of pose uncertainty is desirable and processing is available for this purpose.
PCBL adapts CBL to handle probabilistic representation by using two-dimensional Gaussian distributions
to represent position, and single-dimensional Gaussian distributions to represent heading, range, and
bearing. Two-dimensional Gaussian position allows for arbitrary orientation and proportion to indicate
correlation, and differing certainty along some dimensions. To accommodate the addition of uncertainty,
odometry and sensor uncertainty estimates must be known. Additionally, the point estimates produced by
CBL must have error introduced by mapping sensor uncertainty to positional uncertainty.
Motion updates the pose based on the reported odometry, as in Eq. 62-Eq. 66. For uncertainty, the
transformation from distance and direction to Cartesian space is computed using JTCJ with C shown in Eq.
69. Here, c is a constant, ∆r is the change in distance, and ∆θ is the change in heading.
(c∆r )2
CL = 
 0

0 

(∆θ )2 

Eq. 69

First, the uncertainties are rotated to align with the global frame using Eq. 70-Eq. 74. (X, Y, θ) is the
robot’s updated position, (XO, YO, θO) is the robot’s previous position, J is the Jacobian of the
transformation, and Cm is the pose covariance resulting after the move.
X = X O + ∆r cos (∆θ + θ O )

Eq. 70

θ = θ O + ∆θ

Eq. 71
Eq. 72

Y = YO + ∆r sin (∆θ + θ O )

sin (∆θ + θ O ) 
 cos (∆θ + θ O )
J=
(
)
∆
∆
θ
+
θ
∆
r
sin
r cos (∆θ + θ O )
O

C m = JC L J T

Eq. 73
Eq. 74

Once aligned, compounding uncertainty with the robot’s uncertainty, covariance CR, using JCJT becomes a
sum due to the structure of J for Eq. 75 and Eq. 76.
1 0 0 1 0 0 
J = 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 
{0}  T
C
C = J R
J = C R + C m
{0} C m 
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Sensor updates are treated similarly. The means of the distributions for the sensor-based estimates are
determined using the constraint equations from 6.2. To add uncertainty to position estimates, Gaussian
distributions are aligned tangent to the circle for range, and along the line for bearing. For heading, a onedimensional Gaussian is centered on the constraint-based mean. These are shown in Figure 25.

d
r

σr

dsin(σα)

Figure 25. Adding Uncertainty to CBL Sensor Estimates
Left: A Gaussian is centered at the estimate, with width σr and length arbitrary.
Right: A Gaussian is centered at the estimate, with width dsin(σα) and length arbitrary.

Transforming from range-bearing to Cartesian space for uncertainty is computed using Eq. 77-Eq. 78:
v
C mr =  l
0
v
C mb =  l
0

0

(c∆r )



2,

π
− (α + θ O )
2

Eq. 77

θ maj = α + θ O

Eq. 78

θ maj =


0

2,
(d sin( σ α ) ) 

where θmaj is the angle of the major axis relative to the global X axis and vl is the arbitrary variance applied
to the long axis of the Gaussian distribution. In this case, since the landmark’s position is constraining the
robot, the robot’s own uncertainty need not be added to the estimate. Multiple sensor-based estimates are
combined using the Kalman-Bucy formulation described in 4.2.
In order to prevent robots from becoming lost when teleported or after long periods without observing
landmarks, if a sensor-based estimate disagreed by more than 3-σ from the previous estimate, uncertainties
were increased to greater than the field size without moving position. In the next step, if this large
discrepancy remained, the robot would quickly converge to the new value. If the large discrepancy was
anomalous, the robot would quickly converge to the former value.
PCBL was implemented in simulation (for Minnow Robots) and on the Sony quadruped robots. The Sony
quadruped implementation was applied to CMPack-02, the CMU Legged-League team for 2002 and the
2002 Legged-League world champions. For the Minnow Robot simulation, σr = 0.1r and σα = 2º = 0.0349
radians. For the Sony quadrupeds, σr = 0.03r and σα = 2º = 0.0349 radians.

6.5 Collaborative CBL (CCBL/CPCBL)
For robot teams that can communicate and observe one another, there is potential for cooperative
localization among teammates. Such collaboration may improve the localization of team members by
adding additional observations of pose and, in the case of heterogeneity, spreading information from more
robots with greater observational accuracy to those with lower observational accuracy. CPCBL allows for
two types of collaborative localization: passive and active.
Passive collaborative localization occurs when an observing robot uses the known location of a teammate
as an additional landmark. The observing robot computes range and bearing to the teammate, each of
which produces a constraint and subsequent sensor-based estimate that is incorporated into the pose
estimate. Active collaborative localization occurs when an observing robot tells a teammate where it
observes the teammate to be. The observing robot uses range and bearing to the teammate and its own pose
estimate to estimate the teammate’s position. If the observing robot can observe relative heading as well as
range and bearing, an estimate of heading can also be provided; as our robots cannot detect relative
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heading, this update is not performed. Both types of collaboration can be used in either the nonprobabilistic or probabilistic implementations of CBL. All investigations have been executed using the
probabilistic implementation and are also called CPCBL.
For collaboration using the probabilistic representation, uncertainty estimates must be added to both
passive and active estimates. In passive updates, the teammate is treated as a landmark with position
known with uncertainty. The initial sensor-based estimate is determined using the approach described in
the previous section. Due to the uncertainty of the landmark’s position, CT, the Gaussian distribution
provided by the uncertainty in range or bearing is combined with uncertainty in landmark position using
JCJT. For uncertainties defined in the global frame, covariance matrices are combined as in Eq. 26 and Eq.
27 (Section 4.4), which becomes a sum of the two covariance matrices.
In active updates, the teammate is treated as a target rather than a landmark. The Gaussian distribution
provided by the combination of uncertainty in range or bearing, Cm, must be combined with the observing
robot’s pose uncertainty, CR, using JCJT as in Eq. 26 and Eq. 27 in Section 4.4. Again, multiple observed
estimates are combined using the Kalman-Bucy approach from Section 4.2.

6.6 Evaluation
6.6.1 Quantitative Evaluation
Both simulation and physical experiments were conducted using various implementations of CBL. In each
case, the robot was commanded to traverse a cyclic path among the landmarks as shown in Figure 26.
NPCBL was tested in this manner on the Minnow Robot, using landmarks that can provide both range and
bearing (interior, red) and/or landmarks that can provide only bearing (exterior, blue). NPCBL, PCBL and
CPCBL were also tested in simulation on the Minnow robots using the four range-bearing landmarks. In
each case, results are compared to the odometry reported by the robot or simulated robot.

Figure 26. CBL Test Environment
The test environment for CBL is a cyclic path with eight landmarks
of various types. Dotted arrows indicate direction of motion along
the path.
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To test the performance of NPCBL, the Minnow was command to follow the cycle a total of five times,
with a total path length of approximately 88 meters. The quality of the position estimate provided by
NPCBL is compared to that reported by the Minnow odometry in Figure 27. Total error in position is
reported as the sum-squared errors in x and y position.

Figure 27. NPCBL Performance Compared to Odometry
Total error in position is compared for NPCBL localization and odometry.
Notice odometry error grows unbounded while CBL localization error
remains constrained.

As shown, despite the limited representation provided by NPCBL, the robot is able to remain well
localized, without the uncertainty growing unbounded, as in odometry. After nearly 90 meters, the robot
odometry is lost by more than 1.5 meters, a significant portion of the 3 by 5 meter arena. The CBL results
however, never exceed 0.30 meters. Peaks in localization error occur when the robot is furthest away from
the landmarks, corner points of the cycle at (-2.5, -1.5) and (2.5, 1.5) where the robot is looking the length
of the field to observe landmarks, and only one landmark is clearly observed. The oscillatory nature of the
odometry values, which produces minima at the loops ends, is likely due to the cyclical nature of the
heading errors as the robot follows a closed path; the errors due to turns cancel out as the robot makes equal
left and right turns, which could account for these artificially accurate points.
The quantitative results are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. NPCBL Position Estimation Results

Stroupe

Odometry
(Best)

Localization
(Range Only)

Localization
(Range-Bearing)

Localization
(Range-Bearing
+ Bearing Only)

Mean Position Error

0.5592m

0.0994m

0.0719m

0.0627m

σ∆x
σ∆y

0.4378m

0.0822m

0.0578m

0.0562m

0.5624m

0.0920m

0.0620m

0.0482m

Max Position Error

1.7275m

0.3459m

0.2326m

0.1652m

Mean Heading Error

29.6°

5.1°

2.3°

1.7°

Max Heading Error

42°

11°

5°

4°
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From Table 1, it is clear that even with little information available NPCBL is able to maintain robot
localization to a high level of certainty. Performance improves as more information is available from each
landmark (demonstrated by moving from range only to range-bearing) and as more landmarks are provided
(range only and range-bearing compared to range-bearing and bearing-only together).
In simulation, using four range-bearing landmarks, different implementations of CBL are compared. In
Figure 28, the blue (lower left) robot travels along the cyclic path for five loops while the red (upper center)
robot observes and is observed from a stationary location; this allows its positional uncertainty to be
discounted. Each robot’s field of view is indicated by the arc of the same color.

Figure 28. CBL Simulation Setup
Two robots (one driving, one observing) with four landmarks.

For these experiments, the observing robot was provided a sensor that is more accurate than that of the
navigating robot. The navigating robot’s vision has standard deviations 5% of range and 5.0 degrees, while
the observing robot has standard deviations of 0.5% of range and 0.5 degrees. Here, vl = (c∆r)2 in Cmr (Eq.
77 above), and vl = (dsin(σα))2 in Cmb (Eq. 78 above). This leads to circular sensor-based estimate
distributions, which can significantly simply computation.

x

Odometry
x NPCBL

*

PCBL
CPCBL, Passive
CPCBL, Active
* CPCBL, Passive + Active

Figure 29. CBL Comparative Performance
CBL, even in its minimal NPCBL implementation, provides significant improvement in
maintaining localization. The addition of probabilistic representation provides confidence,
but does not improve performance. Collaboration improves performance, but most
significantly when high quality information flows to robots with lower quality sensing.
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As an additional landmark for passive collaboration, the collaboration of the observing robot produces
minimal effect. This is due to the high uncertainty of the navigating robot’s sensor. However, the addition
of a highly accurate measurement from the observing robot for active collaboration, there is a significant
improvement in performance. This result may be specifically useful in such systems with a few highquality sensors. Not only can robots benefit from their teammates’ higher quality measurements (even if
only intermittent), but the lack of improvement using those teammates as landmarks may allow for
simplifying computation by not performing both active and passive updates. For heading, this
improvement is not as dramatic, as robots cannot in this case observe each other’s heading and therefore
cannot inform teammates about heading. However, since the heading updates use position to infer heading
(Eq. 61), improvement in position also improves heading. These results are summarized in Figure 29.
The addition of a probabilistic representation does not improve performance over the hand-tuned weighted
average parameters. Thus, NPCBL can provide good localization results in the event that additional
computation for uncertainty is not available or when confidence estimates are not required. The
probabilistic representation does, however, provide good confidence limits on the estimates. Pose
estimates always remained within 3-σ of the actual values.

6.6.2 Qualitative Performance
While ground-truth is not available for comparison during robot soccer games, some qualitative results can
be described from these applications. NPCBL was applied to the Minnow Robots in the middle-sized
league in 2001. On observing the “go home” behavior (in which the robot returns to a pre-defined point,
facing down field), performance using odometry caused the robot to drift significantly, quickly. After only
five minutes of play, the robot would be returning to points up to a meter away from home position with
20-degree heading errors, and after ten minutes would be completely lost and it would have to be restarted.
In contrast, NPCBL allowed the robots to consistently return to home within 0.5 meters of home and
oriented correctly down field, regardless of length of play.
PCBL was applied to the Sony quadrupeds for the legged-league in 2002. Reported positions of the robot
agreed within 0.02 meters of the actual truth during laboratory tests when landmarks were not obscured.

6.7 Summary and Discussion
CBL provides a method of localization that can be adapted to the environment, platform, and requirements.
A sliding scale of computational complexity allows tuning of computational demands in representation,
combining observations, treatment of uncertainty, and collaboration. Representation may be a point or
multiple Gaussian distributions. Combining observations may be computed as a weighted average or using
the Kalman-Bucy equations. Uncertainty may be ignored, treated as symmetrical Gaussian distributions, or
treated as asymmetrical Gaussian distributions. Lastly, collaboration may be implemented bi-directionally,
uni-directionally (high quality to low), or not at all. Landmarks may contribute different types of
information with different levels of certainty. Performance in each case prevents the robots from growing
errors unbounded, with improved bounds as number of landmarks and quality of measurements are
increased.
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This chapter addresses several key issues regarding the performance of MVERT in a mapping like task:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can MVERT produce trajectories qualitatively appropriate for the task?
Can MVERT produce trajectories that improve on individual action selection?
Can MVERT produce trajectories that compare in performance to optimal?
How does team size affect the performance of MVERT?
How do the various parameters of MVERT and the robot affect performance?

7.1 Experimental Summary
The Target Location Mission is to localize stationary targets within an environment, as detailed in 5.3.1. In
these experiments, perfect robot localization and motion is assumed. Target location value is applied (Eq.
2, Section 3.3.1). To isolate the impact of other factors on performance, noise is modeled but not
introduced into sensor measurements. This provides clarity of interpreting robot trajectories and
comparison to individual action selection and the one-step optimal for addressing the first three questions.
Key parameters are varied to address the fourth and fifth questions, including step size, sensor model, robot
capabilities, and team size. Performance metrics used to evaluate this task are certainty (E2, E3) and
mission time (E4), including relative ratios of these metrics. Except for variations listed in the experimental
series, the default parameters and capabilities are used. The experimental series, all in simulation, are:
T1.
T2.
T3.
T4.
T5.
T6.

MVERT Performance: MVERT with default parameters and capabilities;
Sensor Noise Model Parameters: MVERT with various sensor noise parameters;
Candidate Move Resolution: MVERT with varied number of candidate moves;
Robot Limitations: MVERT limiting visual range, visual angular field of view, and turning angle;
Individual Actions: MVERT disregarding teammate contributions;
One-Step Optimal: Comparison of MVERT approximation to set of moves maximizing value.

Each experiment series is run in one or more of the following environments:
• small: 1 target and up to 4 robots in a 3 by 3 meter area,
• medium: 4 targets and up to 6 robots in a 8 by 6 meter area,
• large: 10 targets and up to 12 robots in a 30 by 30 meter area.
Four different sensor models are used. Bearing uncertainty corresponds to the uncertainty perpendicular to
line of sight from robot to target and range uncertainty corresponds to uncertainty parallel to line of sight.
• perpendicular much more accurate than parallel: σα=0.5º and σr = 0.1r (default),
• perpendicular more accurate than parallel: σα =0.5º and σr = 0.03r,
• perpendicular and parallel equally accurate: σα =0.03(180/ π)º and σr = 0.03r,
• perpendicular much less accurate than parallel: σα =10º and σr = 0.01r.
Several resolutions of candidate move headings are compared, while step size is fixed at 0.4 meters:
• high: 180 points at 2º (default),
• good: 72 points at 5º,
• medium: 36 points at 10º,
• low: 12 points at 30º,
• very low: 8 points at 45º.
Robot capabilities are varied and investigated in several combinations. Capabilities include motion:
• holonomic motion: 360 degree turns permitted (default),
• non-holonomic motion: limited turn per step of ±50 degrees;
vision range:
• unlimited range (default),
• limited range of 2.25, 3.0, and 10.0 meters;
and visual angular field of view:
• unlimited angular field of view of ±180 degrees (default),
• limited angular field of view of ±50 degrees.
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Each experimental series is discussed to highlight the impact of specific parameters. In each Section,
representative figures are shown. In some illustrations, robots are shown larger than actual size or omitted
for clarity of presentation; apparent overlap in robot positions is an artifact of this and does not represent
actual collisions. Experiments are run until equilibrium is reached with robots in local optima: 20 steps for
the small environment, 40 steps for the medium environment, and 150 for the large environment.

7.2 MVERT Performance (T1)
The MVERT Performance experiments are meant to validate the ability of MVERT to generate trajectories
that provide good team observations, evaluate the effects of varying team size, and to serve as a basis of
comparison with other approaches. It is intended to test the hypothesis that the benefits of making team
decisions can be reaped without resorting to more computationally expensive methodologies and address
questions 1 and 4 regarding appropriateness of trajectories and affects of team size. MVERT performance
is evaluated in all environments, and the following specific experiments were conducted for series T1:
A. 1, 2, 3, and 4 robots observing in the small environment,
B. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots observing in the medium environment,
C. 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12 robots observing in the large environment.
Small environments enable individual behaviors to be clearly observed while larger environments provide a
venue for demonstrating complex behavior. This series also provides an opportunity to establish whether
there is a maximum team size above which additional robots do not substantially contribute and, in cases,
interfere with teammates. The medium environment has three configurations: symmetrical, asymmetrical,
and perpendicular (2 robots). Typical MVERT trajectories are illustrated in Figure 30-Figure 33.

Figure 30. Experiment A, T1: Small Environment Target Location Trajectories
In maximizing value (minimizing uncertainty area), measurements from multiple points of view
produce the largest improvements. These measurements are made by the same robot when
required (upper right), and concurrently by multiple robots when possible (upper right and lower).
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Figure 31. Experiment B, T1: Medium Environment Target Location Trajectories
Symmetrical configuration shown. With multiple targets, maximizing value requires reducing uncertainty
on all targets. To reduce uncertainty most quickly, multiple points of view must be obtained on each
target. To thus maximize value, multiple robots are distributed among the targets. With small teams
(top), additional increase in value is obtained by arcing around targets, increasing the variety in point of
view, then circling single targets. With larger teams (bottom) and diversity in of point of view, need for
this additional arc is partially overridden by the improved measurements obtained by moving more
directly close to targets. Here, robots each observe from points on half the circle rather than fully circling.

Figure 32. Experiment B, T1: Medium Environment Target Location Trajectories
Value is maximized by taking measurements from different points of view and by taking less noisy
measurements closer to targets. Left: If robots start close together with similar points of view
(asymmetrical), maximizing uncertainty moves them apart. Right: If robots start with very different
points of view, maximizing uncertainty moves them more directly toward targets (perpendicular).
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2 robots

3 robots

4 robots

12 robots

Figure 33. Experiment C, T1: Large Environment Target Location Trajectories
To maximize value, close observations of all targets must be made from multiple view
points of view. In small teams (top), robots can obtain these measurements by each moving
close to different targets. In larger teams (bottom), robots move close to different targets,
but further improve value by taking simultaneous observations from different points of view
on single targets (note pairs of robots converging on individual targets in bottom right).

Additional experiments were run (3-6 robots in the asymmetrical medium environment, and 6 and 8 robots
in the large environment). These experiments provide similar results to those shown in the example cases.
A key observation is made in both environments, addressing question 4 regarding the effects of team size
on performance. As team size increases, the performance of MVERT improves. In terms of E2 (value) at
any given step, E3 (maximum uncertainty) at any given step, and E4 (time to mission completion, defined as
reaching a maximum uncertainty below a desired threshold), the rates of improvement of these metrics
increase with team size. Additionally, it is observed that for each environment there is team size above
which a decrease in the rate of improvement resulting from the additional team members. This point is
reached at four robots in the medium environment and six or eight robots in the large environment. Thus,
as team size increases performance improves, but at some team size (determined by the environment), a
point of diminishing returns is reached where additional robots do not drastically improve performance.
Quantitative results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3. The steps chosen for illustration in the tables
were selected at a point prior to the robots reaching local optima circling individual targets. In the tables, a
dashed entry indicates that the desired uncertainty level was not reached during the experiment. Larger
values (values closer to zero) and fewer steps indicate better performance.
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Table 2. MVERT Target Location Performance: Medium Environment

Robot Configuration

E2 at Step E4: Steps to E4: Steps to E4: Steps to E4: Steps to
12
E3 < 0.01 E3 < 0.005 E3 < 0.002 E3 < 0.001

2 robots, symmetrical

-7.66x10-5

9

11

24

-

2 robots, asymmetrical

-9.17x10-5

10

12

31

-

-5

2 robots, perpendicular

-11.52x10

7

12

28

-

3 robots, symmetrical

-7.67x10-5

8

10

27

-

3 robots, asymmetrical

-5.04x10

-5

8

10

28

-

4 robots, symmetrical

-3.65x10-5

7

9

17

29

4 robots, asymmetrical

-3.68x10

-5

7

10

12

32

6 robots, symmetrical

-2.97x10-5

6

9

11

28

-5

6

9

12

28

6 robots, asymmetrical

-2.98x10

Table 3. MVERT Target Location Performance: Large Environment

Robots

E2 at Step 60

2
3
4
6
8
12

-58.4x10-4
-19.0x10-4
-12.4x10-4
-3.70x10-4
-1.04x10-4
-0.0314x10-4

E4: Steps to E4: Steps to E4: Steps to E4: Steps to
E3 < 0.1
E3 < 0.01 E3 < 0.005 E3 < 0.001
16
165
170
14
123
142
12
199
128
10
57
116
9
42
48
7
38
47
72

Figure 34 and Figure 35 illustrate the effects of team size on value. Value improves with larger teams.

Symmetrical
Asymmetrical

Figure 34. Value Versus Team Size in Medium Environment Target Location
The total value of the map is shown for step 12. As team size increases, value increases, improving
certainty of the map. As team size increases, the effects of different initial conditions are reduced,
resulting in smaller differences in final value. Note initial symmetry improves results.
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Figure 35. Value Versus Team Size in Large Environment Target Location
The total value of the map is shown at step 60. As team size increases, value
increases, improving certainty of the map.

E2, value, rises quickly with time, at faster rates for larger team size, and then begins to level off. This is
illustrated in Figure 36 (for the symmetrical robot configuration) for the medium environment and Figure
37 for the large environment. This same qualitative result occurs for the other configuration in the medium
environment.

Figure 36. Target Location Value (E2) Versus Time in Medium Environment Target Location
Value increases more quickly as team size increases. Higher values (near zero) indicate better
performance.
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Figure 37. Target Location Value (E3) Versus Time in Large Environment Target Location
Value increases more quickly, improving performance, as team size increases.

For both Value (E2) and Maximum Uncertainty (E3), numbers closer to zero indicate better performance.
A similar result is obtained looking at E3, maximum uncertainty, as shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39.

Figure 38. Maximum Uncertainty (E3) Versus Time in Small Environment Target Location
Maximum Uncertainty decreases more quickly as team size increases. Smaller uncertainties
(nearer to zero) indicate targets are better known, and thus indicate better performance.
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Figure 39. Maximum Error (E3) Versus Time in Large Environment Target Location
Maximum uncertainty decreases more quickly with larger teams. Lower uncertainty is better performance.

The results of these experiments show that by maximizing value, robots automatically spread out,
producing complementary views of targets, triangulating to compensate for the lower quality of range
measurements (parallel to line of sight) compared to bearing measurements (perpendicular to line of sight).
As team size increases, this spreading results in more effective triangulation, reducing uncertainty in all
dimensions. Robots using individual action selection travel around targets, triangulating with respect to
observations over time (Figure 30, top left). Multiple robots spread out and observe targets from
complementary axes (orthogonal for two, triangular for three). This can be most clearly seen in Figure 30,
where robots are distributed around the single target at equal angles (90º for two and four robots, 120º for
three). In Figure 31, two robots arc to move to perpendicular views of the four targets. A third balances
between to equally contribute; prior to passing beyond targets, this robot turns to obtain a closer view on
the target with the larger uncertainty. As robots are added, less arcing is required, as more diverse axes are
observed at each measurement. At targets, robots circle around the target, obtaining complementary views
and additional measurements, until another target becomes more attractive (providing a greater effect on
value) due to its higher uncertainty. Circling may manifest as full circles (Figure 31, top left) or as partial
circles (Figure 31, lower left); these cases are equivalent. Multiple robots circle in half circles (Figure 31,
lower right), remaining distributed and avoiding collisions (paths are obscured by the robot, but are similar
to those in Figure 31, lower left). Slight asymmetries in paths are due to small differences in rounding.
Generally, more robots allow for more specialization. Use of MVERT results in automatic distribution of
the targets among the robots, with each target being closely examined by at least one robot (Figure 31 and
Figure 33). If targets outnumber robots, targets are divided up among robots (Figure 31, bottom right). If
robots outnumber targets, robots automatically form temporary groups to quickly obtain complementary
observations (Figure 33, bottom right). As the team moves, uncertainties on close targets drop quickly,
giving the more distant targets higher priority (greater potential effect on value). This greater effect on
value makes robots concentrate on these far targets, even if multiple robots initially head toward the same
target, and later return to the early targets as the far targets become more certain than the early ones. This
can be most clearly seen in Figure 33, where robots initially move past targets, such as the one at (5, -4),
only to return later to improve estimates.
The results of these experiments also indicate that varying the initial position relative to the targets leads to
markedly different choices of path, illustrating the ability of MVERT to select team measurements that
most benefit the overall uncertainty in all targets. At each step, robots move to complement the existing
pdf. Different initial conditions alter the size and orientation of the Gaussians, requiring different
complementary observations. Different relative teammate positions must also be complemented with
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different motions. When starting closer together, robots move apart to maximize value, allowing them to
obtain perpendicular views. When starting with orthogonal views, robots can proceed more directly toward
targets. This is most clearly illustrated in Figure 31; robots starting near each other (left) must move apart
to best improve uncertainty, while robots starting with more perpendicular views (right) move more
directly toward the targets, already benefiting from complementary views.

7.3 Sensor Noise Model Parameters (T2)
Varying sensor noise model parameters allows investigation of MVERT adaptability to differences in
sensing, partially addressing question 5 (effects of robot capabilities on performance). As MVERT
minimizes uncertainty on all targets at each step, it favors measurements that reduce the uncertainty the
most. The position best able to do may depend highly on the sensor footprint. The specific experiments
conducted for series T2 are:
D. 1 robot observing in the medium environment with four sets of sensor noise parameters,
E. 2 robots observing in the medium environment with four sets of sensor noise parameters.
The chosen parameters reflect a wide range of possible models, with standard deviation ratios of 18, 12, 3,
and 1. Data for sensor parameters “perpendicular much more accurate than parallel” is from Experiment B
(Figure 31). Trajectories produced using two of the sensor parameter models (perpendicular more accurate
than parallel and perpendicular and parallel equal) sets are shown in Figure 40. Trajectories for the sensor
noise model “parallel much more accurate than perpendicular” are very similar to those for “perpendicular
much more accurate than parallel,” and are therefore not shown. The symmetrical configuration is used.

Figure 40. Experiments D and E, T2: Varying Sensor Model in Target Location
Top: With perpendicular slightly more accurate than parallel, maximizing value depends less on
point of view and more on proximity. Thus, robots move more directly to targets and circle to
obtain additional close measurements. Slight arcing is evident in the team of two. Bottom: With
equally accurate perpendicular and parallel, no benefit to value arises from varying point of view;
thus, robots move even more directly toward targets and arcing is eliminated entirely in the team.
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Quantitative results are summarized in Table 4. Value differences arise from the different areas produced
by the sensor parameters. Relative E2 is the ratio of current value to value upon initialization (step 0, after
observing and prior to moving). Ratios closer to zero indicate greater improvement. Relative improvement
at 12 steps is approximately the same for each sensor model, with an improvement by a factor of 195-285.
Table 4. Target Location Performance with Varying Sensor Noise Parameters

Sensor Noise Parameters

E2 at Step 12

Relative E2 at Step 12

σα=0.5º, σr = 0.1r

-7.66x10

-5

3.54x10-3

σα =0.5º, σr = 0.03r

-5.64x10-5

3.77x10-3

σα =0.03(180/ π)º, σr = 0.03r

-10.3x10-5

3.51x10-3

σα =10º and σr = 0.01r

-33.5x10-5

5.13x10-3

With large differences in quality (greater certainty along one dimension than another), MVERT selects
positions to reduce the long dimension of the Gaussian uncertainty distribution. Robots make large arcs,
rapidly varying the axis of observation and triangulate. Circling behavior around individual targets both
allows triangulation and keeps the robot as close to the target as possible, obtaining good quality
measurements. Smaller differences in quality (such as the low bias toward bearing) encourages some
triangulation, but paths are much straighter and focus more quickly on the less well known targets that are
further from the observer. When the uncertainty is exactly equal (producing circular Gaussian distributions
with each measurement and update) robots drive straight toward targets, not needing to triangulate, and
focusing on the least well known (far) targets. In this case, circling targets occurs to keep the robots close
to the targets, to provide the best quality measurement at each step.

7.4 Candidate Move Resolution (T3)
Varying candidate move resolution enables evaluating robustness of MVERT to reducing computational
complexity at each step by reducing the number of candidate moves, investigating question 5 (parameter
effects). It also illustrates effects of this reduction as a trade-off with quality. The T3 experiments are:
F. 2 robots observing in the medium environment with five resolutions,
G. 4 robots observing in the medium environment with five resolutions.
The data for resolution of 2º is taken from Experiment B, T1. The choices are meant to represent the range
of options while remaining physically realizable. 2º is slightly smaller than the smallest turn that both the
Sony Quadruped and the Minnow Robot can accurately resolve. 45º reduces candidate points to fewer than
10 and still samples the space. Example trajectories, symmetrical configuration, are shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41. Experiment F, T3: Varying Candidate Move Resolution in Target Location
Left: Resolution at 5º. Right: Resolution at 45º. Maximizing value requires robots to arc around
targets, thus producing complementary observations. Varying resolution affects smoothness and
accuracy of selecting the maximal-value point, but not the qualitative approach to target location.
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Quantitative results are shown in Table 5. With exception of the coarsest resolution, 45º, reducing
resolution does not substantially alter MVERT performance. Occasionally, the different trajectory puts the
robot in a position to take a single better measurement, producing higher value than at higher resolution, as
for 2 robots with 5º and 10º. Dashes represent uncertainty levels not reached. Ratio is value for the new
resolution divided by value at resolution 2º; ratios over 1 indicate higher uncertainty/performance drop.
Table 5. Effects of Candidate Move Resolution on MVERT Target Location Performance

Robots

Resolution

E2 Ratio at
Step 12

2

5º

1.017

1

1

1.042

--

4

5º

1.017

1

1

0.882

1.103

2

10º

1.018

1

1

1.042

--

4

10º

1.112

1

1

1.294

1.172

2

30º

1.155

1

1

0.958

--

4

30º

1.301

1

1

1.353

1.345

2

45º

1.413

1

1

1.125

--

4

45º

1.491

1

1.111

1.353

1.310

E4 Ratio: Steps E4 Ratio: Steps E4 Ratio: Steps E4 Ratio: Steps
to E3 <0.01
to E3 <0.005
to E3 <0.002
to E3 <0.001

Changing candidate move resolution changes the smoothness and quality of trajectories, but not the general
approach. Robots initially arc to maximize value by obtaining complementary observations, triangulating
with teammates. After targets are partially known, robots circle targets to improve estimates on these
targets. The primary effect of lowering the resolution is that trajectories become less smooth, and the
resulting quality of the map is reduced, as the quality of each measurement is slightly reduced.
Additionally, robots move more directly toward targets, because larger turns do not reduce the distance to
the target as quickly, and thus do not reduce uncertainty as quickly. This impacts larger teams more; as
each measurement is further from the maximal-value point, divergence compounds with more robots.

7.5 Robot Limitations (T4)
Varying robot capabilities enables investigating MVERT’s robustness to sensing and motion limitations,
addressing question 5 regarding effects of parameters, and illustrates how limitations are automatically
handled within the MVERT architecture. The experiments performed for series T4 are as follows:
H. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots with vision limited to 3.0 meters in the medium environment,
I.

2, 3, 4, and 6 robots with vision limited to 2.25 meters in the medium environment,

J.

2, 3, 4, and 6 robots with vision limited to 50º in the medium environment,

K. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots with turn angle limited to 50º in the medium environment,
L. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots with vision limited to 3.0 meters and 50º and turn angle limited to 50º in the
medium environment,
M. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 robots with vision limited to 10.0 meters n the large environment,
N. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 robots with vision limited to 5.0 meters in the large environment,
O. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 robots with vision limited to 50º in the large environment,
P. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 robots with turn angle limited to 50º in the large environment,
Q. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 robots with vision limited to 10.0 meters and 50º and turn angle limited to 50º in
the large environment.
The range limitations of 3.0m in the medium environment (C1) and 10.0m in the large environment were
chosen to cover average distance between targets, including the buffer zone on either side. This does not
allow robots to see all targets initially, but does allow robots observe new targets after approaching known
targets for closer observation. Limiting vision to 2.25m in the medium environment limits observation of
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multiple targets to positions between targets. As the Aibo has an effective 220º angular field of view and
360º turn angle, limitation values are chosen based on the Minnow Robot. The 50º visual angle limitation
is based on the Minnow Robots’ 55º field of view. The 50º turning angle limitation is based on the sharpest
in-place turn the Minnow can make without driving forward. Trajectories are in Figure 42 - Figure 45.

Figure 42. Experiments H and I, T4: Limiting Visual Range in Target Location
Top: Vision range 3.0 meters. Bottom: Vision range 2.25 meters. Uncertainty reduction is
better achieved by obtaining multiple measurements on targets at each step; thus robots select
actions which maintain overlap of field of view. Larger teams have more ability to spread
out and obtain multiple points of view while maintaining visual overlap to maximize value.

Figure 43. Experiment J, T4: Limiting Visual Angle in Target Location
Visual angle is limited to 50º. Robots can maximally improve value within the local area by
turning to effectively increase the angular field of view. Once the most productive observations
are made, maximizing uncertainty requires moving closer to less well-known targets.
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Figure 44. Experiment K, T4: Limiting Robot Turning Angle in Target Location
Turning angle is limited to 50º. Robots unable to reach the higher-value observations that could
occur at a sharp change in heading must turn more gradually and improve value more slowly.

Figure 45. Experiment L, T4: Combining Robot Limitations in Target Location
With multiple limitations, robots become stuck in local optima when no valid moves result in observable
targets. Otherwise, robots behave similarly, spreading to maximize value while maintaining visual overlap.
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Quantitative results for the medium environment are summarized in Table 6. Limitations result in reduced
values, though MVERT still produces maps with high value. E2 ratio is value the limited robots over value
for unlimited robots (larger values indicate greater relative performance). Where the E2 ratio is less than
one, fewer targets were observed by limited robots and thus fewer targets contribute to the total area in E2.
Table 6. Robot Limitations in Medium Environment Target Location: Value (E2)

Robots

E2 Ratio at Step 12
Range = 3.0m

Range = 2.25m

Bearing = 50º

Turn = 50º

All (Range = 3.0m)

2

0.838

1.23

1.79

1.07

3.59

3

1.60

1.22

2.07

1.59

3.37

4

1.50

1.26

1.95

1.13

2.96

6

1.71

1.40

1.90

1.14

2.58

Additional quantitative results are shown in Table 7. Each limitation slows the uncertainty reduction
somewhat. Adding all limitations, without introducing additional parameters to force exploration, leads
robots to a local optimum where no moves can contribute to reducing error, as all targets will remain out of
view regardless of action selected. Range most effects the time, as a limited bearing can be quickly
overcome by turning within the local area, but limited range may require longer distance travel to cover the
space. The more limited the range, the longer it will take to cover the space and reach a given map quality.
Table 7. Robot Limitations in Medium Environment Target Location: Time to Map Quality (E4)

Robots

E4 Ratio: Steps to E3 < 0.01
Range = 3.0

Range=2.25

Bearing = 50º

Turn = 50º

All (Range = 3.0)

2

1.11

1.22

1.00

1.00

1.33

3

1.00

1.13

1.00

1.00

1.50

4

1.14

1.29

1.00

1.00

1.14

6

1.17

1.33

1.00

1.00

1.17

Limiting the visual range of the robots forces robots to concentrate on targets sequentially as they are
observed. The collaboration of teammates is limited, as not all robots can contribute to the observation of
all targets. While robots are close enough together to share information, robots act as in the unlimited case,
arcing around targets to get complementary observations. As robots move further apart, they compensate
for the loss of teammate contributions by triangulating alone. The desirability to share information with
teammates is most obvious in the case Experiment I (Figure 42, bottom). Here, robots stay within
information sharing range rather than to more fully triangulate, producing an overall greater improvement
in knowledge (higher value). This is compared to Experiment H (Figure 42, top), where triangulation and
information sharing can occur without conflict due to the slightly larger vision range.
Limiting the visual angular field of view causes robots to move locally to cover an area more thoroughly
before moving on to other locations (Figure 43) Obtaining new views from the present location maximizes
value at first, then is overshadowed by moving to a new (less well known) location. Limiting vision angle
prevents robots from moving beyond where targets are in range, and instead back up and turn to maintain
visual observation. This is apparent in the jagged motions of robots as they circle around a target before
moving on to another target. When multiple robots can observe a target together, they take up
complementary observation angles on the target, and then turn approximately in place to improve coverage.
Limiting the robot’s turn angle primarily limits the amount of arcing robots can do around targets,
potentially causing trajectories to flatten slightly, and causing robots to circle targets at a greater distance
(Figure 44). With multiple robots observing, if robots move past targets to obtain a good observation
location, they must then loop around in order to reacquire observations. This is enabled by giving value to
locations that move robots closer to targets, even if they are not observable, when moves have equal value.
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Combining all of these limitations together produces the strongest effects on robot performance (Figure
45). To maximize value, robots compensate for limited visual angle by moving back and forth (as
described above). When this option is removed by limiting turn angle (disallowing moving backward),
robots reach a local optimum: moving forward moves all targets out of range (an undesirable result), and
moving laterally or backward is not permitted. This local optimum can be averted by redesigning the value
function to bias points that are close to targets, even if they will not be observable from the location. This
allows robots to move past targets and gradually turn until they can be brought back into view.
Trajectories demonstrating the effects of these robot limitations in the larger environment are shown in
Figure 46 and Figure 47.

2 robots, 10m range

4 robots, 10m range

3 robots, 10m range

4 robots, 5m range

Figure 46. Experiments M and N, T4: Limited Vision Range in Large-Scale Target Location
Unseen targets are shown as black x’s. Top, Bottom left: Range 10 meters. Bottom right: Range 5
meters. Limiting field of view in this case allows robots to see only a small fraction of the space. To
maximize value, the uncertainty must be decreased on as many targets as possible, thus robots spread
out. If, while approaching known targets, new targets are discovered, robots will attempt to maximize
the value of these new targets. Unknown targets not observed in the course of maximizing uncertainty
on known targets remain undiscovered.
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2 robots, 50º view

3 robots, 50º view

2 robots, all limitations

4 robots, all limitations

Figure 47. Experiments O, P, and Q, T4: Robot Limitations in Large-Scale Target Location
Unobserved targets are black x’s. Top: Angular field 50º Bottom: All limitations (range 10 m).
Limited field of view may prevent robots from finding all targets. If forced to explore more (with a
larger turning radius), robots increase number of targets found.

Results for the large environment are shown in Table 8 and Table 9. As before, the largest effect comes
from applying all limitations together. Bearing has a stronger effect when team size increases, as robots
can share fewer overlapping observations. As in previous cases, ratios below 1 occur when fewer targets
are observed (and therefore fewer contribute to value) by the limited robots than by the unlimited robots.
Table 8. Robot Limitations in Large Environment Target Location: Value (E2)

Robots

Stroupe

E2 Ratio at Step 60
Range = 10.0m

Bearing = 50º

Turn = 50º

All

2

0.49

1.49

1.00

4.05

3

0.95

3.27

1.05

2.70

4

1.22

2.21

0.89

3.78

6

8.89

2.93

0.74

124

8

31.5

4.25

1.30

8.21
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Table 9. Robot Limitations in Large Environment Target Location: Time to Map Quality (E4)

Robots

E4 Ratio: Steps to E4<0.01
Range = 10.0m

Bearing = 50º

Turn = 50º

All

2

15.7

15.7

9.9

15.7

3

17.9

10.9

9.0

17.9

4

17.5

7.3

10.7

13.9

6

10.4

6.5

5.4

25.1

8

11.6

6.6

4.7

7.7

A similar pattern emerges in looking at the case of the large environment (Figure 46). As robots begin to
explore, some targets are observed. Observation by all the robots concentrates on these targets. In the
process of moving to observe these targets, more targets may become known. Limiting range to 10 meters
(approximately the same as the average inter-target spacing) allows the robots to explore, but teams do not
find all the targets until the team size reaches four robots (Figure 46, bottom left). When the range is
limited further to 5.0 meters, robots quickly converge on the first target found, but the short vision range
does not allow them to observe other targets; thus, robots become stuck on the first target and do not fully
explore the space (Figure 46 bottom right). Adding more robots to the system does not improve the
situation, as the effective coverage from the starting location is not largely increased by adding robots to
the same location. This is observed when the vision range is much less than the average spacing between
targets. The effect could be circumvented for forcing robots to explore, even when targets are know. The
addition of an explicit additional value function for exploration is discussed in 5.3.4 as part of the more
complex Planetary Exploration Mission.
Other limitations also produce similar results to those in the medium environment (Figure 47). Robots
move back and forth in an area to compensate for a limited angular field of view. Limiting turning angle
causes robots to circle targets at larger ranges, but otherwise trajectories appear to be identical to those
shown in. Combining all the limitations (range, angular field of view, and turning angle) produces
trajectories similar in quality to those in the medium environment case, as illustrated by Figure 47.
However, one beneficial side effect is observed. The limitation on the turning angle does not allow robots
to circle back toward the first known target as quickly, potentially allowing them to explore more area, as
in the case of two robots (Figure 47, top right). Here, the limitation forces robots to turn around more
slowly at each target, allowing them to eventually observe all but one of the targets.
As robots explore, the team maximizes the value of known targets, causing them to converge on these
known targets. Additional targets are only considered if they are observed in the course of this exploration.
As team size increases, the spreading to maximize value on the known targets may allow robots with a
limited field of view to explore a greater area and find more targets. Limited turning angle may similarly
improve exploration with limited range relative to limited range without limited turning angle. By turning
more slowly robots may travel further and observe more targets. Increasing team size only improves
performance to the extent that it improves the value on known targets by adding more measurements to the
map and may increase the explored area as robots spread out. This increase in explored area allows the
robots to find more targets if the intra-target distance is within the sensor range.

7.6 Comparison to Individual Action Selection (T5)
Individual action selection forces each robot to make decisions on how to improve map quality based only
on its own observations. The only interaction between teammates is that of collision avoidance. By
comparing this individual action selection to MVERT's inclusion of teammate contributions, the
hypothesized performance improvement generated by making team decisions instead of individual
decisions can be tested, and question 2 (regarding comparison to individual action selection) is addressed.
To reach equilibrium (completion) requires 40 steps in the medium environment and 250 in the large
environment. Data for comparison is taken from Experiments B and C (T1). Three experiments are
performed for series T5:
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R. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots observing in the medium environment,
S. 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12 robots observing in the large environment.
Trajectories for maximizing value for individual action selection are shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49.

Figure 48. Experiment R, T5: Individual Action Selection in Medium Environment Target Location
To maximize individual value, robots must take their own complementary measurements. This results in
robots arcing more, driving much further around targets, and a slower reduction of uncertainty. Top:
Symmetrical two-robot configuration. Middle, Lower: Asymmetrical two- and three-robot configuration.
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2 robots

3 robots

Figure 49. Experiment S, T5: Individual Action Selection in Large Environment Target Location
As in the medium environment, robots follow similar paths, maximizing value in a similar manner.

Value at any step is higher using MVERT. Maps of a desired quality are made in fewer steps using
MVERT. Table 10 and Table 11 show value and time required to obtain a given maximum uncertainty.
Dashes indicate the desired uncertainty was not reached. Ratios over 1 indicate better MVERT results.
Table 10. Individual versus Team Action Selection: Medium Environment Target Location

E2 Ratio at E4 Ratio: Steps E4 Ratio: Steps E4 Ratio: Steps E4 Ratio: Steps
to E3<0.002
to E3<0.001
Step 12
to E3<0.01
to E3<0.005

Robots

E2 at Step 12

2

-2.02x10-4

2.64

1.00

1.09

1.29

--

2

-2.14x10

-4

2.33

1.00

1.08

0.90

--

-2.72x10

-4

2.37

1.57

1.75

0.92

--

-1.23x10

-4

1.60

1.13

1.20

1.00

--

-1.59x10

-4

3.15

1.13

1.20

1.04

--

-1.25x10

-4

3.42

1.00

1.33

1.59

1.62

-1.08x10

-4

2.93

1.14

1.20

2.42

--

-1.01x10

-4

3.40

1.00

1.22

2.45

1.63

2.61

1.00

1.22

2.08

1.61

2
3
3
4
4
6
6

-0.778x10

-4

Table 11. Individual versus Team Action Selection: Large Environment Target Location

Robots

E2 at Step 60

E2 Ratio at
Step 60

2

-7.12x10-3

1.22

1.94

1.18

--

3

-4.91x10

-3

2.58

1.86

1.17

--

-3.95x10

-3

3.17

1.92

1.31

--

-2.80x10

-3

7.57

2.10

2.39

1.44

-1.84x10

-3

17.65

1.78

3.45

3.63

4
6
8
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MVERT’s performance relative to individual action selection is illustrated in Figure 50 to Figure 56.

Figure 50. Value (E2) Versus Team Size: Medium Environment Target Location
Absolute value increases (improves) with team size. Also, relative value increases with
team size.

Figure 51. Value (E2) Versus Team Size: Large Environment Target Location
As in the medium environment, absolute and relative values increase (improve) with
team size.
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Medium environment data are using the symmetrical configuration. Figure 50 and Figure 51 address
question 4, regarding impact of team size, by looking at total value (for one configuration) versus team size
for MVERT and individual action selection. They illustrate that while value continues to improve with
each additional team member, the amount of improvement begins to drop off as the team size further
increases. This indicates that there is a team size above which the amount of improvement does not greatly
affect performance. This limit is close to five robots in the medium environment and nine in the larger, and
is clearly a function of the size of the environment and the number of targets in the environment.

Figure 52. Value (E2) Ratio Versus Time: Small Environment Target Location
The higher peaks for curves for larger team size indicate better relative value over time for MVERT
compared to individual action selection. The largest relative benefit is gained early, when few
measurements have been taken.

Figure 53. Value (E2) Ratio Versus Time: Large Environment Target Location
Relative performance increases (improves) as team size increases, as in the case of the medium
environment. Initial peaks occur early, after few measurements.
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Figure 54. Maximum Uncertainty (E3) Ratio Versus Time: Small Environment Target Location
As with value, relative performance in maximum uncertainty increases (improves) with team size, with
the largest benefit occurring early in the task..

Figure 55. Maximum Uncertainty (E3) Ratio Versus Time: Large Environment Target Location
Again, relative performance improves (larger ratios of uncertainty area) with team size.
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Figure 56. Target Location: MVERT Versus Individual Action Selection (Medium)
Individual robots must go much further out of their way to obtain the same complementary
observations. MVERT allows robots to remain closer to targets, obtaining higher quality
measurements and multiple points of view. Example shown for the asymmetrical configuration.

MVERT, including teammate contributions in action selection, always produces final maps of higher value
(E2) than those maps generated without including teammate contributions. Typically, the relative
improvement increases with team size, as each improvement in observation point further improves the
estimates. In the extreme case of twelve robots in the large environment, the very dramatic improvement is
due to the fact that robots using individual action selection investigate the same part of the environment
first, only producing good estimates in that area, where robots using MVERT cover the space quickly. As
the robots eventually turn to the other part of the environment and reduce uncertainty there, the relative
performance of MVERT drops but remains better than individual action selection. In contrast, for more
than two robots, robots distribute more initially (partly to maximize value and partly to avoid collisions).
In almost all cases, despite optimizing for value, MVERT produces lower maximum uncertainty than when
actions do not consider teammate contributions. The value ratio of individual to MVERT eventually drops
below 1 for a time in the two-robot, 10-target case. This is due to the fact that the two robots reach local
optima and circle targets many steps before the individual robots, which continue to reduce uncertainty on
multiple targets. Occasionally, the maximum uncertainty of the individual robots is lower than that from
MVERT. In the individual approach, the robots must reduce area only with a single measurement. This is
typically accomplished by lowering the maximum uncertainty. In contrast, MVERT reduces area with
multiple measurements. The result of the joint measurement may significantly reduce area in targets
without significantly reducing the single maximum uncertainty. This occurs when the maximum
uncertainty is at a larger distance, and the area reduction of closer targets dominates the value function.
The qualitative differences between including and disregarding teammate contributions are most visible in
Figure 56, which shows that individual robots must go much further out of their way to produce the same
complementary measurements, and thus do not remain as close to targets.

7.7 Comparison to One-Step Optimal (T6)
The implementation of a one-step optimal maximizes the same value function used by the MVERT
approach. Instead of approximating expected teammate contributions, the one-step optimal simultaneously
optimizes over the set of moves the team may make in order to select the best one. Comparison with this
approach investigates the ability of MVERT to produce good results (similar to optimal) while also
reducing the computational complexity to a manageable, scalable level. This addresses question 3,
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comparing to one-step optimal. Due to the high level of computation required for the one-step optimal,
only experiments with two robots are run using the optimal. The detailed experiments are:
T. 2 robots observing in the medium environment;
U. 2 robots observing in the large environment.
Example trajectories, compared to those produced by MVERT, are shown in Figure 57 and Figure 58.

Figure 57. Experiment T, T6: MVERT Versus One-Step Optimal, Medium Target Location
MVERT closely approximates one-step optimal trajectories. MVERT and one-step optimal circle targets
differently, but for a similar number of steps. Example shown for the symmetrical configuration.

Figure 58. Experiment U, T6: MVERT Versus One-Step Optimal, Large Target Location
Two-robot comparison to one-step optimal. In the larger environment, MVERT trajectories are nearly
indistinguishable from one-step optimal.
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A comparison of the resulting performance for MVERT and the one-step team optimal are provided in
Table 12. These results include the number of steps to a desired map quality (maximum uncertainty),
value, and the computation time. Computation time reflects the time for one robot to compute one action,
averaged over ten trials. Complexity is the number of Gaussian distribution multiplications that must be
performed for one robot to select one action, where m is the number of candidate moves, R is the number
of robots on the team and T is the number of mapping targets observed by each robot at each step.
MVERT performs almost identically to the one-step optimal in both value and time to a given maximum
error. Both approaches perform much better (2.6 times in the medium environment, 1.2 times in the large)
than individual action selection, where teammate contributions are not considered. Despite the similarity in
quantitative and qualitative performance, MVERT provides a drastic reduction in complexity and time of a
factor of 350.
Table 12. Two-Robot Target Location: One-Step Optimal, MVERT, and Individual Action Selection

One-Step Optimal

MVERT

Individual

-7.55x10-5

-7.66x10-5

-20.2x10-5

E4: Steps to E3<0.001

9

9

9

Medium
E : Steps to E3<0.005
Environment 4

11

11

12

E4: Steps to E3<0.002

27

24

31

225.9 ± 0.3 s

0.645 ± 0.005 s

0.645 ± 0.008 s

-6.05x10-3

-6.06x10-3

-7.47x10-3

16

16

31

165

165

194

170

170

--

529.6 ± 0.7 s

1.498 ± 0.005 s

0.673 ± 0.011 s

mRT

(R-2)T+ mT

mT

Value at Step 14

Computation Time
Value at Step 60
E4: Steps to E3<0.1
Large
E : Steps to E3<0.01
Environment 4
E4: Steps to E3<0.005
Computation Time
Complexity

In comparison to the one-step team optimal, MVERT causes robots to spread slightly more, since
simultaneous teammate movement is not considered. However, trajectories and values are quite similar (as
illustrated by Figure 57 and Figure 58). MVERT and the one-step team optimal produce values nearly
identical, while almost twice those produced by individual action selection.

7.8 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, the trajectories produced by MVERT for locating targets in the absence of sensing and
motion noise are described. MVERT takes advantage of teammates when selecting actions, providing
triangulation and multiple points of view on targets when needed to minimize uncertainty and maximize
value. MVERT automatically optimizes action selection for different sensing and motion capabilities by
applying models to predict results of actions. MVERT provides a sliding scale of computational
complexity through adjusting the number of candidate moves each robot considers; the resulting
trajectories make sharper turns as the choices are limited, but overall performance drops only slightly.
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In comparison to individual action selection, MVERT reduces uncertainty in target estimates more quickly,
and this improvement increases with team size, as more measurements are simultaneously optimized. By
distributing robots to produce complementary measurements, MVERT provides a higher level of coverage
and faster mission completion.
In comparison to one-step team optimal, MVERT produces trajectories that are quantitatively and
qualitatively similar while reducing computation time significantly. MVERT scales linearly with team
size, while one-step optimal scales exponentially.
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The experiments reported in this chapter are intended to investigate the following questions:
6.
7.
8.

Can MVERT be applied to mapping an unknown real environment?
Are maps produced by MVERT of higher quality than those made using other approaches?
How do motion and sensing noise affect MVERT performance?

8.1 Experimental Summary
In the Mapping Mission, the environment is completely unknown to the robots. Robots only know the
initial poses of all teammates prior to the experiment. The purpose of experiments in this task is to evaluate
the integration of MVERT with a practical mission task and to investigate the ability of MVERT to
improve the quality or efficiency of the mapping process. Target location value is used to selection actions
(Eq. 2, Section 3.3.1). Performance metrics from Section 5.1 are map error (E1), map certainty (E2 and E3),
mission time (E4), and robot localization uncertainty (E5). The experimental series are:
M1. MVERT Small-Scale Simulation Mapping Performance;
M2. MVERT Small-Scale Physical Robot Mapping Performance;
M3. MVERT Large-Scale Simulation Mapping;
M4. Comparison to Mapping with Coverage Patterns.
Experiments are run in four environments with sensing and motion noise:
• small mapping simulation : 6 targets and up to 8 robots in a 5 by 5 meter area,
• middle clustered mapping simulation: 100 targets and up to 25 robots in a 80 by 80 meter area,
• large uniform mapping simulation: 30 targets and up to 25 robots in a 500 by 500 meter area,
• physical: 6 targets and up to 4 robots in a 5 by 3 meter area.

8.2 MVERT Small-Scale Mapping Simulation (M1)
Simulation experiments for the Mapping Mission are designed to illustrate how MVERT may be applied to
mapping unknown environments and comparing performance, questions 6 and 8 above. These experiments
are also designed to investigate the impact of using predictions of teammate contributions during action
selection on the quality and efficiency of map generation, question 7. The M1 simulation experiments are:
A. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 robots mapping the small environment;
B. Experiment series A using individual action selection.
Ten configurations of landmarks are mapped by the robot team (Figure 59), two runs per configuration.

Figure 59. Simulation Small-Scale Mapping Environment Configurations
Red +’s are target locations. Blue circles are robot starting locations. C5-C10 were generated randomly.
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In these experiments, the sensor characteristics of the Aibo are used to generate motion and sensor noise as
well as to model pose uncertainty and measurement uncertainty (5.4). Experiments are run for 16 steps,
allowing robots to explore the space. The small environment and small physical size of the robots allows
use of a small step size. A step of 0.254 meters (10 inches) is used in these experiments. Example
trajectories are shown for the C1 configuration in Figure 60.
MVERT

Individual Action Selection

Figure 60. Experiments A and B, M1: Sample Mapping Trajectories
Two, three, and four robots map the environment. Left: Trajectories produced by MVERT.
Right: Trajectories produced using individual action selection. MVERT, by maximizing joint
value, causes robots to distribute themselves spatially. Robots using individual action selection
tend to follow similar trajectories, because they are maximizing value from similar locations, and
interfere with each other due to closer clustering.
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MVERT

Individual Action Selection

Figure 60 (Cont). Experiments A and B, M1: Sample Mapping Trajectories
Six and eight robots map the environment. Left: Trajectories produced by MVERT. Right:
Trajectories using individual action selection. MVERT reduces interference, even with larger team
size, by spreading robots more and distributing them in the environment.

MVERT performance compared to the individual approach is shown in the following figures and tables.
The 95% percent confidence interval is shown in parentheses. Ratios are the metric for individual action
selection divided by the metric for MVERT. At step 12 (prior to robots moving past the last targets),
individual action selection produces a total uncertainty area 1.36 times that generated by MVERT, as
shown in Table 13. The improvement in performance is statistically significant.
Table 13. Mean E2 (Value): Small-Scale Mapping Simulation, Step 12

Robots

2

3

4

6

8

MVERT E2

2

-0.00919 m
(±0.0013 m2)

2

-0.00609 m
(±0.0007 m2)

2

-0.00416 m
(±0.0004 m2)

2

-0.00290 m
(±0.0003 m2)

-0.00206 m2
(±0.0002 m2)

Individual E2

-0.01196 m2
(±0.0024 m2)

-0.00877 m2
(±0.0016 m2)

-0.00575 m2
(±0.0016 m2)

-0.00401 m2
(±0.0006 m2)

-0.00294 m2
(±0.0004 m2)

Ratio E2

1.30 (±0.10)

1.40 (±0.15)

1.36 (±0.12)

1.37 (±0.10)

1.40 (±0.12)

Table 14 shows that in every case, the average performance of MVERT reaches a fixed uncertainty level in
fewer steps than individual action selection. The performance is relatively constant across team size in this
small environment. MVERT improves its relative performance slightly as the desired maximum
uncertainty decreases. There is a slight trend for greater improvement with larger team size.
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Table 14. Time to Desired Maximum Uncertainty (E4): Small-Scale Mapping Simulation

Robots
E4 : Mean
Steps to
E3 < 0.1m

2

3

4

6

8

MVERT

6.3

5.7

4.9

4.6

4.1

Individual

6.4

6.0

5.1

4.7

4.4

Ratio

1.02

1.05

1.04

1.02

1.07

9.9

8.6

7.4

6.8

5.9

10.6

9.7

8.2

7.2

6.6

1.07

1.12

1.11

1.06

1.12

15.9

13.8

11.7

10.7

9.4

16.5

15.2

13.4

11.7

10.5

1.04

1.10

1.15

1.09

1.18

E4 : Mean MVERT
Steps to
Individual
E3 < 0.05m Ratio
E4 : Mean MVERT
Steps to
Individual
E3 < 0.02m Ratio

In every case, the final map produced by the robot team is of higher quality using MVERT than using
individual action selection. This is illustrated by Table 15, which shows the map error at step 16, the end of
the trial. The map error relative to individual action selection improves as the team size increases, as the
MVERT approach maximizes joint value directly. The 95% confidence limits are shown in parentheses.
Confidence intervals indicate that MVERT performance improvement is statistically significant for teams
larger than two. For two robots in a short mission, there are fewer measurements to maximize, slowing
divergence of performance from individual action selection. Performance improves with larger teams.
Thus, not only can MVERT be successfully applied to mapping unknown environments (question 6), but it
does improve the map quality relative to individual action selection (question 7).
Table 15. Mean Final Map Landmark Error (E1): Small-Scale Mapping Simulation

Robots

2

3

4

6

8

E1 MVERT

0.0291 m
(±0.0056 m)

0.0264 m
(±0.0072 m)

0.0233 m
(±0.0063 m)

0.0224 m
(±0.0054 m)

0.0165 m
(±0.0037 m)

E1 Individual

0.0296 m
(±0.084 m)

0.0282 m
(±0.0091 m)

0.0280 m
(±0.0067 m)

0.0286 m
(±0.0069 m)

0.0237 m
(±0.0069 m)

1.02
(±0.09)

1.07
(±0.13)

1.20
(±0.07)

1.28
(±0.07)

1.44
(±0.06)

E1 Ratio

The maximum localization error in each robot can be compared similarly. The localization of robots using
MVERT is better because the landmarks used to localize have been localized themselves by multiple robots
and more total observations. Individual action selection does not improve localization as team size
increases. Occasional high errors may occur due to a single bad landmark; the multi-robot SLAM approach
prevents single measurements from producing bad landmarks and leading to poor localization. This is
demonstrated by Table 16; the first number indicates pose error (distance from actual location), and the
second indicates heading error magnitude.
Table 16. Maximum Final Localization Error (E5): Small-Scale Mapping Simulation

Robots

2

3

4

6

8

E5 MVERT

0.0524 m
1.41º

0.0488 m
2.01º

0.0406 m
1.40º

0.0425 m
0.72º

0.0252 m
0.77º

E5 Individual

0.0531 m
4.74º

0.0540 m
2.95º

0.0638 m
3.90º

0.0549 m
30.28º

0.0461 m
2.25º

1.01
3.34

1.11
1.45

1.57
2.79

1.29
41.83

1.83
2.93

E5 Ratio Individual to MVERT
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Examples of MVERT performance compared to individual action selection during a series of experiments
(those in Figure 60) are shown in Figure 61 - Figure 64. The high level of noise in the system often makes
predicted results differ from expected. In most cases, occasional higher value of individual action selection
is due to the fact that MVERT has observed more targets, adding more terms to the total uncertainty area.

Figure 61. Value (E2) Ratio Over Time: Small-Scale Mapping Simulation
MVERT quickly does much better than individual action selection. Numbers greater than 1.0
indicate better MVERT performance. Dips in value ratio below 1 result from MVERT observing
more targets, thus adding more uncertainty area to the total value.

Figure 62. Maximum Uncertainty (E3) Ratio Over Time: Small-Scale Mapping Simulation
Numbers greater than 1.0 indicate better MVERT performance. MVERT quickly does much
better than individual action selection. The spikes in six and eight robots are due to MVERT
observing all the targets before individual action selection does, leaving it with an infinite
maximum uncertainty.
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Figure 63. Maximum Map Error (E1) Ratio Over Time: Small-Scale Mapping Simulation
Numbers greater than 1.0 indicate better MVERT performance. MVERT quickly does much
better than the single-robot approach. The spikes in six and eight robots are due to MVERT
observing all targets before individual action selection does, leaving individual action selection
with an infinite maximum error.

Figure 64. Maximum Localization Error (E5) Ratio Over Time: Small-Scale Mapping Simulation
Numbers greater than 1.0 indicate better MVERT performance. Over time, the relative localization of
MVERT improves, as independent robots rely only on their own map, which diverges due to odometry
errors over time. MVERT, using a joint map, remains converged or diverges much more slowly.
It is evident that MVERT (as with individual action selection) performance suffers due to high levels of
sensing and motion noise in the system. However, the use of team information quickly allows the map to
converge and produce accurate maps despite the presence of these sources of noise. Thus MVERT can
succeed in noisy systems (question 8).
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On average, over all trials over all configurations, the performance of MVERT in map accuracy (E1), value
(E2), maximum uncertainty (E3), time to mission completion (E4), and robot localization (E5) is much
higher than that of individual action selection after a few steps of settling time. The mean value is shown
versus time in Figure 65.

Figure 65. Mean Value (E2) Ratio Over Time: Small-Scale Mapping Simulation
Numbers greater than 1.0 indicate better MVERT performance. Averaging over all trials,
smoothing out noise, MVERT performs better than individual action selection after initial settling
time due to high noise. Peak relative performance occurs early, and levels off slightly over time.
Mean Value (E2) Ratio Over Time: Small-Scale Mapping Simulation.

The trajectories produced by MVERT, maximizing the joint value, spread out more and require less arcing
around targets, as illustrated in the case of the Target Location Mission (Chapter 7). Individual action
selection causes clustering and leads to multiple robots following the very similar trajectories, duplicating
(rather than complementing) teammate observations. In smaller teams (Figure 60, two and three robots),
robots often take trajectories that pass closer to teammates (rather than spreading more) if it provides an
overlapping view with a teammate (as shown in the two and three robot cases). In larger teams, the greater
number of observers makes this less necessary, and robots distribute over a greater area. Where in the
smaller teams, the topmost robot moves below the top left target, in groups of four and more, this robot
moves above; the bottom most robot moves blow the lower left target rather than above in teams of 3 and
more. With the larger teams, MVERT only occasionally must select an alternate move to avoid a teammate
(as in the case of six robots, in the lower left). Disregarding teammates produces larger clusters of robots,
and sets of nearly identical trajectories.

8.3 MVERT Small-Scale Mapping with Physical Robots (M2)
As in simulation, the physical system experiments are designed to show how MVERT can be applied to
mapping and assess any benefits derived from predicting teammate contributions (addressing questions 6
and 8). Additionally, these experiments illustrate how MVERT may be applied on a physical multi-robot
system (addressing question 7). Experiments series M2, conducted in the physical environment, are:
C. 2, 3, and 4 robots mapping one configuration of landmarks;
D. Experiment series C using individual action selection.
The physical mapping environment is a single configuration of the simulation small environment, Figure 59
C1. Experiments are run for 16 steps.
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Snapshots from the physical robot experiments are shown in Figure 66 and Figure 67. The first figure is a
snapshot from an experiment applying MVERT action selection. Note that robots are spread out in the
environment, moving on either side of the central target.

Figure 66. Physical System Small-Scale Mapping with MVERT
A snapshot from a trial of three robots mapping in the physical environment using MVERT
action selection. In this case, the robots spread out in the environment, with one robot moving
on the close side of the central target, to vary point of view and maximize value.

The second figure shows a snapshot from an experiment applying individual action selection. Note all the
robots move on the far side of the central target and do not spread out as much as in MVERT (above).

Figure 67. Physical System Small-Scale Mapping with Individual Action Selection
A snapshot from a trial of three robots mapping in the physical environment using individual
action selection. Robots do not spread out; all robots move on the far side of the central target.
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Examples of the trajectories produced using MVERT and using the individual action selection approach to
map the small-scale physical environment are shown in Figure 68. Trajectories shown are those reported
by the robot, not ground truth (error in localization is addressed later in this section).
MVERT

Individual Action Selection

Figure 68. Experiments C and D, M2: Physical System Mapping Trajectories
Left: Trajectories generated by MVERT. Right: Trajectories generated by individual action selection.
MVERT causes robots to spread out more than individual action selection, which causes robots to
follow the same paths. This spreading accidentally cause crowding, as in the case of three-robots,
where robot 3 (dashed) must turn around at step 3 to let robot 2 clear the narrow alley.
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Quantitative results for small-scale mapping are in Table 17 - Table 19. Confidence intervals are not
computed due to the low number of samples in each experiment.
Table 17. Mean Map Uncertainty (E2 and E3): Physical System

Robots
Mean E2 (Step 12)

Mean E3 (Step 12)

MVERT
Individual
Ratio
MVERT
Individual
Ratio

2
-0.0099
-0.0107
1.083
0.0319
0.0366
1.1490

3
-0.0073
-0.0076
1.037
0.0284
0.0309
1.0893

4
-0.0050
-0.0057
1.133
0.0239
0.0287
1.2031

Table 18. Final Map Landmark Error (E1): Physical System

Robots
Mean E1 (Step 16)

Maximum E1 (Step 16)

MVERT
Individual
Ratio
MVERT
Individual
Ratio

2
0.0774
0.0605
0.7816
0.1204
0.0960
0.7970

3
0.1025
0.1055
1.0290
0.1620
0.3364
2.0764

4
0.0690
0.0507
0.7346
0.1719
0.0729
0.4244

Table 19. Maximum Robot Localization Error (E5): Physical System

Robots
E5 MVERT
E5 Individual
E5 Ratio Individual to MVERT

2
0.29 m
0.86 m
3.00

3
0.44 m
0.31 m
0.70

4
0.18 m
0.29 m
1.61

Mean value ratio of all configurations over time is shown in Figure 69. The mean maximum uncertainty
ratio of all configurations is shown in Figure 70.

Figure 69. Physical System Value (E2) Ratio Over Time: Individual vs MVERT
Numbers greater than 1.0 are better MVERT performance. After difficulties due to noise and backing
up to avoid teammates, MVERT achieves and maintains a higher value than that produced using the
individual robot approach.
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Figure 70. Physical System Maximum Uncertainty (E3) Ratio Over Time: Individual vs MVERT
Numbers greater than 1.0 indicate better MVERT performance. After initial noisy results, MVERT
maintains lower maximum uncertainty than individual action selection.

A limitation of MVERT becomes apparent when examining the final map errors. In most cases, map error
is lower in the individual action selection experiments than in the MVERT. This is a result of a larger
number of total measurements being taken on each landmark in the individual action selection approach.
As MVERT attempts to share information, each robot may rely on its teammate to take measurements on
the other landmarks rather than obtaining them directly. These fewer observations are intended to be of
higher quality, but due to the high level of noise this is often not the case. This is quite different from the
simulation result, which indicates lower map errors for MVERT and is probably due to the discrepancy
between the noise models and actual noise. MVERT is more sensitive to mismatch between sensor model
and sensor performance in the presence of high noise, as it relies more heavily on predicting future results.
As with the Mapping Mission simulation experiments and the Target Location Mission experiments, there
is a tendency toward improved relative performance as team size increases. As in the case of the
simulation experiments, the robots using MVERT distribute themselves more within the environment.
Trajectories vary dramatically with team size, as illustrated in Figure 68. In the two-robot case, the robots
initially spread slightly more than in the individual action selection approach. Measurements are similar,
and value remains nearly the same (though MVERT performs just slightly worse). Once reaching the
middle of the field, the MVERT robots split around the center target while the individual robots do not.
This results in an immediate improvement in value, both absolute and relative to the individual approach.
In the three-robot case, an interesting degredation of performance is observed. Early in the experiment
(step 3), robot 2 (middle, dotted) has moved significantly away from robot 1 (top, solid) in order to
maximize value with a complementary observation. This leaves robot 3 (bottom, dashed) no room to move
forward at this step. Thus, robot 3 turns around to take a closer measurement on the lower-left landmark,
causing it to observe only one or no landmarks in that step. In the individual approach, robot 2 has
remained directly behind robot 1, leaving room for robot 3 to continue forward. Thus, robot 3 contributes
measurements on many landmarks, reducing value more quickly than MVERT. After several steps,
however, MVERT catches up and surpasses the value of the individual robot approach (Figure 69).
In the four-robot MVERT case, robot 2 (upper middle, dotted) remains slightly closer to robot 1 (top,
solid), moving between it and the fourth robot (lower middle, dotted). This leaves room for robot 3
(bottom, dashed) to follow behind it, rather than turn around early in the experiment. In this case, robot 3
contributes more fully at this step (observing more landmarks), and allows the team to reduce value faster
than the individual approach at every step. Clutter in the environment prevents MVERT from spreading
quite as much as desired. Because of the narrow corridor between the upper left and middle left landmarks,
robots 1 and 2 follow the same path until more space opens up. Similarly, due to the narrow passage
between the middle left and upper left landmarks, robots 3 and 4 also temporarily follow the same path.
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In some cases, individual action selection results in temporarily better values. With individual action
selection approach, robots tend to follow similar trajectories. This causes a larger problem of obstacle
avoidance, leading to a need to move in a direction that is less desirable overall. This is evident particularly
in robot 3 (dashed) in the three- and four-robot experiments, which remains near the beginning of the
experiment longer, and then lingers near the middle of the field. This ultimately leads to more total
measurements, and measurements of a higher quality (shorter range) than those produced by the lesshindered MVERT trajectories. As a result of taking more measurements, the absolute error in the positions
of these targets are lower in the individual action selection approach than in the MVERT approach. As in
the simulations, occasionally avoiding obstacles can send individual robots in a more fortuitous direction.
Robots are typically better localized using MVERT than individual action selection. Ground truth is hand
measured robots relative to gridlines in overhead photographs (within 0.05 m). Robots using individual
action selection frequently collided with each other and landmarks. Bad localization in MVERT arises
when robots cannot see landmarks for multiple steps, while larger map errors also contribute to localization
errors in individual action selection. The shared map rapidly converges towards the ground truth with more
measurements relative to the individual maps generated by the independent robots. The more accurate
locations of landmarks in turn provide more accurate localization for the robots and a better foundation for
their measurements.
The differences in the physical system performance compared to that of the simulation are most likely due
to the differences in error. While both systems use the same error models, these models are only
approximating the true error in the physical system, while they are exact in the simulation. Additionally,
due to randomness, the individual robot approach obtains individual sensor measurements of higher quality.
Despite this, MVERT is qualitatively attempting to collect complementary measurements to maximize
value, and as the noise averages out over number of measurements, it ultimately produces maps with higher
value, if not higher accuracy in this case.

8.4 MVERT Large-Scale Mapping in Simulation (M3)
In order to evaluate the scalability of the MVERT approach, the mapping task is implemented in larger
environments. Two simulation environments are explored: a middle-scale mission with dense clustered
targets and a large-scale mission with sparse, uniformly distributed targets. The experiments for M3 are:
E. 4, 9, 16, and 25 robots mapping the dense clustered environment;
F. Experiment series E with individual action selection;
G. 4, 9, 16, and 25 robots mapping the sparse uniform environment;
H. Experiment series G with individual action selection.
Two environments are explored to investigate performance in different types of scenarios. The middle-size
dense clustered environment has many closely spaced targets that are distributed in a non-uniform manner.
For the cluttered environment, sensors with relatively limited vision range and high accuracy are used for
this task. A wide (but not omnidirectional) field of view is used, assuming a panning camera. This might
model an outdoor urban disaster area with clusters of rubble and people. The large environment is an area
sparsely populated by fewer, uniformly distributed targets. To be appropriate for this larger, sparse
environment, a long-range omnidirectional sensor (high uncertainty) is used. This might model planetary
exploration, mapping rocks. The sensor model parameters are summarized in Table 20. Only the target
location value is used for these simple mapping tasks; robots are not forced to specifically explore. Ranges
are selected to cover the typical inter-landmark spacing to allow natural discovery of new landmarks
without inducing exploration. Robots start in a corner of the environment and run until equilibrium is
reached. For each experiment, five runs are conducted in order to provide data for statistical analysis.
Table 20. Large-Scale Mapping Simulation Sensor Parameters

Environment
Clustered, Dense
Uniform, Sparse

Stroupe

Steps

Vision Range

150
450

15 m
150 m

Range Noise
Standard Deviation
0.04r m
0.10r m

Vision Angular
Field of View
220º
360º

Bearing Noise
Standard Deviation
0.25º
1.00º
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Example trajectories for the middle-sized clustered, dense environment are shown in Figure 71. Example
trajectories for the large-scale uniform, sparse environment are shown in Figure 72.
MVERT

Individual Action Selection

Figure 71. Experiments E and F, M3: Clustered, Dense Environment Simulation Trajectories
Mapping with 4, 9, and 16 robots. The black x’s are unobserved targets; red +’s are observed targets.
Left: MVERT trajectories. MVERT causes robots to spread out in the environment and cover most or
all of the space. Note opportunistic overlap of field of view with arcing, as in the lower left example,
far left (dotted and dashed robots). Right: Individual action selection trajectories. Note tendency to
take similar paths initially; these paths diverge as the map differences grow due to noise. Robots do not
necessarily cover the space.
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MVERT

Individual Action Selection

Figure 71 (Cont). Experiments E and F, M3: Clustered, Dense Environment Simulation
Left: MVERT with 25 robots. Right: Individual action selection with 25 robots. Note the random
exploration (trajectories cross regularly) of individual action selection versus MVERT.

MVERT

Individual Action Selection

Figure 72. Experiments G and H, M3: Uniform, Sparse Environment Simulation Trajectories
Mapping with 4 and 9 robots. Left: MVERT trajectories. Robots spread out and cover the space. Note
the opportunistic move to share information in the upper left example, solid and dotted robots at the top
move toward each other to overlap field of view. Right: Individual action selection trajectories. Note
very similar paths in upper right and large number of unknown targets (black x’s).
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MVERT

Individual

Figure 72 (cont). Experiments G and H, M3: Uniform, Sparse Environment Simulation
Mapping with 16 and 25 robots. Left: MVERT, with distributed robots, moving to overlap fields
of view. Right: Individual action selection, with chaotic exploration and non-uniform coverage.

Quantitative results are shown in Table 21 - Table 25. The mean over five trials is shown, with ratios
representing ratio of the mean results at the trial end (steps 150 and 450, respectively). Standard deviations
and confidence intervals (95%, in parentheses) of the five trials are provided. For Value, Maximum
Uncertainty, and Map Error, only the known map is considered. This may or may not contain all targets, or
contain the same number of targets for MVERT and individual action selection.
Table 21. Value (E2): Large-Scale Mapping

Environment

Approach
MVERT

Clustered, Dense

Individual
Ratio

Robots
4

9

Stroupe

25

2

2

-0.961±0.097 m -0.401±0.032 m -0.195±0.007 m
(±0.038)
(±0.012)
(±0.003)

-0.134±0.005m2
(±0.002)

-0.502±0.103m2 -0.409±0.148m2 -0.232±0.132m2 -0.139±0.038m2
(±0.040)
(0.058)
(±0.052)
(±0.015)
0.522

1.02
2

Uniform, Sparse

16

2

1.19
2

1.03
2

MVERT

-8.14±0.46m
(±0.18)

-2.89±0.15m
(±0.06)

-1.52±0.05m
(±0.02)

-0.928±0.06m2
(±0.02)

Individual

-15.98±10.64 m2
(±4.2)

-8.82±9.66m2
(±3.8)

-11.9±14.7m2
(±5.8)

-7.93±8.1m2
(±3.2)

Ratio

1.96

3.06

7.81

8.55
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Despite the fact that often fewer targets have been observed by the individual action selection, the total
uncertainty of the fewer targets may still be much greater than that for more targets with MVERT. Robots
concentrate on fewer targets and yet produce maps that are less certain than MVERT. The relative
improvement increases rapidly with team size. Large standard deviations on individual action selection,
particularly in the large environment, reflect some trials with very low values. The confidence limits,
however, indicate that the improvement is significant. Relative value (Individual divided by MVERT)
versus team size for both environments is shown in Figure 73. Relative value increases with team size.

Figure 73. Relative Value Versus Team Size: Large-Scale Mapping Simulation
Relative value is value provided by individual action selection divided by the value provided by
MVERT. Results are shown for the final step in each run. In both environments, the general trend is an
improvement in relative value as team size increases.
Table 22. Maximum Uncertainty (E3): Large-Scale Mapping

Environment

Approach

Mean
Clustered, Dense

16

25

Individual

0.054±0.016m 0.040±0.019m 0.030±0.016m 0.021±0.011m
(±0.00008)
(±0.00008)
(±0.00007)
(±0.00004)

Ratio

0.843

1.00

1.09

0.979

MVERT

0.194 m

0.104 m

0.0656 m

0.0461m

0.117 m

0.130 m

0.117 m

0.104 m

0.60

1.25

1.79

2.26

MVERT

0.351±0.092m 0.218±0.057m 0.158±0.045m 0.124±0.035m
(±0.001)
(±0.0007)
(±0.0006)
(± 0.005)

Individual

0.453±0.561m 0.296±0.257m 0.275±0.450m 0.234±0.351m
(±0.008)
(±0.004)
(±0.006)
(±0.005)

Ratio

1.29

1.36

1.75

1.89

MVERT

0.606 m

0.370 m

0.275 m

0.228 m

6.15 m

2.43 m

5.38 m

3.66 m

10.16

6.57

19.51

16.08

Maximum Individual
Ratio
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0.064±0.024m 0.040±0.016m 0.027±0.011m 0.022±0.010m
(±0.0001)
(±0.00006)
(±0.00004)
(±0.00004)

Ratio

Uniform, Sparse

4

MVERT

Maximum Individual

Mean

Robots
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In Table 22, Maximum indicates the largest E3 (maximum uncertainty) over all five trials. Mean is the
mean E3 (maximum uncertainty) over all trials. Statistics can thus only be determined for the mean. In
almost all cases, the final value of E3 is improved in MVERT versus individual action selection, and the
amount of relative improvement increases with team size. In the four-robot and twenty-five-robot cases for
the clustered dense environment, the final maximum uncertainty is lower for individual action selection.
This is due to the fact that individual action selection has continued to focus on a subset of the map, while
MVERT has continued to add new targets, and works toward reducing their uncertainty. Thus, this lower
maximum uncertainty does not indicate a failure of MVERT in performance. The larger relative
improvement in the uniform environment over the clustered environment is due to differences in the
sensing. With the much smaller field of view, MVERT robots have less opportunity to share information
and mostly cover the space. Additionally, a larger number of the targets are not seen by the individual
approach, which adds less uncertainty to the total value term, making the difference artificially reduced.
Table 23. Steps to Map Quality (E4): Large-Scale Mapping

Environment

E3 <

∞

Clustered, Dense

0.5

0.1

∞

Uniform, Sparse

2.0

0.5

Approach

Robots
4

9

16

25

MVERT

148.4±9.1

101.0±5.4

90.4±3.5

83.2±2.7

Individual

--

130.4±23

117.5±29

116.8±31

Ratio

--

1.29

1.30

1.40

MVERT

149.2±8.8

102.0±5.4

91.4±3.5

84.2±2.7

Individual

--

131.2±23

126.8±31

116.4±32

Ratio

--

1.29

1.41

1.38

MVERT

--

146.0±40

101.6±3.4

94.8±4.3

Individual

--

148.4±17

151.0±22

125.2±30

Ratio

--

1.03

1.49

1.32

MVERT

293.2±29.4

271.8±23.7

262.2±4.5

258.6±3.3

Individual

418.2±62.8

397.8±97.5

309.6±80.4

304.4±80.9

Ratio

1.43

1.46

1.18

1.18

MVERT

320.4±26.0

287.0±32.5

274.4±7.3

268.6±4.0

Individual

425.0±58.1

390.0±83.6

326.2±72.8

346.2±87.1

Ratio

1.33

1.36

1.19

1.29

MVERT

--

318.2±8.2

308.6±6.5

298±3.1

Individual

447.0±8.9

444.5±15.9

439.8±25.0

425.0±58.1

Ratio

--

1.40

1.43

1.43

The number steps to a given uncertainty (E4) includes all targets; unknown targets are assigned a maximum
uncertainty of ∞. To reach a maximum uncertainty of ∞ implies that all targets have been observed at least
once. The mean is computed assigning a time of one step longer than the experiment to those runs that did
not reach the desired uncertainty, thus means may be artificially low for the individual action selection. If
no runs reached the desired uncertainty, a dash is entered. Relative improvement has a slight trend to
decrease as the number of robot increases. In larger teams, randomness due to measurement and motion
noise as well as collision avoidance with teammate and targets can encourage the robots to explore more,
and thus find more of the targets. The consistency also improves with team size, as demonstrated by the
decreasing standard deviations as the number of robots increases.
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Table 24. Completeness (E6): Large-Scale Mapping

Environment

Clustered, Dense

Uniform, Sparse

Robots

Approach

4

9

16

25

MVERT

99.0% (95-100)

100%

100%

100%

Individual

76.0% (71-78)

Ratio

1.30

1.05

1.09

1.01

MVERT

100%

100%

100%

100%

Individual

91% (77-100)

96% (87-100)

98% (90-100)

100%

Ratio

1.10

1.04

1.02

1.00

95.6% (78-100) 92.0% (78-100)

99.4%(97-100)

Completeness considers the entire true map, comparing the known map to the true map. The range of
values for Completeness (if non-zero) is shown in brackets. In only one case, MVERT fails to completely
explore the space in the middle-scale clustered, dense environment with the four robot team, as the robots
become stuck in a local optimum. This failure is due to robots reaching a local optimum from which no
other targets can be observed by moving one step away. Individual action selection fails to find all the
targets in at least one trial for all team sizes less than 25. MVERT provides a larger completeness benefit
for smaller teams because it results in distributing robots through other means than collision avoidance and
the small differences in covariance due to measurement errors. MVERT performance is also much more
consistent, with much smaller ranges in results than for individual action selection.
Table 25. Map Error (E1): Large-Scale Mapping

Environment

Approach
MVERT
Mean

Clustered, Dense

Uniform, Sparse

4

9

16

25

0.140±0.068m 0.130±0.066m 0.121±0.058m 0.130±0.062m
(±0.0003)
(±0.0003)
(±0.0002)
(±0.0002)

Individual

4.48±5.75m
(±0.030)

3.40±7.16m
(±0.030)

45.4±86.1m
(±0.37)

438.5± 77.5m
(±0.31)

Ratio

32.1

26.4

377

295

MVERT

0.462 m

0.333 m

0.286 m

0.261 m

25.6 m

82.5 m

628 m

447 m

Ratio

55.5

247

2197

2112

MVERT

2.68±1.02m
(±0.013)

2.66±1.03m
(±0.013)

2.77±1.08m
(±0.014)

2.76±1.10m
(±0.014)

Individual

57.3±88.9m
(±1.27)

618±1267m
(±17.2)

4442±6576m 4x107±1x107m
(±87.7)
(±1x105)

Ratio

21.4

232

1602

1453941

MVERT

5.27 m

5.04 m

5.13 m

5.24 m

645 m

10053 m

41150 m

5x107 m

122

1993

8021

9.6 x106

Maximum Individual

Mean

Robots

Maximum Individual
Ratio

Final map errors for known targets are in Table 25. Maximum is the largest error over all trials. Mean is
the average error of all targets, then over all trials. Maximum error is approximately constant for MVERT
across team sizes, while the addition of lost robots’ measurements rapidly degrades quality for individual
action selection. Very large standard deviations and confidence intervals for the large-scale environment
result from lost robots integrating erroneous measurements into the map. Robots do not always become
lost, leading to a large range in performance. Performance consistency is much higher in MVERT.
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Example maps generated by MVERT and individual action selection are shown in Figure 74. Trials with
twenty-five robot are illustrated because they show the greatest completeness of maps, though accuracy is
reduced for individual action selection.
Middle-Scale Dense, Clustered Environment

Large-Scale Sparse, Uniform Environment

Figure 74. Comparison of Map Results: Large-Scale Mapping Simulation
Top: Example maps for the middle-scale environment with dense, clustered targets. Bottom: Example
maps for the large-scale environment with sparse, uniformly distributed targets. Note in both cases,
map accuracy is similar in landmarks that are close to the robot start locations (square and circles
properly overlap the +’s). As robots move further away, however, the discrepancy increases for
individual action selection (squares do not overlap +’s) while MVERT continues to maintain a high
level of accuracy. With individual action selection, despite covering the space, inaccurate robot
positions lead to mapping upper left landmarks to other locations (see central bottom cluster). It is also
evident in that several landmarks are never observed by individual action selection.
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Table 26. Localization Error (E5): Large-Scale Mapping

Environment

E5

Approach
MVERT

Mean
Clustered, Dense

Uniform, Sparse

4

9

16

25

0.197±0.760m 0.164±0.042m 0.155±0.049m 0.151±0.055m

Individual

46.6±40.6m

262±662m

801±22.5m

1397±47.8

Ratio

241

1596

5171

9222

MVERT

0.319 m

0.295 m

0.264 m

0.258 m

365 m

848 m

4149 m

8188 m

Ratio

1146

28737

157277

319870

MVERT

2.78±1.52m

2.78±1.24m

2.86±1.21m

2.79±1.19

Individual

403±716m

1322±6125m 8114±51397m 2x106±2 x107m

Ratio

145

476

2838

8x105

MVERT

4.66 m

4.62 m

5.27 m

4.80

Maximum Individual

Mean

Robots

Maximum Individual
Ratio

5

2256 m

40928 m

4.5 x10 m

2.8x108 m

484

8846

86141

5.8 x107

Results for localization error are shown for the final step of the experiment. Heading results are not
displayed for clarity, but present the same pattern of results as for position. Again, the large uncertainties
in the individual action selection result from some robots that become very lost during some of the trials;
the large variances are due to the fact that most robots do not become completely lost (in some trials no
robots become lost), keeping their uncertainties lower.

Figure 75. Individual Action Selection Lost Robots: Large-Scale Mapping Simulation
An example of a case in which several robots become lost during execution. Two robots wander
away from the mapping area (dotted left, solid bottom). Targets observed after become lost become
poorly located within the map. Once leaving the exploration area, robots no longer contribute
(positively or negatively) to the map, effectively reducing the team size.

In each case, the resulting value at each step (E2) and the maximum uncertainty (E3) are improved using
MVERT relative to individual action selection, when the number of visible targets is considered. The
amount of improvement increases with team size, except in the case of final map error, though the map of
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the same quality is achieved much faster with the larger team. Larger teams can share observations further
into the exploration due to their larger numbers. Occasionally, the value of the individual action selection’s
map will be greater than that generated by MVERT; as in the prior sections, this occurs when MVERT
observes more targets than the individual action selection, and thus has more targets are contributing to the
total uncertainty area. Additionally, the time to desired map quality (E4) is much improved using MVERT.
With smaller teams (four robots), individual action selection fails to search the space, and leaves landmarks
undiscovered. Final map error (E1) is also improved using MVERT. The map error is always better using
MVERT than using individual action selection, indicating that the resulting map is always of a total higher
value when comparing the same number of observed targets. In MVERT, the joint map assists in two
ways: first, robots becoming lost can rely on a joint map to relocalize; second, if their observations lead to
large discrepancies with the observations of other (well-localized) robots, the SLAM update will assign a
low weight to the lost robot’s measurement. In individual action selection, the lack of a joint map to
counter these bad measurements allows uncertainty to grow. Lastly, localization error (E5) is vastly
improved using MVERT. The large errors in pose in many of the individual action selection cases indicate
robots are occasionally completely lost, moving outside the mapping area, and unable to contribute to the
generation of the joint map. Apparent better localization in the large environment is due to the fact that
uncertainty per step is the same but the step size is larger; thus, over long range, total uncertainty is less.
In both large environments, MVERT adequately distributes the robots in the environment, and results in
sharing complementary information for as long as fields of view can overlap. In the non-uniform middlescale environment, robots map all clusters of targets, but more robots focus on the larger clusters of targets.
As robots move further away, robots specialize in individual groups of targets, and the space is covered
without explicit planning. Using individual action selection, robots typically tend to follow similar paths,
only branching away for collision avoidance or due to small differences in the local map being optimized.
The larger cluster of targets are more attractive, often leading all the robots to map these clusters, leaving
others unmapped; this occurs even as team size increases (as shown with twenty-five robots, though
occasional noise and collision avoidance results in robots covering the space better (as with nine robots).
Each robot maximizing its own value also results in robots remaining close to central targets, leaving more
distant ones more uncertain. In the uniform large-scale environment, with a smaller number of landmarks
available at a time, poorly localized by few measurements early in the experiment, allows some robots to
become lost and follow trajectories outside of the exploration area. This effectively reduces the team size
and prevents these robots from productively contributing to the map. If lost robots leave the exploration
area quickly and observe no targets, the map is not corrupted. However, in some cases, the robot may
remain lost within the exploration area, adding erroneous observations to the map.
MVERT does suffer from some problems due to local optima when there are gaps in the environment
larger than the robot’s sensing area. For example, in the large-scale mapping scenario, one or more robots
move to investigate the lower left target, which leaves them more than one step away from any other
landmarks. Unable to improve estimates on other landmarks, they remain close to the one landmark.
These local optima do not necessarily result in a failure, however, due to the fact that other robots, relying
on these teammates to explore the lone landmark, move away and continue to explore other areas. A
failure only can arise if each robot reached such a local optimum before the space was explored. This can
be avoided by introducing additional value for exploring unknown areas, or adjusting the value function to
increase for moving toward uncertain targets even if they are not going to be visible for several steps. This
type of exploration will be discussed and implemented in Chapter 10.

8.5 Comparison to Mapping with Coverage Patterns (M4)
Coverage patterns are a typical approach for single- and multi-robot mapping. Comparison with this
approach addresses question 7 (comparison to other approaches). For coverage pattern mapping, the
exploration area is divided into sectors of equal size, each of which is assigned to a robot for mapping. As
robots move toward their designated area and observe targets, they contribute to the joint map. For these
experiments, robots fully communicate and build the map jointly as they explore to compare action
selection approaches only. Each experiment is run five times. The experiments for series M4 are:
I.

4, 9, 16, and 25 robots mapping the middle-scale clustered simulation environment;

J.

4, 9, 16, and 25 robots mapping the large-scale uniform simulation environment.
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Coverage patterns were assigned to provide each robot an equal area to map. The total map area is divided
into square cells for mapping. Robots with areas further from the initial position take longer to achieve
completion of their pattern. Robots drive directly to the closest corner of the region assigned for mapping,
diverting only for collision avoidance with teammates and targets. Coverage patterns are defined by
waypoints at the boundary of each row of the pattern. Robots choose the move that reduces the distance to
the current waypoint the most while not moving too close to targets and teammates for collision avoidance.
Robots also divert from the designated coverage pattern if necessary to avoid collisions with targets or
teammates. Evaluation is based on completeness and accuracy of the map.
In the case of middle-scale environment, the coverage pattern rows are separated by a distance of one
sensor range. In the case of the large-scale environment, the coverage pattern rows are separated by a
distance of one-third of a sensor range. In both cases, this allows targets to be observed in multiple passes
(at least two). This spacing is maintained also between adjacent map areas. The closer relative spacing in
the large-scale mapping environment is intended to ensure targets can be observed from closer-range to
compensate for the noisier sensor. Rows are interrupted at map boundaries by approximately one step size;
thus the number of measurements taken along each row is approximately constant across team sizes.
Example trajectories for mapping with coverage patterns are shown in Figure 76 and Figure 77.

Figure 76. Experiment I, M4: Large-Scale Coverage Pattern Clustered Environment Mapping
Examples of coverage patterns for the middle-scale clustered environment. Robots covering areas with
fewer landmarks become more lost (such as the two right robots in the four-robot case). As the number
of robots increases, the area assigned to each is reduced; this leads to better performance, as there is
more overlapping area where robot regions meet and shorter paths keep robots from becoming most
lost. Additionally, at the start of exploration while many robots are in the same region, landmarks in
this area become well located, providing an accurate start to each robot as it moved into new territory.
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Figure 77. Experiment J, M4: Large-Scale Coverage Pattern Uniform Environment Mapping
Examples of coverage patterns for the middle-scale uniform environment with four, nine, sixteen and
twenty-five robots.

Quantitative results comparing coverage patterns with MVERT are shown in Table 27 and Table 28.
Standard deviations and 95% confidence intervals for the five runs are shown for mean errors in the tables.
Table 27. Map Error (E1): Clustered Environment Mapping MVERT and Coverage Patterns

Error Type

Approach

4 (Step 155)

9 (Step 106)

16 (Step 94)

25 (Step 85)

MVERT

0.139±0.068 m
(±0.0003)

0.132±0.074 m
(±0.0003)

0.113±0.072 m
(±0.0003)

0.123±0.067 m
(±0.0003)

Coverage

5.31±5.4 m
(±0.288)

0.103±0.078 m
(±0.0003)

0.070±0.040 m
(±0.0002)

1.51±4.3 m
(±0.017)

MVERT

0.435 m

0.507 m

0.782 m

0.659 m

Coverage

1039 m

0.584 m

0.584 m

46.7 m

Mean Error

Maximum Error

Robots

Results reflect error present at the first step at which both approaches have located all the targets.
Traversing large areas without landmarks leaves robots susceptible to becoming lost and producing lowquality maps. In clustered environments, robots following coverage patterns traverse larger areas without
landmarks and thus lead to high map errors, particularly in those regions covered by robots that cross large
open areas. MVERT provides a large advantage in this type of environment, as robots remain in the parts
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of the environment populated by landmarks. This allows more measurements on landmarks and keeps
robots well localized, improving the quality of observations. In sparse environments, both approaches are
prone to getting lost. However, the larger number of turns executed by MVERT robots compared to the
relatively straight paths of coverage patterns causes MVERT robots to get more lost due to the high motion
noise in turns. In this case, MVERT produces reasonable maps, but of higher error than coverage patterns.
Table 28. Map Error (E1): Uniform Environment Mapping MVERT and Coverage Patterns

Environment

Approach

4 (Step 336)

9 (Step 314)

16 (Step 267)

25 (Step 261)

MVERT

2.48±0.99 m
(±0.01)

2.32±0.99 m
(±0.01)

2.35±0.90 m
(±0.01)

2.28±0.89 m
(±0.01)

Coverage

1.60±1.24 m
(±0.02)

1.48±0.59 m
(±0.01)

1.64±0.62 m
(±0.01)

1.73±0.64 m
(±0.01)

MVERT

5.48 m

9.10 m

14.4 m

15.4 m

Coverage

8.71 m

4.20 m

4.75 m

5.86 m

Mean Error

Maximum Error

Robots

Completeness with 95% confidence interval over the five runs is shown in Figure 78 and Figure 79.

4 Robots

16 Robots

9 Robots

25 Robots

Figure 78. Completeness: Middle-Scale Mapping Clustered Environment Simulation
Mean completeness for robots mapping the middle-scale environment. MVERT provides a large
advantage for smaller teams, allowing them to more quickly move to the farther away landmarks, while
in small teams robots following coverage patterns must traverse much of their pattern before finding
these landmarks. With larger teams, robots observe close landmarks well, giving coverage patterns a
well-localized start. Additionally, this reduces the amount of empty space robots must traverse.
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4 Robots

9 Robots

16 Robots

25 Robots

Figure 79. Completeness: Large-Scale Uniform Environment Mapping
Mean completeness for robots mapping the large-scale uniform environment. Performance
using MVERT and coverage patterns are quite close. The enforced dispersion of coverage
patterns and small map areas for large teams allows the coverage patterns to produce maps
that are often slightly more complete than MVERT robots at any given time.

The differences in completeness for the clustered environment with four and nine robots are statistically
significant, as the means differ by more than the 95% confidence intervals and by more than three standard
deviations. The small differences favoring coverage patterns over MVERT in larger teams and in the largescale mapping environment are only marginally statistically significant.
Coverage patterns are guaranteed to cover the space if the inter-row spacing is less than or equal to the
sensor range and the boundaries of the coverage patterns define the desired exploration area. Driving along
straight lines does provide a variety of views on targets as the robots pass them, allowing for some
triangulation with measurements if needed due to an asymmetrical sensor.
In the case of a non-uniform environment in which clusters of landmarks are present, MVERT may
perform much better than coverage patterns. MVERT focuses more robots on areas with greater numbers
of landmarks, taking more observations and thus reducing total map uncertainty, while coverage patterns
focus robots in a uniform manner. Thus, MVERT may reach desired levels of completeness much more
quickly than coverage patterns. While both approaches may be susceptible to robots getting lost if they are
mapping an area alone, particularly when the landmarks are sparse, MVERT is less likely to direct robots
into areas that are void of landmarks. Coverage patterns require robots to pass through areas even if they
do not seem have landmarks, and if little overlap exists between submaps, large uncertainties in sensing
and motion can quickly lead to large map errors and lost robot. Coverage patterns are better able to provide
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good localization in sparse patches when landmarks overlap with adjacent robot territories, allowing for
better locations on these landmarks. As the team size grows, the relative performance of coverage patterns
increases as robots travel directly through more of the space to reach smaller (faster) mapping areas.
In the case of a sparse, uniform environment, MVERT and coverage patterns perform similarly. Coverage
patterns obtain a desired level of completeness slightly more quickly than MVERT because robots that are
mapping far areas move directly to those areas rather than wandering slightly to maximize local
observation value. Coverage patterns also obtain slightly higher map quality in terms of final area in this
type of environment because the robots assigned to each area stay within that area, taking more
observations, while robots using MVERT move on to new areas and do not tend to move back to regions
previously covered.
The apparently better performance in coverage patterns of uniform environment exploration compared to
clustered environments is partially due to differences in the motion model. The Aibo can be calibrated to
any single step size with great reliability. Thus, while both environments have the same uncertainty per
step, the larger step size provides robots in the large environment less uncertainty over long ranges.
In answering question 7 (regarding comparison to other approaches), MVERT provides a great advantage
over coverage patterns in non-uniform environments with smaller teams that can make better use of
resources than simply dividing up the search area. MVERT provides quite similar performance to coverage
patterns in uniform environments and with very large teams. Thus MVERT can produce better results than
coverage patterns in environments of this particular structure. Lastly, coverage patterns do not provide
flexibility for taking advantage of unexpected opportunities, or for prioritizing targets or tasks.

8.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, MVERT is applied to mapping unknown environments with motion and sensing noise. In
both large- and small-scale mapping environments, MVERT produces low-error, low-uncertainty maps of
the targets. In comparison to the individual action selection approach, MVERT provides a higher chance of
completely covering the space due to the automatic dispersion of robots selecting actions that maximize
joint value. Individual action selection leads all robots to concentrate only on the most interesting areas,
leaving other areas unexplored.
In comparison with coverage patterns, a mix of results is observed. Coverage patterns can guarantee
coverage, provided robots do not become lost, while MVERT can only guarantee coverage if target spacing
is less than the sensor range. In cases where all areas are of equal interest (such as environments with
uniformly distributed targets), coverage patterns may perform slightly better, taking more total
measurements in each area and moving directly to far areas to complete the mission slightly faster. This is
most evident with large teams. However, in environments with non-uniform interest, MVERT allows
robots to focus on target clusters, taking more measurements on these important regions, while coverage
patterns may allow robots to remain in uninteresting areas, making no contribution. MVERT also provides
flexibility for adding opportunistic tasks and combining multiple tasks, as demonstrated in Chapter 10.
Thus, in completely unknown (an expected uniform) environments that require only mapping, coverage
patterns may be preferable, while in non-uniform environments or multi-task mission, MVERT can provide
advantages.
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The application of MVERT to the Dynamic Target Tracking Mission is designed to address the following
research questions:
9. Can MVERT be applied to effective tracking of moving targets?
10. Can tracking moving targets be accomplished with a simple value function for uncertainty?
11. How does noise affect MVERT tracking performance?

9.1 Experimental Summary
In the Dynamic Target Tracking Mission it is assumed that robots are operating in an environment with
known landmarks for localization. Within this environment, dynamic objects (which can be uniquely
identified) move; the motions of these objects are not known a priori by the observing robot team.
Dynamic target tracking is evaluated both in simulation and on the physical multi-robot system.
Experiments are designed to investigate tracking behavior in isolation as well as in more realistic noisy
situations. The experimental series for the Dynamic Target Tracking Mission are:
D1. MVERT Target Tracking in Simulation without Noise;
D2. MVERT Target Tracking in Simulation with Noise;
D3. MVERT Target Tracking in a Physical System.
Experiments are run in three environments:
• large simulation: up to 6 robots and 4 targets in a 20 by 20 meter area,
• small simulation: up to 4 robots and up to 4 targets in a 5 by 5 meter area,
• physical: up to 3 robots and up to 3 targets in a 5 by 3 meter area.
Two types of dynamic targets are investigated:
• random : targets move a fixed number of steps and then turn randomly,
• directed: targets follow a predefined path.
In each of these experiments, the value function for target location, VTL, Eq. 2 (Section 3.3.1), is used.
Dynamics are not predicted, but accommodated by increasing the uncertainty in the target locations at each
step by 0.3 meters (approximately one target step). The first environment is applied to series D1, and the
robots have perfect motion and perfect sensing in order to evaluate behavior of MVERT in isolation. The
second environment is applied to series D2. For this series, robots localize on 6 fixed, known landmarks
using Probabilistic Constraint-Based Localization (Chapter 6). Robot motions and robot sensing are noisy,
with models based on the Aibo, as shown in 5.4. The third environment, for series D3, uses the same
landmark configuration and motion and sensing models for the physical robot system in series D2.

9.2 Target Tracking Simulation without Noise (D1)
The simulations without noise are designed to investigate the basic, desired tracking behavior induced by
MVERT and to address research questions 9 and 10. The targets are allowed to move over long distances
in order to demonstrate long-term behavior. Additionally, three different speeds of targets (relative to the
speed of the robots) are investigated to determine the impact on tracking behavior. D1 experiments are:
A. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots observing four targets moving at one-third robot speed,
B. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots observing four targets moving at one-sixth robot speed,
C. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots observing four targets moving at 0.80 times robot speed,
D. 2, 3, 4, and 6 robots observing four targets moving at 0.95 times robot speed,
E. Experiment A with individual action selection.
In this set of experiments, the targets follow a directed trajectory at the specified speed. These experiments
were completed using the sensor model presented in 5.4, with standard deviations of 0.1r and 0.5º for range
and bearing, respectively. Range is infinite and angular field of view is 360º. Step size is 0.25 meters and
candidate move resolution is 5º.
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Example tracking trajectories are shown in Figure 80 – Figure 82.

Figure 80. Experiment A, D1: Target Tracking Trajectories
Robots observe from multiple angles while targets are grouped, then distribute as much as
possible among targets as needed. Robots following two targets remain balanced between
the two. Robots oscillate behind single targets obtaining varied views to optimize value.
The targets follow piecewise linear trajectories. For 5 meters, they move linearly in a fixed formation.
After 5 meters, targets split into two divergent groups, each maintaining their part of the fixed formation.
While targets are grouped, robots maximize value by arcing around and taking complementary views.
Robots then distribute among the two groups of targets. In the two-robot case, the robots move directly
between the two nearest targets. In the four-robot case, the robots arc more, placing one robot on either
side of each target group. In the three robot case, there is one occurrence of each of the previous types of
approaches. In the six-robot case, robots arc less since multiple views are available from teammates.

Once the targets split into two groups, robots maximize value by choosing to follow one or two targets, as
needed. In the two-target case, each robot is responsible for two targets, and stays between the two to
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Figure 80 (Cont). Experiment A, D1: Target Tracking Trajectories
Once targets diverge, robots divide into two groups to follow. Robots oscillate behind single
targets obtaining varied views to optimize value, while the third robot moves between the two
targets to add maximum value.

obtain the closest (best quality) measurements on each target at each step. In the four-robot case, each
robot specializes on one target, while also sharing observations on other targets. When robots specialize on
a single target, they oscillate behind the target to obtain the multiple viewpoints that will maximize value.
The oscillation seems biased toward remaining between the two targets, so that good additional
measurements can be obtained on the other target. In the six-robot case, four of the robots specialize in
individual targets, oscillating behind them to obtain multiple points of view, reducing uncertainty along
multiple axes. The oscillation is balanced around the target to avoid and complement the third robot. The
third robot in each group balances between the two targets, moving between them to obtain multiple points
of view and close-up measurements on both targets alternately.
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If the speed of the targets is below that of the robot, robots following two targets (in the two-robot and
three-robot cases) remain balanced between the targets, and prevent over-taking the targets by occasionally
backtracking. Robots following a single target oscillate more tightly to prevent moving away from the
targets, and only occasionally backtrack. This is illustrated by the three-robot example in Figure 81.

Figure 81. Experiment B, D1: Tracking Slow Targets
To prevent overtaking slow targets, robots oscillate more tightly and occasionally backtrack. Single
robots following multiple targets oscillate less to remain close to both targets, but do backtrack.

If the targets move faster, the robots maximize value by remaining closer to the targets. As the relative
speed of targets increases, oscillating for multiple views becomes less valuable than remaining close to the
targets. In the example six-robot case, illustrated in Figure 82, the third robot now remains to one side of
the targets rather than falling behind by moving laterally to be between targets.

Figure 82. Experiments C and D, D1: Tracking Fast Targets
Left: Targets at 0.80 times robot speed. Right: Targets at 0.95 times robot speed. As target speed
increases, robots cannot afford to oscillate for multiple views or they will fall behind, reducing
observation quality. Eventually oscillation is eliminated entirely.
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These experiments are used in answering questions 9 and 10 regarding tracking ability. MVERT can use a
simple value function for reducing target uncertainty in order to maintain observation of multiple moving
targets. Robots take advantage of teammates by obtaining multiple points of view to maximize value
(minimize uncertainty) when possible, and are automatically distributed among targets when targets
diverge. In contrast, if robots use individual action selection, each robot attempts to simultaneously
minimize the uncertainty on all targets only from its own measurements. Thus, robots tend to remain
centrally located rather than closely following targets. An example is shown in for the three-robot case.
Jagged motions, similar to the oscillation demonstrated by MVERT to obtain multiple points of view, are in
this case due to robots attempting to move into the same central path, which necessitates collision
avoidance. In this case, robots can maintain observation of all targets; however, if the robots were to travel
in more opposite directions, individual action selection (remaining central) would fail to follow any targets.
Final value is -0.25 compared to -0.0033 for MVERT.

Figure 83. Experiment E, D1: Tracking With Individual Action Selection
Robots must attempt to maintain observation of all targets simultaneously, and thus remain centrally
located rather than closely following any target.

If more accurate tracking of targets is required, a Kalman-Bucy filter could be implemented for each target,
using observations from all robots to update at each step. This filter can be used not only to improve the
tracked target location, but can be used to improve action selection by accounting for future target motion
in a more accurate manner than growing uncertainty at each step.

9.3 Target Tracking Simulation with Sensor Noise (D2)
This series of experiments is designed to illustrate how MVERT may be applied to tracking multiple
moving objects using robots with noisy motions and sensing, addressing question 11. Environments are
known in that there are landmarks at known locations for localization. The Experiments for series D2 are:
F. 2, 3, and 4 robots observing two targets moving on three directed trajectory sets,
G. 2, 3, and 4 robots observing three targets moving on a directed trajectory set,
H. 3, 4, and 6 robots observing four targets moving on a directed trajectory set,
I.

Experiment F without noise,

J.

Experiment G without noise,

K. 2, 3, and 4 robots observing two targets moving on a random trajectory set,
L. 2, 3, and 4 robots observing three targets moving on a random trajectory set,
M. 3, 4, and 6 robots observing four targets moving on a random trajectory set.
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These experiments are performed using the Sony quadruped sensor and motion models as described in 5.4,
including limited vision range and angular field of view. ‘Step size is 0.25 meters and candidate move
resolution is 5º. Experiments I and J are added for qualitative comparison to ideal behavior as illustrated in
9.2 without noise.
Examples of the trajectories for tracking targets on directed trajectories are shown in Figure 84 -Figure 87.

Figure 84. Experiment F, D2: Tracking Two Targets
Top, Center Left: Configuration 1. Center Right, Bottom: Configuration 2. Robots tend to
distribute themselves evenly among targets, but position themselves to observe the other target as
closely as possible and contribute most to the joint knowledge. Actual target trajectories are shown
in solid red; estimated trajectories are shown in dotted black. Landmarks are shown as stars.
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Figure 84 (Cont). Experiment F, D2: Tracking Two Targets
Configuration 3. Robots turn around to follow the closer targets, despite not seeing them initially.

Figure 85. Experiment G, D2: Tracking Three Targets
Again, robots tend to distribute themselves evenly among targets, but position themselves to observe
the other target as closely as possible and contribute most to the joint knowledge (as with the middle
robot, left, which remains between the two diverging targets).
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Figure 85 (cont): Experiment G, D2: Tracking Three Targets
Robots distribute among targets and maximize utility of overlapping observations.

Figure 86. Experiment H, D2: Tracking Four Targets
Again, robots tend to distribute themselves evenly among targets, but position themselves to observe
the other target as closely as possible and contribute most to the joint knowledge (as with the middle
robot, left, which remains between the two diverging targets). For three robots, two (bottom) follow
individual targets, while the third tries to remain where it can see the other two. For four robots, all
robots seem to try to remain where they can observe multiple targets to improve estimates.
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Figure 87. Experiments I and J, D2: Tracking Targets without Sensor Noise
Without noise, the distribution of robots is more symmetrical and specific targets are clearly
followed, and the trajectories are smoother. Points at which robots are positioning themselves
between targets to optimize multiple observations are also more clearly evident, as in the bottom
figure, where the bottom three robots are oriented to observe multiple targets.

In the dynamic tracking experiments in this section, robots have limited sensing, both in range and in field
of view. This alters the tracking behavior slightly from the case of unlimited sensing in the previous
section. In order to share information, robots will divert from exactly following individual targets in order
to be able to also observe adjacent targets and improve the joint information about target locations. This is
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evident in many examples. For example, in the three-target configuration, robots tend to position
themselves between targets, with an orientation that enables seeing multiple targets (see the central robot in
the three-robot case, Figure 85). Other examples of robots changing heading to observe additional targets
can be specifically seen in the four-target configuration, such as in the bottom right robot in the four-robot
case of Figure 84, which has several turns in its path allow it to see the target above as well as the one it is
following. The smaller bias in uncertainty in range versus bearing mostly eliminates oscillation for
obtaining multiple points of view in favor of moving closer to targets and orienting to see multiple targets.
The target trajectories produced are noisy, since each step is based on only the previous belief (grown in
uncertainty), and a few instantaneous measurements from the robots currently viewing the target. These
few measurements are also noisy due to the high level of motion and sensing noise. As mentioned
previously, the quality of the actual tracks could be improved by using a Kalman-Bucy filter instead of a
simple Gaussian multiplication update. In some cases the simplistic update caused robots to lose sight of
targets and continue to track only the others. This particularly occurred in the three-robot case with the
target that turns back; in some cases the robot observing this target did not turn quickly enough to catch the
change in direction and lost the target. This could often be avoided by using a tracking filter, but could also
be aided by the addition of a value for searching for a target if it is lost. Thus, to answer questions 9 and 10
regarding tracking ability, MVERT can track moving targets in the presence of noise. To answer question
11, sensing and motion noise makes trajectories less smooth. The balancing behavior is observed in the
noiseless trajectories as well, though the division of targets among robots is occasionally more defined.
The resulting trajectories following random targets are shown in Figure 88 and Figure 89.

Figure 88. Experiment K, D2: Tracking Two Random Targets
As in the case with the more directed targets, robots distribute among targets. They change heading
occasionally in order to ensure observing other targets to maximize value. Actual target trajectories
are shown as solid red. Estimated trajectories are shown as dotted black.
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Figure 89. Experiments L and M, D2: Tracking Three and Four Random Targets
Top, Center Left: Tracking three targets. Center Right, Bottom: Tracking four targets. The same
pattern emerges with larger numbers of targets. Robots specialize in a target as much as possible.
Additionally, robots turn to observe additional targets to assist in lowering their uncertainty. With
fewer robots than targets, robots balance more between targets when they cannot specialize.

Results with randomly moving targets support the same conclusions as those with directed targets. Robots
specialize on a target when robots equal or outnumber targets. While following targets, they turn to
observe additional targets to maximize value by additionally reducing their uncertainty. With fewer robots
than targets, robots do more balancing between targets to reduce uncertainty by taking overlapping
observations.
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9.4 Dynamic Target Tracking in a Physical System (D3)
As in the simulation experiments, the physical system experiments are designed to evaluate how well
MVERT can be applied to dynamic target tracking and to assess any benefits derived from predicting
teammate contributions, addressing questions 9-11 regarding tracking behavior ability with and without
noise. Additionally, these experiments illustrate how the MVERT system may be applied on a physical
multi-robot system. The experiments for series D3 are:
N. 2 and 3 robots observing two targets in three and one directed trajectory sets, respectively,
O. 2 and 3 robots observing three targets in a directed trajectory set.
The trajectories of targets in the physical system experiments is a subset of those directed trajectories in the
simulation environment. Again, the Aibo sensor and motion models are used (5.4) with a step size of 0.25
meters and a candidate move resolution of 5º.
Results from applying tracking to the physical multi-robot system are shown in Figure 90 and Figure 91.
Actual target trajectories are shown as solid (red) lines. Estimated target trajectories are shown as dotted
(black) lines.

Figure 90. Experiments N, D3: Two Physical Robots Tracking Two Targets
Four configurations of two targets tracked by two robots. Actual target paths are shown as solid red;
estimated are shown as dotted black. The two robots automatically are distributed among targets by
choosing moves to maximize value. Robots are automatically set to switch targets if the proximity
of targets changes, as in lower right. Occasional high levels of sensor noise lead to outliers, as
shown in the left two figures.
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The results of tracking with the physical multi-robot system are quite similar to those demonstrated in
simulation. The high level of motion and sensing noise leads to occasionally outlying points along the
trajectory, as in the middle target in the case of three robots following three targets (Figure 91, bottom
right). However, these are typically corrected in the next time step. As in the simulations, robots can
occasionally loose sight of a target since they are not predicting and have limited visual fields of view.
This again is illustrated by the bottom target in the three-robot, three-target case (Figure 91, bottom right);
the robots do not see the target turn and fail to continue tracking it. In the three-robot case, the team loses
the target while in the two-robot case the team does not. This is due to the fact that the third robot, spread
out from its teammates, is much closer to the line on which the target is moving, making the lateral field of
view smaller than for the farther-away robot.

Figure 91. Experiments N and O, D3: Physical Robots Tracking Two and Three Targets
Top: Three robots tracking two targets. Bottom Left: Two robots tracking three targets. Bottom
Right: Three robots tracking three targets. Robots automatically are distributed among targets.
High levels of noise can lead to outliers (bottom right, middle target) and limited sensing can lead to
robots losing track of targets (bottom right, bottom target)

Based on these experimental results, it can be concluded that MVERT can be applied to successfully
tracking targets in a real multi-robot system. However, high levels of sensing and motion noise, such as
that present in the Aibo, can lead to occasional large measurement errors which can produce large tracking
errors in the tracked path of the targets with the simple update applied in this implementation. This noisy
performance could likely be improved with the addition of a tracking filter (such as a Kalman-Bucy filter).
The simple method of updating positions and limited sensing can also lead to targets being lost. This
failure in performance could be improved by instantiating a search strategy to reacquire lost targets.
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A snapshot of a dynamic target tracking experiment with two robots and three dynamic targets is shown in
Figure 92.

Figure 92. Experiment N, D3: Two Physical Robots Tracking Two Targets
A snapshot from an experiment with two robots tracking three dynamic targets. At this time, the
targets are moving together, and thus the robots follow together, moving to remain close to the
targets and, when possible, obtain complementary views.

9.5 Summary and Discussion
Using a simple value function for reducing uncertainty with no anticipation of future target motion,
MVERT can provide some basic target tracking functionality. Robots position themselves at each step to
attempt to observe all the targets and to obtain overlapping observations when possible. When targets
outnumber robots, robots must balance observations, particularly when targets diverge. If targets diverge,
splitting into more subgroups than robots, robots will maximize value by rearranging subteams if they can
still see targets in danger of being lost and contribute to observing them. The one-step look-ahead with no
prediction, however, does leave MVERT open to losing targets and would benefit from a tracking
algorithm (such as an EKF).
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The purpose of experiments in the Planetary Exploration Mission is to evaluate MVERT performance in
the context of a more complex mission scenario. The following research questions are specifically
addressed:
12. Can MVERT be applied to selecting actions for robots with multiple competing mission tasks?
13. Can MVERT be applied to selecting actions for heterogeneous teams?
14. Can MBERT behavior be adjusted to reflect mission goals by changing value weights?
The Planetary Exploration Mission combines multiple mission goals (tasks) and is designed to reflect
mission needs expressed for future exploration of Mars (as illustrated in Figure 1). The tasks considered
include complete exploration a specified region, mapping other types of targets in the region (which can be
used as landmarks for localization), performing sampling/analysis tasks at pre-defined targets, and
maintaining line of sight (such as for maintaining communications). These tasks are completed in an
unknown environment. Application of MVERT to this type of task is intended to evaluate MVERT’s
ability to select contextually appropriate actions in a more complex scenario. The goal of conducting the
planetary exploration experiments is to qualitatively demonstrate that MVERT can be applied in these more
complex multi-task missions. Thus, detailed quantitative analysis of results is not performed.
To combine the needs of completing multiple tasks in order to select an action, each robot uses MVERT to
compute an overall value to each candidate action. This overall value is a weighted sum of the individual
values for each task. The overall value is computed with respect to expected teammate contributions in all
of the individual tasks. Thus, the select action is the one that makes the most progress toward all of the
mission goals, with prioritization. Details of these value functions are presented in 3.3.

10.1 Experimental Summary
The planetary exploration task combines multiple mission goals in a search scenario. Two experimental
series were run for this task:
P1. MVERT Small-Scale Planetary Exploration Task;
P2. MVERT Large-Scale Planetary Exploration Task.
The experiments are run in a two simulated environments:
• small: 2 robots, 6 landmarks, and 3 target sampling tasks in a 3 by 4 meter area,
• large: 6 robots, 55 landmarks, 20 target sampling tasks, and 5 obstacles in a 300 by 300 meter area.
In the small environment, only mapping and target sampling tasks are combined and simplifications are
made in terms of noise and update model. This subset of the planetary exploration mission goals is
examined in detail to investigate tradeoffs between tasks. In the large environment, mapping, target
sampling, communication, and exploration tasks are considered. Obstacles can occlude observation and
communication. Sensing and motions are noisy. Occlusion for both is determined using Eq. 11, Section
3.3.3. In both cases, the candidate move resolution is 5º.

10.2 Small-Scale MVERT Planetary Exploration (P1)
In the small-scale environment, landmark target location uncertainty is modeled, but noise is not added to
the measurements or motions. This provides a baseline for MVERT with respect to research question 12.
The value functions used are the target location value (Eq. 2, Section 3.3.1) and the target sampling value
(Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, Section 3.3.2). Additionally, affects due to changing the weights of values when they are
combined into an overall value are explored to study question 14, regarding tuning behavior with these
weights. κVS, the weight on target sampling value, varies from 1.0 to 0.0000001 while κVTL, the weight on
target location (mapping), remains fixed at 1.0. Robots have infinite vision range and a 360º angular field
of view. Updates on landmark target position estimates are Gaussian multiplication. The sensor model is
bearing-biased, with σr=0.1r and σφ=0.5º. The step size is 0.254 meters. The buffer (distance within which
robots must be to sample) for target sampling is 0.3 meters. The experiments run for this series are:
A. 2 robots exploring the small environment with 6 sets of relative task value weights.
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Trajectories produced for the small-scale planetary exploration task are shown in Figure 93. Quantitative
results are summarized in Table 29. For this table, two mission goals are set: to complete the sampling of
all sample targets and to reduce maximum map uncertainty (E2) to less than 5.0x10-6 (arbitrarily chosen).
κVS=1.0

κVS=10-1

κVS=10-2

κVS=10-3

κVS=10-4

κVS=10-5

Figure 93. Experiment A, P1: Small-Scale Planetary Exploration
Top Left: κVS=1.0. Top Right: κVS=10-1. Middle Left: κVS=10-2. Middle Right: κVS=10-3. Bottom
Left: κVS=10-4. Bottom Right: κVS=10-5. ◊ represents a target sampling location. With a high weight
on target sampling tasks (top), robots move quickly to these locations and only then start to map
landmarks. With slightly more weight on mapping (middle), the nearly straight paths to targets
bend somewhat to get closer measurements on targets. As weight for mapping increases (bottom),
robots take more indirect paths to improve map before reaching targets.
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κVS=10-6

κVS=10-7

Figure 93 (Cont). Experiment A, P1: Small-Scale Planetary Exploration
Bottom Left: κVS=10-6. Bottom Right: κVS=10-7. ◊ represents a target sampling location. As weight
on target sampling drops, robots reach sampling targets only at the end of the mission, after map
uncertainty has been reduced (left). Ultimately, robots do not reach sampling targets, instead they
continue to reduce map uncertainty (right).
Table 29. Mission Performance in Small-Scale Planetary Exploration

Sampling Complete

Map E2 < 5x10-6

Mission Complete

0

18

30

30

10-1

18

29

39

-2

18

29

39

10-3

16

25

25

-4

19

27

27

10-5

23

16

23

-6

35

16

35

10-7

--

12

--

Sampling Weight
10
10
10
10

Table 29 indicates that the maximum performance in terms of minimum time to completing both mission
goals occurs with a mixed weight of 10-5. In contrast, minimum sampling time occurs at a weight of 10-3.
This is better performance than for a weight of 1 because the greedy sampling task allocation in this case
falls into a less optimal sampling task allocation among the robots that leads to a delay in sampling the final
target. The minimum mapping time occurs for a sampling weight of 10-7.
The results of these experiments illustrate that mission performance can be tuned using the relative weights
of the individual value functions, answering question 14. With almost all weight on target sampling tasks,
robots move to improve the map only after all the target sampling tasks have been completed (Figure 93,
left). Rather than distributing to make measurements on the landmarks, they move on direct paths toward
the selected target sampling task location. Conversely, with almost all weight on mapping, robots do not
choose to divert from the desired mapping trajectory to visit the sampling targets (Figure 93 Cont, bottom
right). With weights in between, robots place different emphasis on visiting sampling targets versus
mapping. With a strong bias toward target sampling tasks (Figure 93 Cont, top left), robots are pulled
slightly toward landmark targets while approaching target sampling task locations. This results in slightly
better measurements on landmark targets without much delay in sampling. Once all the target sampling
tasks are complete, the robots specifically move to improve map quality. With slightly more emphasis on
mapping (Figure 93 cont, top right), the robots disrupt their paths to the target sampling tasks more but still
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focus on achieving the target sampling tasks. As the weight on mapping overwhelms the weight on target
sampling tasks (Figure 93 cont, middle and bottom left), robots begin moving to produce a high-quality
map. They divert toward target sampling tasks later and later in the process, at the point where value for
improvements in uncertainty no longer override value for moving toward the target sampling task locations.
Eventually (Figure 93, bottom right), map improvement value dominates target sampling task value for the
duration of the experiment, and robots never complete the target sampling tasks. When mapping, robots
exhibit the arcing behavior in order to get multiple points of view on each landmark target.
In answer to research question 12 regarding combining tasks, MVERT can produce trajectories that
approximate the one-step optimal for balancing multiple mission goals. The value of each candidate move
is computed as a weighted sum of simple, independent value functions rather than designing a more
complex value function that accounts for all mission goals. Relative weights of the individual value
functions must be tuned in order to achieve the desired type of behavior, with priorities set to reflect
mission needs. Weights may be selected by hand tuning, as in these experiments, or could potentially be
optimized through a learning process that rewards desired behavior and penalizes undesirable behavior.

10.3 Large-Scale MVERT Planetary Exploration (P2)
These experiments address questions 12 and 13, regarding multiple tasks and team heterogeneity,
respectively. For the large-scale environment, motions and sensing are noisy. Position updates use SLAM
for landmark targets and robots. The step size is 2.0 meters. The experiment series conducted is:
B. 9 robots exploring the large environment.
The relative weights used for this series were selected empirically to provide a mixed behavior between
mapping and target sampling tasks. The weights were tuned by iteratively (~10 trials) changing weights
until desired performance was obtained. In this case, desired performance was subjectively defined to
primarily favor target sampling (or exploration) but to allow small diversions for mapping and maintaining
line of sight. All robots use the same value functions and same weights in these experiments. Total value
for candidate moves is computed as a weighted sum of individual values, and Eq. 1 (Section 3.3) becomes:
V = VTL + 0.00003 VS + 0.000003 VE + 0.001V N

Eq. 79

Robots are assigned either a target sampling task or an exploration point or neither at any given time.
Exploration points are defined as target sampling task locations with a lower priority, and seeking these
exploration points encourages robots to completely explore the space. The value for exploration is weighted
differently than for target sampling, as shown above. The robots for this mission are heterogeneous with
respect to their sensing and motion accuracy. Nearly half of the robots have the ability to perform target
sampling tasks, but have higher noise for vision and for motions. The remainder of the team cannot
perform target sampling tasks, but can perform exploration and have less noise in vision and in motions.
The robots have perfect communication, for simplicity, but attempt to maintain line of sight to demonstrate
how this could be implemented to maintain communications when possible. The buffer for approaching
target sampling targets is 1.5 meters. The robot capabilities are summarized in Table 30 by robot number.
The experiment was run five times in order to evaluate the variability of the results.
Table 30. Large-Scale Planetary Exploration Robot Model Parameters

Robot Sample

Sensing Model
Range Angle

σr

Walking Model
σφ

σx

σy

σθ

Turning Model
σx

σy

σθ

1-4

Yes

150 m 360º 0.06r m 0.03 rad 0.02m 0.004m 0.04 rad 0.002m 0.002m 0.04 rad

5-9

No

150 m 360º 0.02r m 0.005rad 0.01m 0.002m 0.02 rad 0.001m 0.001m 0.02 rad

The exploration points are chosen along the far perimeter of the environment to encourage exploration of
the fringe and are spaced to ensure that all area between them can be observed, based on visual range. In
this way, if robots visit each exploration point, their sensor footprints will be adequate to observe the entire
environment. The exploration points are: (50, 250), (150, 250), (250, 250), (250, 150), and (250, 50).
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Trajectories for the five runs of the planetary exploration mission are shown in Figure 94.

+
x

Sampling Robot
Non-Sampling Robot
Known Landmark Target
Unknown Landmark Target
Sampling Target
Obstacle

Figure 94. Experiment B, P2: Large-Scale Planetary Exploration
Sampling robots primarily go to target sampling locations (◊) directly, with small mapping
diversions in poorly known regions. Non-sampling robots divert more to map targets, but move
generally toward exploration points. Units are meters.
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Quantitative results for the large-scale planetary exploration are summarized in Table 31.
Table 31. Large-Scale Planetary Exploration Results

Trial

All Targets Seen
(E4, steps)

Target Sampling Complete
(E4, steps)

Mean Landmark Target Error
(E1, meters)

1

130

310

0.520

2

294

320

4.64

3

130

312

1.70

4

149

463

2.09

5

155

352

1.48

Mean

171.1±69.3
(95% conf: ±27.2)

351.4±64.6
(95% conf: ±25.3)

2.08±1.54
(95% conf: ±0.60)

The high weight placed on target sampling causes the sampling-equipped robots to move almost directly to
each target sampling location in sequence. It is observed that there are some small diversions in these paths
to improve areas of the map that are not being investigated by teammates. One example is the case
illustrated in Figure 95. Once all the target sampling tasks have been completed, these robots focus more
on mapping, and start following trajectories similar to those demonstrated in the large-scale mapping
experiments (8.4). These arcing paths moving toward landmark targets can be observed, for example, at
the top of each figure, after the robots performing target sampling complete their last target sampling tasks.

+
x

Sampling Robot
Non-Sampling Robot
Known Landmark Target
Unknown Landmark Target
Sampling Target
Obstacle

Figure 95. Experiment B, P2: Large-Scale Planetary Exploration Close-up
A close-up of robot trajectories (top, Figure 94). The robots with trajectories take
slightly curved paths to better observe targets, and in fact move past sample targets to
map very poorly known areas before returning to sample the target. At the top left a
dotted (blue) robot remains stationary near the obstacle, to maintain connectivity until
other robots move past the obstacle. The solid pink robot eventually gets stuck in a
local optimum near the obstacle. Units are meters.
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Robots occasionally pause in their paths to maintain line of sight connectivity of the whole team. This is
shown in the example of Figure 95, where a robot (dotted, blue) remains to the left of the obstacle at (150,
70). It can also be clearly observed in the center of Figure 96, where two robots (dotted, blue and green)
remain to the lower left of the obstacle at (50, 80) to maintain line of sight around the large obstacle.

+
x

Sampling Robot
Non-Sampling Robot
Known Landmark Target
Unknown Landmark Target
Sampling Target
Obstacle

Figure 96. Experiment B, P2: Large-Scale Planetary Exploration Close-up
A close-up of robot trajectories (top, Figure 94). Some of he robots with solid
trajectories take slightly curved paths to better observe targets while others move more
directly to targets. Below and to the left of the obstacle, two robots remain stationary
to maintain network connectivity until other robots move past the obstacle. They
remain longer than needed, maintaining connectivity with each other, due to a local
optimum. Units are meters.

In contrast to the higher ratio of weights for target sampling versus target location (these robots move
directly toward sampling targets), the weight on exploration value relative to the weight on target location
(mapping) allows robots engaged in exploration to divert more to improve the map quality while exploring.
This is evident, for example, in the mapping robots in Figure 96. However, they are still strongly drawn to
the exploration points to ensure that the region is explored thoroughly and quickly. Once the exploration
points have been reached, these robots focus only on mapping, and the trajectories divert even more to
improve map quality where it is needed.
The team finds all the landmark targets, completing the exploration of the environment, in an average of
171.6 steps. The robots complete all the target sampling tasks in an average of 351.4 steps. In some cases,
the robots, due to pose error, do not actually approach the target sampling tasks within the desired range.
This in practice would be easily remedied by allowing the robot to approach the identified target sampling
tasks using observational feedback once it was within close proximity. This step is omitted from the
control system for simplicity.

10.4 Summary and Discussion
In summary, it can be concluded from these experiments that MVERT can efficiently select actions for a
team of robots carrying out a complex, multi-task mission. Selected actions maximize the team progress
toward completion of all mission goals, given an overall value function to maximize. These actions are
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appropriate in that they are biased toward accomplishing high-priority tasks more quickly than low-priority
tasks, where priority is set using the relative weights of the individual task value functions.
By selecting actions that maximize total value across all tasks, MVERT can produce trajectories that
provide maximal progress toward mission goals, relative to the priorities provided and the candidate
actions. This can improve performance by selecting actions that progress toward multiple tasks rather than
addressing them sequentially. Team behavior can be adjusted to reflect desired performance by adjusting
the weights on each individual task. These weights may be different for different team members, and may
be changed during the mission to reflect changing needs by humans or an AI planner.
In these types of missions, MVERT may also be a useful tool for mission design. Running in simulation
with different team compositions could provide insight into the types of teams best suited to the particular
mission in terms of the area, expected terrain, and expected number and density of targets of interest.
MVERT provides a greedy one-step solution, which may provide occasionally undesirable results. This
may be addressed by designing more precise value functions or by integrating MVERT with a planner that
can interact with and monitor execution. In this way, planning is made more efficient by allowing planning
to neglect low-level actions, while execution is made more efficient by eliminating local optima.
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11.1 MVERT Architecture
The MVERT Architecture is a hybrid behavior-based/one-step plan framework for multi-robot move action
selection at the execution level. MVERT is specifically designed for application to heterogeneous multirobot teams carrying out complex missions in complex environments. The goal of developing MVERT is
to provide a framework for selecting reasonable actions for a team by approximating optimal team action
selection. The optimal action is defined as the team action that makes the most progress toward mission
goals. Progress toward completing mission goals is represented by mathematical value functions that map
the current state and potential robot move action to a numerical value representing mission completeness.
In applying these value functions, MVERT incorporates the poses of teammates into the current state.
Approximations of the expected next-step teammate contributions are made by applying teammate pose,
sensing models, and capability to the value functions. The approximate expected teammate contribution
serves as a baseline with which expected contributions of candidate actions are computed in order to select
an action that improves the overall team performance.
MVERT is designed to investigate the following research question:
How can a heterogeneous team of robots maximize team progress in a multi-task mission in a scalable,
efficient manner at execution?

Specifically, MVERT is applied to team execution of missions to address specific subsidiary questions:
•
•
•
•

How can robot teams effectively integrate multiple mission tasks?
How should robot teams be distributed dynamically to best improve the uncertainty of maps and
target locations?
How should dynamic elements of the environment be treated?
How can performance of multi-robot systems be evaluated in this context?

This work in particular addresses the following thesis statement:
Applying value functions in action selection can provide efficient team execution of multiple parallel tasks.

Actions are selected to maximize team progress toward the mission goals, making it a greedy search.
Mathematical value functions represent progress toward each individual mission goal, making progress
toward these goals easy to compute. Overall mission progress is represented by a weighted sum of each
individual value function. The weights selected for each individual value function affect the overall
behavior of the team by placing greater priority on completing some tasks than on others. These weights
are therefore selected based on the desired team performance; in this case weights are selected
experimentally.
During action selection, each robot first approximates the expected contributions of teammates using the
value functions and known models of the teammates’ sensing, capabilities, and current poses. This single
average expected contribution by teammates serves as the basis for selecting the action. Each robot then
considers a set of candidate actions (in this case, locations one step away) and evaluates the value of each
candidate action. The action that results in the highest-valued pose, given the expected teammate
contribution, is selected and executed. Flexibility in computational complexity is achieved at this level by
adjusting the number of candidate actions that are considered (in this case, selecting the angular resolution
at which points on the one-step radius circle are sampled). As an execution-level approach, the
computational complexity is made more scalable for large environments and teams by maximizing
expected progress only for the next step, making it a type of greedy search.
The MVERT architecture can be applied to the execution of tasks that can be represented, at least
approximately, by a mathematical function. Many types of tasks that are not usually considered in this way
may in fact be appropriate. In this work, the mission tasks investigated are mapping, dynamic target
tracking, and complex exploration (including mapping, exploration, maintaining line of sight, and timeconsuming target sampling tasks). Mapping here is represented as a task to reduce the uncertainty on target
locations and is represented by the reduction in the area of the ellipse representing one standard deviation
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of the Gaussian distribution. Target tracking, also a target location task, uses the same mathematical
representation for value. Exploration and target sampling require moving toward a desired location and
then remaining at that location for a specified period of time (to complete whatever task is required). The
first part is represented essentially as a potential field with the desired location as an attractor. Once there,
a binary value is assigned, high value for remaining to consume and high negative value for moving away.
Lastly, for maintaining line of sight, value is related to the number of teammates that are visible, directly or
indirectly.

11.2 Performance
This work shows that the MVERT Architecture produces successful trajectories for multi-robot teams to
perform mapping, tracking, and exploration missions. These trajectories maximize use of the robot’s
sensors in concert with its teammates, automatically selecting moves that triangulate for asymmetrical
sensors which require multiple views and selecting moves that directly approach targets for symmetrical
sensors. Trajectories take advantage of teammate contributions, and automatically, by optimizing joint
value, distribute robots to simultaneously observe different areas and from different locations. By
minimizing uncertainty, a team of robots can successfully map and track targets. MVERT also allows for
an easy combination of multiple tasks by simple weighting of value functions, and successfully completes
complex missions, such as planetary exploration.
As demonstrated in 7.7, the reduction in map uncertainty by using MVERT is only slightly less than onestep optimal. The loss due to the approximations made by MVERT is relatively small and the trajectories
produced are qualitatively very similar. Additionally, computational complexity is reduced from
exponential in team size (for one-step optimal) to linear in team size. This improvement allows the
practical implementation of MVERT for much larger teams, and much larger environments. Given that the
one-step optimal took several hours to compute an action for a team size of 3 for only the single task of
target location, applying the optimal for a more complex mission, such as the 9-robot planetary exploration
task investigated here (Chapter 10), would be impossible for real-time action selection.
In comparison to individual action selection, as demonstrated in 7.6 and 8.2-8.4, MVERT provides a
significant improvement in performance. The improvement relative to individual action selection increases
with team size. By including approximate expected teammate contributions in evaluating the value of each
move, MVERT selects moves that distribute robots in the environment and produces observations the
complement each other, in terms of uncertainty reduction. Individual action selection causes robots to
follow similar paths, which leads to frequent failure to explore the space, failure to maximize value
(minimize uncertainty), and more frequent inter-robot interference. Additionally, by using only their own
observations, robots using individual action selection have lower-quality maps during execution, making
observations less accurate and making localization more noisy, leaving robots more prone to getting lost.
While maintaining the same ability as the multi-robot MVERT to integrate multiple tasks, the multi-task
mission would suffer from the same robot clustering plaguing the mapping task.
In comparison to the traditional multi-robot mapping approach using coverage patterns in subregions, the
MVERT results are mixed (8.5): in some environments, coverage patterns perform better while in others,
MVERT provides better performance. When using coverage patterns, robots move very directly to the
assigned mapping areas, while MVERT robots spend more time exploring and mapping and do not reach
the farther parts of the environment as quickly. In this way, particularly in large teams, robots using
coverage patterns may cover the space slightly more quickly than MVERT. Additionally, robots remain
within their assigned areas observing while MVERT robots move on to explore more areas. This means
that in environments with uniformly distributed targets, more overall measurements may be made on each
target, leading to a map with lower uncertainty and higher accuracy. However, in environments with very
non-uniform target distributions, coverage pattern performance may suffer for several reasons. First, some
robots will be assigned to explore unproductive areas, effectively reducing team size, while all MVERT
robots will follow the targets. Additionally, since each area is assigned only one robot for coverage, with
the greater concentration of robots in the target-rich areas with MVERT, overall more measurements are
taken on these targets using MVERT than using coverage. A last advantage of MVERT over coverage
patterns is its flexibility. Coverage patterns do not account for some tasks or targets having priority over
others, requiring a sequential and methodical coverage of the area. Coverage patterns and their rigidity also
do not allow diversions for unexpected opportunities. Other approaches, not investigated here, also suffer
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from this same type of rigidity. For example, the market-based approach [30] determines the optimal
robot-target location assignment, but cannot alone account for selecting paths to these targets to improve
the map because they rely on accurate models of cost for reaching the targets.
As shown in Chapter 9, MVERT can produce appropriate trajectories for following multiple dynamic
targets, even using a simple value function for uncertainty reduction and without any target motion
prediction. Robots maximize value by attempting to simultaneously observe all targets. This leads to
automatic distribution of robots among targets when they diverge in the environment.
As demonstrated by the experiments in Chapter 10, MVERT can produce successful trajectories for
completing multiple parallel mission tasks. In Section 10.2, the ability to tune the team’s behavior to match
desired performance is demonstrated. This tuning is achieved by changing the relative weights of the
different tasks, providing higher priority to more important tasks. The ability to simultaneously complete
multiple mission tasks with a heterogeneous team is illustrated in Section 10.3. Here, contextually
appropriate actions are selected by each team member and the team is able to successfully complete the
task using only the one-step approach. Robots balance the different tasks, placing highest importance on
those highest priority tasks. Robots automatically shift roles depending on the state, such as when robots
temporarily remain near an obstacle to serve as a communications relay.
As an approach that selects actions for only one step, MVERT is highly adaptive and flexible. Potentially,
as robots join or leave the team, decisions in the next step will consider only the current team composition
in selecting an action. This approach is also partially self-correcting. If poor information leads to a poor
decision at one step, additional information obtained in that step will improve the decision made at the next
step. Loss of communication or poor information may degrade performance (as in any robotic system), but
MVERT will continue to make action decisions to maximize progress at each step, allowing it to degrade
gracefully without necessarily failing. In the worst case, robots reduce to making decisions based only on
their own information and maximize their own value.
The MVERT approach, being an approach that anticipates only one step, suffers from some of the typical
limitations of behavior-based and reactive control. First, robots may become stuck in local optima. For
example, robots may remain very close to a single target rather than moving to another target that is well
known. This is a local optimum in the sense that the small improvement by moving slightly closer to a far
target is overwhelmed by the large loss of improvement by moving farther from a close target. This may
be handled by providing an upper limit on uncertainty value, making no further improvement possible on
the close target and allowing the robot to take advantage of the small improvement possible on the far
target. Similarly, there may be oscillations around these local optima; this can also be handled using
traditional approaches, such as adding noise or a timeout.
One-step approaches, such as MVERT, are inherently suboptimal, trading optimality for computational
efficiency. Since MVERT approximates teammate contributions by ignoring future movement, robots do
not fully account for the correct teammate contribution and may choose actions that are slightly suboptimal.
However, as previously mentioned, the effects of this are small. MVERT is also suboptimal in coverage.
Looking ahead only one step, and choosing the next action greedily, robots may fail to cover the space.
This is particularly possible if the spacing between targets is large compared to the sensing footprint of the
robots. This, as demonstrated in Chapter 10, can be remedied by adding an additional value function to
enforce exploration, similar to the concept behind coverage patterns. In the case of dynamic target
tracking, the simple one-step approach also has limitations. If targets change direction quickly, they can be
lost by robots with limited sensing footprints. This may be improved by adding tracking (such as with an
EKBF) and a search strategy for reacquiring lost targets.
Another performance problem with the MVERT approach is that since it relies on models to predict
mission progress, high levels of noise or other mismatches between model and reality may lead to poor
behavior. This became evident in some of the physical robot experiments, where the Gaussian
approximations to the sensor and motion models are not as well matched as in the simulations. The relative
performance of MVERT on the physical robots drops below that demonstrated in simulation. This can only
be improved by matching models as well as possible.
A final limitation of MVERT in its current implementation is that the value functions and weights on value
functions for multiple tasks must be hand designed and hand-tuned. Designing these functions and weights
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may be tedious and time consuming. For some tasks, such as those demonstrated here, designing the value
functions may be tractable, with performance experimentally validated. Similarly, the relative weights of
individual value functions can be empirically tuned to match performance with desired behavior. The
process is simplified by separating out individual tasks. However, with many tasks or with more complex
tasks, designing good value functions and determining these weights may be impractical. This is also true
for modeling the robot sensing and motions.

11.3 Contributions
The contributions of this work include:
•

An architecture for selecting actions for a heterogeneous team at the execution level during a complex
mission, including:
•
•

A method for iterative, near-optimal distribution of a robot team for mapping multiple distributed
static and dynamic objects;
A method for selecting actions to maximize mission progress in a multi-task mission.

•

Validation of the approach in simulation for target location, mapping, target tracking, and a multi-task
complex mission with heterogeneous team.

•

An implementation of this framework on a real multi-robot system for mapping and target tracking.

•

Metrics proposed for evaluating the performance of such multi-robot systems.

• Suggested simple value functions for some common tasks.
This work demonstrates that by combining the needs of multiple mission tasks and considering expected
teammate contributions, simple behaviors can lead to complex, “intelligent” team performance.

11.4 Future Work
Several research directions are recommended to expand and improve this work. These directions are
suggested by the experimental results and by the needs for implementing physical robot teams. The general
areas for future work are: integration with more complex reasoning, applying learning for accuracy and
adaptability, investigating scalability, expanding models beyond the two-dimensional representation, and
applying more relevant models of communications.
First, local optima and other deviations from optimal performance due to the one-step approach may be
significant for some tasks. In addition to the strategies mentioned above for dealing with these issues
within the execution level itself, MVERT may be integrated as the execution level of a tiered architecture
or more complex control system that includes some type of planning or reasoning. For example, using the
market-based approach to initially assign robots to targets will prevent the potential for robots having to
traverse long distances at the end of the mission (as in Figure 93 and Figure 94, Chapter 10). However,
using MVERT to determine paths between targets, while requiring slightly higher cost to reach the targets,
may benefit the overall mission by aiding in creating more accurate maps. This can prevent local optima,
and make the action choices of MVERT more closely match the overall desired performance. Most
importantly, by taking advantage of some one-step reasoning about teammates and overall performance, the
space over which the task allocation or planning must be executed might be significantly reduced,
improving computational efficiency. Integration with a planner could also be used to adjust the weights of
the individual value functions according to varying mission needs; these adjustments could be dependent
on time or state, or even follow complex non-linear functions if required.
Mismatches in models and value functions compared to true robot performance and mission progress have
been demonstrated to have a large detrimental effect on MVERT performance. Such mismatches may be
due to design flaws or to changing robot or environmental conditions. This type of limitation may be
improved by applying learning techniques. Offline learning may be able to make robot models more
accurately match truth and may be able to make value functions and value function weights provide
behavior closer to desired performance. Additionally, online learning may be able to track and account for
changes in robot performance and changes in the environment that affect mission progress.
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This work has only thusfar investigated fixed team sizes of up to twenty-five robots. Further investigation
of larger teams and larger environments could determine upper limits of team size for real-time
computation. Larger teams could be made more scalable by reducing the number of teammates considered
to those in the immediate area, or those that may have a direct impact on the next selected action.
Additionally, robustness to the addition and removal of teammates can be directly investigated to verify the
epected ability of MVERT to handle such changes.
This current implementation of this work has assumed an essentially two-dimensional terrain. More
complex terrains could be handled by using a 2.5 dimensional representation, or an elevation map
representation. In this way, an additional cost could be added to the value of each action to represent the
cost of moving to that location. This cost might be due to power consumption and modeled, for example,
as a function of slope. Slopes that are too steep might eliminate some potential actions. In itself,
consideration of terrain might add little complexity to the computation. However, three-dimensional
predictions of line of sight for target observation and communications could add significantly to the
computation time, and this trade-off must be considered.
Lastly, this work assumes full communication to share all information required to create a common world
view. In practicality, this is typically not available. MVERT may benefit from more accurate models of
real communication performance for a particular robot team in the specific operating environment.
Additionally, in the absence, observation of teammates may allow for estimating and complementing
teammate contributions even without direct information. Investigations into the effects of reduced or
absent communications would also benefit design of practical systems using MVERT.

11.5 Summary and Discussion
MVERT is a hybrid behavior-based/one-step reasoning multi-robot execution architecture that incorporates
one-step reasoning about teammate contributions and action results to select actions. Actions are selected
based on their expected contribution to multiple mission goals, as measured by a weighted sum of
individual value functions representing task performance. This hybrid approach produces contextually
appropriate action selection and produces successful trajectories for completing multi-task missions.
MVERT provides improved team performance (compared to individual action selection) and improved
flexibility while reducing computational complexity (relative to one-step optimal or optimal trajectory
planning). Limitations due to one-step planning may be reduced by applying high level reasoning while
allowing MVERT to optimize over the short term. MVERT has been applied in simulation and on physical
robot teams to mapping, tracking, and multi-task exploration missions and produced successful trajectories
for these missions.
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